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This report surrnnarizes the efforts and results of a study to
establish requirements for a flight programming language for future
onboard computer applications. This study was performed by M&S
Computing under contract NAS8-26990 from the Marshall Space Flight
Center of NASA. The technical monitor was Mr. Richard Jenke,
S&E-CSE-LI.
Several government- sponsored study and development efforts
have been directed toward design and implementation of high level
programming languages suitable for future aerospace applications.
As a result, several different languages were available as potential
candidates for future NASA flight programming efforts. The study
centered around an evaluation of the four most pertinent existing aero-
space languages. Evaluation criteria were established and selected
kernels from the current Saturn V and Skylab Flight Programs were
used as benchmark problems for sample coding. An independent re-
view of the language specifications incorporated anticipated future pro-
gramming requirements into the evaluation. A set of detailed language
requirements was synthesized from these activities.
This report is the final report of the study and is provided in
three volumes. This third volume contains the report appendices, which
describe the benchmark problems coded and provide listings of the bench-
mark coding.
Distribution of this report is provided in the interest of informa-
tion exchange and should not be construed as endorsement by NASA of
the material presented. Responsibility for the contents resides with











Flight Program Kernel Descriptions






FLIGHT PROGRAM KERNEL DESCRIPTIONS
This appendix contains flowcharts and narrative d~scriptions
of the flight program kernels which were coded. The descriptions
also discuss certain assumptions made during coding of the kernels
and the unique language requirements impos ed by each kernel. The
actual coding of the kernels is found in Appendix B.
Each kernel description is a separate paragraph of this
appendix, and a kernel flowchart is included as a figure at the end
of the paragraph. Kernel names and as sociated paragraph and flow-





































Separate pages of multiple-page flowcharts are designated by lower
case letters appended to the figure numbers. These are indicated
above o
. As a documentation aid, paragraph A. 12 contains glossaries
of the names used in the program listings of Appendix B. The glos-
saries include brief explanations of each name.
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Special flowchart symbology has been used to identify and
cross-reference program kernels and the various types of partition-
ing within kernels. The following depicts and explains this symbology.
The "Entry Point" column shows the symbol used for entry into each
type of program block, and the corresponding "Calling Symbol" indi-
cates how that type of program block is called from some other flow-
chart. The label"A-xx" references the flowchart where the Ilcalled"
program block is described. If there is no label, the program block
was not coded and no flowchart is provided.





External entry point to
a program kernel. Called
from some other kernel.
Internal entry point to
a subprogram within a
kernel. Called only from
within the ke rnel.
NAME
Indicates a program block
A-xx which is coded in-line onr----------,
the coding sheets but is
shown on a separate flow-
chart solely for clarity of







Entry to logic which is
executed on occurence of
the interrupt NAME.
Flowchart symbols internal to a program block have con-








program at point of
call




A. 1. 1 Description of Operation
A certain amount of initialization must be per~ormed for any
typ~ of computing system. For a flight program, initialization in-
volves setting up both program data storage areas and hardware
registers. For example, data variables for an integration scheme
must be assigned initial values and program switches must be setup
to properly control program execution. Certain hardware registers
such as accelerometers and the real time clock must be read to obtain
initial values while others such as program controlled timers must
be loaded with an initial value.
While it is true that program data storage areas could be
initialized at program generation time, it is usually desirable to
perform the initialization in real time under program control to
eliminate the need for reloading the program each time it is to be
restarted. In addition, a certain amount of reinitialization must be
performed dynamically as the transition is made from one mission
phase to another.
Two entry points exist for the Initialization kernel. The first
is used when the program is entered from Prepare-to-Launch and
performs overall system initialization. The second is used at the end
of each mission phase to perform the initialization for the next phase.
A. 1.2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
The manner in which initialization is performed depends
gr~atly upon the organization of the data base•. Data which is defined
as "local" and is contained within an application module would require
an initialization pas s to be made through the module unles s special
techniques were provided by the language to enable such data to be
externally. referenced by a centralized initialization program. A
separate initialization pass through each module forces an undesirable
decentralization of the function, so the best choice within the capa-
bilities of the selected languages is to put all data which must be initial-
ized into a cOIrlllJ.on data pool (Compool), so it can be accessed by the
Initialization module. However, since almost all of the Saturn flight
program data gets initialized, this design would leave very little data
local to the modules and would reduce the opportunities to describe
local and global data in the languages. Therefore, some of this data
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remains local to the module and the details of the application module
dat<f initialization were not coded o This decision was influenced by
the fact that the detailed coding is primarily restricted to a set of
assig;nment statements, and data item assignment capabilities in the
languages are well exercised in other kernels.
A. 1.3 Flow<;::Q.art Notes
Note 1
For HAL and CLASP the phase control logic beginning
at GP002 had to be made C\. separate program module
since it was common to both EGPO a,nd MPAOO. This
was necessitated by language restrict~ons which limit




































































































A. 2. 1 Description of Operation
In most present-day computing systems and, in all likelihood,
those of the future, hardware interrupts are used to signal both the
occurrence of external events and/or the expiration of a program-
specified time period. Direct handling of interrupts is performed
by a task called the Interrupt Processor which is usually a part of
an operating system. The Interrupt Processor determines the cause
of the interrupt and makes provision for initiating the task as sociated
with the interrupt. In a system where tasks are invoked according
to priority, the task to be executed in response to the interrupt may
or may not be executed before control is returned to the interrupted
task, depending on relative priority of the two tasks. In non-priority
systems, the interrupt task is executed before control is returned to
the interrupted task.
The Saturn Flight Program has provision for five effective










- Background (non-interrupt level)
The two timers are program loadable and are used internally for
scheduling of time dependent tasks.
Included in the Interrupt Processor kernel are the Timer
Scheduler subroutines to illustrate capabilities for scheduling pro-
gram controllable interrupts. Timer 1 Scheduler is dedicated to the
Minor Loop and Switch Selector Tasks and schedules whichever is
due next by loading the time-to-go into Timer 1. The Timer 2 Sched-
uler is assigned all remaining tasks which must be activated via a
time-dependent interrupt. All Timer 2 tasks can be enabled or dis-
abled under program control,' and, when enabled~ must have an activa-
tion time specified. The Timer 2 Scheduler selects the enabled tasks
next due for execution and loads Timer 2 with the required time-to-go.
Since Timer 2 can hold only a maximum of four seconds, the Timer 2
Scheduler schedules itself if no other task is due within the next four
seconds.
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Also included in the kernel is the systelTI tilTIe update sub-
routine which lTIaintains lTIission elapsed tilTIe by acculTIu1ating read-
ings frolTI a hardware real tilTIe clock.
A. 2. 2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
The Interrupt processor requires facilities for responding
to hardware interrupts and for controlling (inhibiting / enabling) thelTI.
Part of this control includes knowing which interrupts have been in-
hibited by other lTIodu1es and, therefore, should not be enabled by
this module. Since this capability was not re<;i.dily available, COlTI-
lTIents were appended to the logic to indicate H)-at only " previous1y
enabled interrupts!' are being en~b1ed.
Interrupt con,trol capabilities are often considered privlleged
functions which should be relegated to the operating systelTI. In the
Saturn Flight Prograrn, however, application progralTIs occ<;i.sionally
require direct interface with external hardware. For protection frolTI
other activities, they need control of interrupts, lTIaking it desirable
to be able to perforlTI such control in a high-level language. Interrupt
control requirelTIents are ;;Llso delTIonstrated by several other kernels.
Acce1erOlTIeter Processing (Paragraph A. 8.1) is a good exalTIple.
The Interrupt Processor also requires the ability to select
the proper task (subprogralTI) for execution in response to a given
interr-qpt since the task assignlTIent varies in real tilTIe for the tilTIer
interrupts. TtlTIing efficiency is highly ilTIportant for selection and
transfer of control.
A. 2. 3 As sUlTIptions Made During Coding
It was assulTIed that certain functions were perforlTIed auto-
lTIatically by cOlTIpiler-generated code or by the systelTI under which
the object progralTIs execute. In particular, the saving and restoring
of program status for the interrupted task as well as resetting the
hardware interrupt indication were as sUlTIed to be autolTIatic.
SyITIbolic names were assulTIed for each of the hardware inter-
rupts of the Saturn Launch Vehicle Digital COlTIputer. These nalTIes
were then used in any kernel where direct reference was lTIade to
interrupts. Paragraph A. 12 contains a glossary of these nalTIes.
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A. 2.4 Flowchart Notes
Note I
The ·program. entry point EGPI is utilized to activate
the interrupt handling routines for SPL and CLASP.
The statem.ents within it are not executed during the
activation process but are m.erely arm.ed (readied)
for execution in response to the associated interrupts.
For HAL the entry is used to schedule the interrupt
handling tasks.
Note 2
The Tim.er I interrupt handler for CLASP and HAL
does not determ.ine which of the Switch Selector
m.odules is to receive control. Since these languages
restrict a program. m.odule to a single entry point,
control is pas sed to a com.m.on entry point of the
switch Selector Processor which then internally decides


































































































































































A. 3. 1 Description of Operation
The bulk of the Saturn Flight Program computations are per-
formed on a non-interrupt basis. That is, the basic mode of execu-
tipn consists of cycling a series of computational tasks on the lowest
system priority level (lower than all of the interrupt levels). This
i~ performed by the Non-Interrupt Sequencer which is a part of the
operating system. Actually there are two Non-Interrupt Sequencers,
one for the powered phases of a mission and one for the coast phases.
Two sequencers are used because the computations performed differ
considerably between the two phas e types and require different groups
of application tasks.
Tasks to be executed by the Non-Interrupt Sequencer have
associateli s~atus indicators which can be used to enable or disable
. eaGh individual task. During system initialization for a given mis-
sion phase, the stq.tus indicators for the tasks to be cycled during
that ph~se are set to a predefined state. After initialization is com-
pleted, c;ontrol is transferred to the appropriate sequencer.
The Non-:j:nterrupt Sequencer for a given phase examines the
status indicators assigned to it in the order in which the associated
tasks are to be e;xecuted. If an indicator is enabled, the task is in..,
voked. Otherwise the next indicator in the sequence is tested. When
control is returned from an enabled appli~ation task, the sequencer
calls the Periodic Proces sor (paragraph A.4) before stepping to the
next indicator. After all indicators have been tested, the Non-Inter-
rupt Sequencer returns to the first indicator in the group and repeats
the cycle continuously 1.lntil the end of the phase.
The status indicators are set as required by application tasks
in response to the occurrence of external events (interrupts or dis-
cretes)~ on the basis of elapsed time, or as a result of internally
programmed dechions. In thi~ manner, the basic sequence of corn ...
putations for a given mission phase can be modified as required.
A. 3. 2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
The Non-Interrupt Seguencer existed in the Saturn Flight Pro-
gram as executable tables consisting of modifiable instructions which
were used to invoke enabled application tasks and to bypass disabled
tasks. Rather than using status indicators to enable/disable, the
,:",15-
instructions in the sequencer control tables were simply modified as
required.
Since programming in a higher 1eve11anguage makes it im-
practical, if not impossible, to "execute" a table or to modify in-
st ....uctions, the sample coding of the Non-Interrupt Sequencer was
implemented through testing of status indicators as described in the
preceding paragraph (A. 3. 1).
A. 3.3 Flowchart Notes
Note 1
The Non-Interrupt Sequencer flowchart is general in
the sense that it applies to any mission phase. Actually
the kernel, as coded, contains two separate programs










A. 4. 1 Description of Operation
Certain tasks in the Saturn Flight Program must be executed
rer-etitively at a fixed frequency but require neither stringent timing
accuracy nor synchronization with other tasks. An example is a task
which compresses data as a function of time. The scheduling of
such tasks is performed by the Periodic Processor as a function of
the operating system.
The Periodic Proces sor is invoked by the Non-Interrupt
Sequencer following the execution of each enabled application task.
Consequently, the timing accuracy with which it is capable of sched-
uling tasks is no better than the execution time required by the long-
est Non-Interrupt Sequencer subtask. Since this time resolution is
relatively low, tasks with execution frequencies exceeding five times
per second or with stringent timing accuracy requirements should be
scheduled by the Interrupt Processor, through the Timer 1 and Timer
2 schedulers.
The Periodic Processor utilizes control tables containing
timing information for each periodic application task and status in-
dicators similar to those of the Non-Interrupt Sequencer (paragraph
A.3). The Periodic Processor first examines the status indicator
for an entry and then, if the task is enabled, it compares the task
execution interval with the time elapsed since its last execution. If
the task is enabled and is due to execute, it is invoked by the Periodic
Processor. When the task completes execution and returns control,
or when the task for a given entry is not invoked, the Periodic Pro-
cessor continues on to the next table entry. Upon reaching the end
of the table, control is returned to the Non-Interrupt Sequencer.
A. 4. 2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
The Periodic Processor requires the capability to access

























A. 5. 1 Description of Operation
Non-repetitive tasks to be executed at a given time are sched-
u~ed for execution by the Events Proces sor in coordination with the
Interrupt Proces sor. The Events Proces sor utilizes a predefined
table of task identifiers with associated execution times. An example
of such a task is one which sets accelerometer reasonableness test
constants at a given time during the mis sion.
The Events Processor selects one entry at a time from the
table and schedules the entries in the sequence in which they exist
in the table. The execution time for a given table entry is us ed by
the Events Processor to reschedule itself via the low priority timer
of the Interrupt Proces sor. Then when it is reactivated at the speci-
fied time, it executes the as sociated task and selects the next entry
from the table. When it reaches the end of a table, it disables itself
and remains dormant until it is re-enabled at a later time.
Two special entry points are required in addition to the normal
entry from the Interrupt Processor. The first is used at the start
of each mission time base (time reference frame) to initialize pointers
to the beginning of the corresponding Event Table. The second entry
is utilized to enable and reschedule the Events Proces sor as required
following periods when it has been disabled.
A. 5.2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
The Events Processor is responsible for invoking a relatively
large group of tasks (one at a time) using the identifiers obtained
from the Events Processor Table. Language capabilities permitting
a call to one of several tasks depending on the value of the identifier
would significantly improve efficiency. Lacking such capabilities the
programmer is forced to code a call for each task and then use the
identifier as an index for a "computed GOTO" in order to pas s con-
trol to the tasks 0
As implied in the preceding discussions, the Events Processor
also requires means for acces sing data tables.
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A. 5. 3 Flowchart Notes
Note 1
Since CLASP and HAL do not perrnit multiple entry
points for a module, the MEP05 module must call the
MEP10 module for these languages rather than trans-






































Figure A .. 5
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A.6 Iterative Guidance Mode
A. 6. I Description of Operation
It~rative Guidance Mode (IGM) is a path-adaptive guidance
p~ogram which steers along a nearly optimum trajectory toward a
predefined target. It is path-adaptive in the sense that it is designed
to adjust to perturbations to nominal vehicle performance. For
example, if ope of the upper stage engines fails to develop full thrust,
IGM will adapt the steering computations to still achieve terminal
position and velocity with sufficient accuracy. The steering program
is based on the calculus of variations and is derived from a simpli-
fied set of differential equations of motion. It is designed for powered
flight in a vacuum with multiple distinct thrust levels and short coast-
ing periods.
IGM is executed once each iteration of the flight program back~
ground loop (Non-I:q.terrupt Sequencer, paragraph A. 3) during the
periods when it is active. It performs two basic functions:
o Guidance computatio:q.s
o Phasing
Guidance computations generate vehicle steering commands
(desired attitude angles) using navigation data, vehicle performance
data, time, and desired terminal conditions. Calculations are per-
formed in the target plane and injection coordinate systems and then
rotated into the plum-bline coordinate system for attitude control.
Phasing evaluates vehicle performance data and estimates the
times to go until the expected thrust level changes occur. For the
Saturn V vehicle and mis sions, there are two distinct thrust level
changes for the translunar injection boost period.
Due to the large size of IGM, it is neither informative nor
practical to code all of it in each of the languages. Therefore, only
the portion ,containing the guidance computations is coded. The opera-
tions performed by the phasing segment are similar to those contained
in other kernels so coding them would be redundant.
A. 6. 2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
The IGM kernel contains the majority of the numerical com~
putations performed by the selected kernels. In addition to the common
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mathematical expressions including built-in functions (LOG, SQR T,
SIN, ATAN, etc.), it also demonstrates vector and matrix opera-
tions. It requires capabilities for coding vector expres sions and
for performing such functions as dot product and vector rotation.
A. 6. 3 Flowchart Notes
Note 1
The dashed connector from the entry point to the first
block indicates the omission of the phasing portion of











































































































































































A. 7 Digital Command System (DCS)
A. 7. 1 Description of Operation
The Digital Command System provides communication facili-
ties fo r receiving commands and data transmitted from ground sta-
tions. Capabilities exist for controlling flight program timing,
navigation, guidance, targeting, and sequencing functions from the
ground and for requesting specific program data to be telemetered
to the ground.
Each DeS function, as received by the DCS software task,
consists of a mode command to identify the function, followed by a
variable number of data commands depending on the requirements of
each function. The DCS task is initiated by the Interrupt Processor
in response to the hardware indication that input data has been re-
ceived. When a mode command is received it is tested for validity
and legality and then analyzed to determine whether or not data words
are required to perform the as sociated function. If data is required,
the DeS task returns control to the operating system and is reinitiated
as each data command is received. Each data word is aho tested for
validity and legality as it is received. When all data for a given func-
tion has been received, or if a function does not require data, the
appropriate module is activated to proces s the function. Upon the
detection of errors in the DCS inputs, error mes sages are formulated
and transmitted back to the ground and the function is not activated.
The coded kernel does not include the various application mod-
ules which are invoked to perform the requested functions. Only the
central, coordinating portion of the overall DCS is demonstrated.
The format of DCS input data is shown in Table A-I along with
a list of functions in Table A-2 and error codes in Table A-3.
A. 7.2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
The DIgital Command System has requirements to perform
real time I/O. It reads the DCS Input Register to obtain the incom-
ing data ang the Discrete Input Register to examine the bit which
stipulates whether the DCS input data is a mode command or a data
word for a previous mode command. It also writes to the Discrete












DCS mode or data command
Sequence bit









































































Telemeter single memory location
Time base 8 enable
Terminate
Maneuver update




Inhibit coolant control valve
S-IVB IIU lunar impact
Switch CCS antenna system to omni
Switch CCS antenna system to low gain
Switch CCS antenna system to high gain
Transposition, docking, and extrac-
tion enable
Note: The Mode Command comes from bits S-5 of the input command.



















Orbital Mode/Data bit is invalid; data corn.rn.and was
received when a rn.ode corn.rn.and was expected.
True corn.plern.ent te st failed for rn.ode corn.rn.and;
inforrn.ation bits 7 -13 are not the corn.plern.ent of
bits S-6.
Mode corn.rn.and invalid; the rn.ode corn.rn.and received
is not defined for this rn.ission.
Orbital Mode / Data bit is invalid; rn.ode corn.rn.and
was received when expecting a data corn.rn.and.
Mode corn.rn.and sequence bit incorrect; the sequence
bit received was 1 instead of O.
Unable to is sue generalized switch selector corn.-
rn.and function at this tirn.e; the last requested
generalized switch selector corn.rn.and function has
not been is sued.
True corn.plern.ent te st failed for data corn.rn.and; in-
forrn.ation bits 7-13 are not the corn.p1ern.ent of bits S- 6.
The tirn.e of irn.p1ern.entation of a navigation update or
target update corn.rn.and is less than 10 seconds in the
future.
Data corn.rn.and sequence bit incorrect; the sequence
bit rn.ust begin with 1 and alternate frorn. 1 to 0 in
each sequential data corn.rn.and of a set.
A DCS prograrn. is in progress at this tirn.e; however,
no rn.ore data is required; only a terrn.inate rn.ode
corn.rn.and can be processed at this tirn.e.
The rn.ode corn.rn.and received is defined for this rn.is-
sion but is not acceptable in the present tirn.e frarn.e.
Table A-3
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The kernel also requires capabilities for unpacking the input
data and performing validity and legality te sts on the data. When an
error is detected, the data must be formatted for an error mes sage.
Table accessing facilities are also required since information con-
cerning each mode command is stored in tables. The information
inclqdes:
o Number of data words required
o Command activity status (enabled/disabled)
o Status code (for telemetry)
Since a variety of functions must be invoked by DCS, a
variable call facility as discussed in paragraph A. 5. 2 would be use-
ful.
A. 7. 3 As sumptions Made During Coding
The DeS kernel was not coded as it exists in the Saturn
Flight Program. It was reorganized to simplify program logic while
retaiq.ipg all of the necessary functions. Reorganization primarily
involved the centralization of certain functions within the DCS kernel
which, in the original fli~ht program, were performed in the various
DCS application sub-task modules. In particular, each application
module previously was required to determine whether or not it was
active, to issue status telemetry, and to make provision for obtain-
ing any needed input data. In the coding of the DCS kernel these
functions were performed in the DCS task itself to eliminate dupli-
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A. 8. I Descriptions of Operation
The accelerometers attached to the inertial platform of the
vehicle provide data which serve as the basis for performing naviga-
tion during boost phases of a mission. Accelerometer Processing,
as its name implies, reads the accelerometers and refines the data
into a form suitable for updating vehicle position and velocity.
During periods when it is enabled, Accelerometer Proces sing
is executed once each iteration of the flight program background loop
by the Non-Interrupt Sequencer (paragraph A. 3). It first inhibits
interrupts, reads the accelerometers for all three platform axes,
re.ads the real time clock, and then releases the interrupts. Inter-
rupts are inhibited to insure that the input data are all obtained at a
given point in time rather than separated in time by the execution of
an interrupt-driven task.
Before the input data can be used for navigation, each acceler-
ometer reading is subjected to three tests. Each reading provides two
pulse counts for redundancy. These pulse counts are subtracted from
the pulse counts of the previous computation cycle to obtain two delta
readings which represent the change in vehicle velocity along that
axis during the previous computation cycle. The two delta readings
are then compared and if they disagree by more than two pulses, an
error indication is set. The delta closest to a predicted value is
selected for further proce s sing.
A zero test is performed next to detect an unchanging <;Lcceler-
ometer. Finally, a reasonableness test is performed in which the
actual delta is required to fall within a band of plus or minus fifty
percent of the predicted value enlarged by a reasonableness constant.
If a reading does not pass the reasonablenes s test, it is J,"eplaced by
a backup value derived from an internally calculated acceleration
profile. Error indications are set to indicate failure to pas s any of
the tests.
After the tests are performed, the readings are used to calcu-
late vehicle acceleration and to update vehicle velocity.
An additional function performed by the Accelerometer Proces-
sing ker;nel is the calculation of mission time at the time the acceler-
ometers are read.
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A. 8. 2 Unique Lanugage Characteristics Required
Accelerometer Processing requires facilities for reading
real time data (acceleration and time) and for converting the data to
an internally usable form. The need also exists for controlling in~
te.:rupts via a momentary inhibit as discus sed in paragraph A. 8. 1.
A. 8. 3 Flowchart Notes
Note 1
The computation of the average CHIs for the SMC
calculations (see A~8b) is shown in the flowcharts as
coded for SPL and CLASP, where PIRADS were used.
In HAL, PIRADS were not used so the special test
shown for the averaging of the pitch commanded CHI
was unneces sary.
Note 2
Likewise, for the computation of the expected velocity
changes (see A~8b), usage of the special SIN/COS
routine (USCOO) for PIRADS was replaced by the usage



















































































































































































A. 9 Minor Loop
A. 9. 1 Description of Operation
Vehicle attitude control is performed by the Minor Loop. In
general terms, attitude control consists of determining actual attitude
as indicated by vehicle sensors, calculating the attitude correction
required to achieve the desired attitude specified by a guidance task,
limiting the correction command, and is suing properly formatted
attitude control commands to the vehicle control system.
To maintain vehicle stability, the Minor Loop is executed
twenty-five times per second during boost phases and ten times per
second in orbit. These high frequencies require the Minor Loop to "Qe
scheduled via the high-priodty timer of the Interrupt Broces sore
Vehicle attitude angles for yaw, pitch, and roll are sensed
by inertial platform resolvers which measure the angles between
the platform gimbals and the mounting frame. A fine and a coarse
(backup) :resolver are provided for each gimbal. The fine resolver!?
are selected until repeated errors cause a switch to be made to the
backup resolvers. Each resolver contains redundant counter read ..
ings and a disagreement indicator which are used by the Minor Loop
for validity checking.
After reading a resolver, the Minor Loop performs disagree-
ment processing to select the proper counter. Reasonableness tests
are then performed to detect invalid zero readings or an unreasonably
large change from the previous reading. In the event that both counters
of a resolver are bad, or if the selected counter fails the reasonable-
ness tests, the corresponding vehicle attitude angle is not updated
and the previous attitude control command is reissued. Error indica-
tors are set to identify the type of failure. If the occurrence of re-
solver failures exceeds predefined frequencies, a switch is made to
the corresponding backup resolver. Backup failures result in guid-
ance reference failure indications and the last valid attitude command
is issued repeatedly for the remainder of the mission.
Resolver readings which have been determined to be valid
are converted to internal units and used to determine actual vehicle
attitude. The actual attitude is then compared with the desired atti-
tude and the difference is used to calculate attitude error commands
to be is sued to the attitude control system. Before the commands
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are issued, however, they are liznited to not exceed rate and znagni-
tude tolerances.
A special entry point in the Minor Loop is provided for flight
siznulation tests so that ladder profiles znay be generated.
A. 9. 2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
While not specifically required, an indirect I/O capability
would be useful. In the Minor Loop it znay be desirable to read
either fine or backup giznbals depending upon whether or no't pre-
vious giznbal failures have occurred, or it znay be desirable to not
issue a read coznznand at all as in a repeatable flight siznulation test
run. An indirect I/O capability is not znandatory since tests could
be znade to deterznine the type of I/O required. However, in a pro-
grazn such as the Minor Loop where tizne is of utznost iznportance,
such tests would iznpose tizning penaltieso
Techniques are required for insuring that a given aznount of
tizne has elapsed between the issuance of giznbal read coznznands o
Since the prograInIner loses sight of execution tizne in a high level
language, the language should provide a zneans for deterznining such
delta tiznes and for specifying required tizne delayso
The relatively high execution frequencies of the Minor Loop
(25/second in boost and lO/second in orbit) znake zniniznizing execu-
tion tizne particularly desirable for this kernelo The ability to direct
the coznpiler to zniniznize execution tizne, even at sozne cost in in-
creased zneznory requireznents, would be useful if the flight coznputer
processing tizne capacity was near saturation.
A. 9. 3 Flowchart Notes
Note 1
The Flight Siznulation entry to the Minor Loop (MMLOO)
is coded as a separate subroutine in CLASP, CMS-2, and
HAL since these languages restrict a prograzn znodule
to a single entry point. It then calls the norznal Minor
Loop (MML20) rather than transferring control to a point
within it as shown in the flowchart.
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MINOR LOOP
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A.lO Switch Selector Processor
A. 10.1 Description of Operation
Certain hardware functions of the Saturn vehicle are activated
by the flight program via the is suance of switch selector output com-
mands. The Switch Selector Processing task functions in much the
same way as the Events Processor, in that it utilizes a predefined
table containing the switch selector commands and their as sociated
times for issuance. The time of activation for a given entry is used
to schedule the Switch Selector Processor via the high-priority timer
of the Interrupt Processor.
However, the process of issuing a switch selector is more
involved than the function of initiating tasks performed by the Events
Processor. The issuance of a single switch selector function requires
at least five II o operations to be performed:
0 Hung stage test
0 Is sue stage and address
0 Verify address
0 Issue read command
0 Reset read command
In addition, if the hung stage test fails, a forced reset must be issued
before the stage and address is issued. Also, if an address verifica-
tion fails, a forced reset must be issued followed by the issuance of
the stage and complemented address. Depending on the type of veri-
fication error, the system may be reconfigured to issue future switch
l3electors via different circuitry.
Hardware restrictions require timing delays between com-
mand issuance. Since the switch selector delays are on the order
of ten to twenty-five milliseconds, the Switch Selector Processor re-
schedules itself for execution at the proper time and returns control
to the operating system. The interval is too long to be accomplished
through an in-line delay.
In addition to the nominal sequence of switch selector functions,
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proV1SlOn is made for alternate sequences which can be activated as
specified by other application tasks. Depending on the type of alter-
nate sequ'ence, the alternate switch selector functions will be issued
instead of, or intermixed with, tho se of the nominal sequence.
Numerous entry points exist for the Switch Selector Proces-
sing kernel. Most of the entires are used for scheduling its various
functions via the Timer 1 Scheduler as discus sed above. Three ad-
ditional entries are used to request an alternate sequence, to issue
a forced reset, or to initialize Switch Selector Table pointers for a
new time base.
A. 10.2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
Requirements for an indirect I/O capability and for me<;l.sur-
ing short time periods are similar to those discussed for the Minor
Loop (see paragraph A. 9.3).
Although the decision-making statements are a common
feature of nearly all programming languages, special emphasis on
them here is warranted due to the unusually large number of decisions
made in the Switch Selector Processor. This kernel places a pre-
mium on language capabilities which enable the programmer to ex-
press complex decision sequences in a logical and concise manner.
The extent to which a language provides such capabilities contributes
directly to the elimination of program logic errors and to an improve-
ment in readability. Decision tables are particularly useful in this
environment.
Another relatively common characteristic of the Switch
Selector Proces sor is the manipulation of data at the bit level. It
utilizes features for setting, resetting, and testing bits in status /
control words and also for formatting and analyzing I/O data words.
These functions require a language to provide bit- string handling
facilitie s.
Also required is the ability to access data from tables. A
subroutine is utilized to select the next switch selector command to
be issued from one of a number of tables. Since alternate sequences
can be interspersed and/or interleaved' with switch selectors from
the nominal sequence, the subroutine must be able to jump from table
to table based on sequence decisions made by other programs.
-50-
A. 10.3 Flowchart Notes
Note I
Switch Selector Proces sing consists of a number of
interrelated functions, some of which use common
program logic. In order to miniITlize program dupli-
cation, the functions were all cOITlbined into a single
prograITl ITlodule and invoked via multiple entry points
as shown in the flowcharts. The kernel was actually
coded that way in SPL. However, for the other three
languages, where ITlultiple entry points are not allowed,
a common entry point (MSSOO) was utilized wherein con-
trol was transferred to the appropriate function. The
decision logic for this transfer of control is not shown
on the flowcharts but in each of the three languages
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A.ll Task Keying (ATMDC)
A. 11.1 Description of Operation
Task Keying is an operating system function as sodated with
priority task scheduling; it is the process of entering information
concerning a task into a Priority Control Table to enable the task
to be dispatched (initiated) on a priority basis. The information in-
cludes such items as task priority level, the in-core address of the
task, and initial register contents for the task.
Since multiple tasks can usually be keyed for execution on a
given priority level, various techniques are used for stacking the
additional entrie s. In the ATMDC operating system, the Priority
Control Table (Table A-4) holds a single entry for each priority level.
Additional entries are stored in a Priority Overflow Table (Table A-5)
with all entries for a given priority level chained together.
Requirements for task keying vary with the design of the opera-
ting system. For the ATMDC Flight Program, tasks are keyed in
response to events (interrupts or discretes), based on time, or as
requested by another application task.
A. 11.2 Unique Language Characteristics Required
The Task Keying kernel requires facilities for formatting and
accessing tables. Techniques for linking the overflow entries together
in an efficient manner are also desirable.
The kernel also implies a requirement for the capability to
identify the task to be keyed. The keying process itself does not re-
quire it since the Task ID is simply stored into a table. However,
since this is done for the express purpose of dispatching the task (pas-
sing control to it) at a later time, the Task ID must provide the means
by which the task can be located in core.
A. 11. 3 As sumptions Made During Coding
Several assumptions were made for the purpose of organizing
the control tables. It was assumed that there were ten priority levels
in the operating system and that twenty-five entries in the overflow
table would suffice. Also, it was assumed that three hardware registers
required saving for each task. These assumptions affect only the size
of the control tables and could be easily adjusted.
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PRIORITY CONTROL TABLE
Reg 1 Reg 2 Reg 3 Overflow






I} Number of priority levels (N) depends on system requirement~.
Ten levels were assumed for the kernel.
2) During the keying process, the Task ID is either the memory
address of the task entry point or some other indicator which
can be used to locate the task in memory. After a task has
been initiated, this word is used to store the addres s where
task execution is to resume following an interruption. A value
of zero for a Task ID indicates that no tasks are currently as-
signed to that priority level.
3} Register storage words are used to save task registers when a
task is interrupted. They are initialized to zero when a task
first receives control. The number saved depends on system
requirements and was arbitrarily chosen as three for the kernel.
4} The Overflow Chain Link is either a pointer or an index used to
chain task entries together whenever more than one task has
been as signed to a given priority level. The additional entries
are stored in the Priority Overflow Table. A value of zero indi-
cates no overflow entries exist for that priority level.
Table A-4
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Chain Link Task ID
"
Notes:
1) The Overflow Chain Link has the same meaning- as its counter-
part in the Priority Control Table. A value of zero indicates
end of chain.
2) The Task ID also has the same meaning as its counterpart in
the Priority Control Table. A value of zero indicates that the















































The Glossary Tables provided in this paragraph document
most of the names declared in the flight program coding. These
glossaries are provided as an assistance to reading the flight pro-
gram listings in Appendix B. It also documents assumptions made
abpl,lt system-defined names.
A. 12. 1 Input/Output Glossary
Table A-6 contains names and brief descriptions of external
clevices accessed by the flight program kernels. The File Names
are the parnes used in the actual Input/Output statements. In the HAL
coding it is flssumed that these names are assigned by the system and
are known to the compiler, because of HAL's device-oriented input/
output. In SPL the names assigned by the system cannot be used
directly in Input/Qutp\lt statements; a FILE statement must be used
to define input/<;mtput arguments in terms of system-assigned names.
Therefore, for SPL the Device Names of Table A-6 were assumed to
be assigned 1:;>y the system, and the File Names were declared through
the FILE statement. In CLASP and CMS-2 input/output is indicated
'by comments rather than statements of the language.
A. 12.2 Interrupt Glos sary
Table A-7 contains names of computer interrupts which were
assumed to be assigned by the system. The Description identifies
the L VDC interrupt corresponding to the Interrupt Name.
A. 12.3 Data Glos sary
Table A-8 contains names and brief descriptions of common
data items declared in the kernel coding. Minor deviations appear
in the listings such as break characters in HAL names, and trunca-
tion of some names to meet CLASP's eight-character limitation.
However, these deviations are easily as sodated with the correspond-
ing names listed in the Data Glossary.
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Digital command system input
Discrete input register
Switch selector DOM output
Reset discrete output register
Set discrete output register
Error monitor register
Internal control register


















































































CHI bar steering in progress flag
Cosine of angle between pseudo-nodal
vector and descending node
Input data word count
Table of function data word requirements
Limit on errors for a given function
Error tags
Table index derived from mode command
Mode command table
Function status table
Function telemetry status code table
Correction to velocity-to-be gained
Estimated velocity to be gained
IGM intermediate parameter
Acquisition gain indicator
Disagreement multiplexer failure flag
Sector dump in progress flag
Flight program status word
Timer 2 interrupt level in progress indicator
External interrupt level in progress indicator
Timer I interrupt level in progress indicator
Flight/sim flight indicator word
Flight mode indicator
Steering misalignment flag
Time base change indicator for events
processor
Time update waiting indicator
Flag which indicates state of water valve
(open or close)
Zero test enable flag
Switch selector function to be scheduled
Timer 2 function to be scheduled
Flight phase status table
Minor loop initial rate
Timer from GRR when time base I was set
Periodic processor task rate table















Timer 2 task execution time table
Rate of change of range angle
Rate of change of predicted terminal
range angle
Timer 2 function to be en queued
Time base indicator
Accelerometer reading
Real time clock (R TC) reading associated
with DVTAS



















Coefficients used to convert the attitude
corrections from the inertial platform
frame to the body frame
Average of present and past Minor Loop
commanded CHI at the time of major
computer cycle accelerometer read
Commanded CHI used in Minor Loop
Intermediate velocity change parameter
Optisyn A change in velocity
Optisyn B change in velocity
Delta CHI
Count of disagreement bit hardware
failures
Measured velocity of platform
Mask word that specifies which DIN's are
to be processed when they change from
OFF to ON
Elapsed time between current and previous
major computer cycle accelerometer
readings in seconds
Error Monitor Register





































DA T A GLOSSAR Y
(continued)
Description
Time error associated with time update
Expected platform velocity change
Generated acceleration (backup)
Total vehicle acceleration determined
from accelerometer readings
Thrust of vehicle (backup)
Gravity acceleration
Count of A multiplexer failures




Ladder converter B selection rate per
second
Ladder ramp commanded CHI update
counter





Mass flow rate of vehicle (backup)
Minor Loop
Number of minor loops per computation
cycle
Execution time for next minor loop
Rate limit for ladders inMinor Loop
Magnitude limit for ladders in Minor Loop
Flight phase indicator
Previous periodic proces sor execution
time
Accelerometer reasonablenes s test
constant
Gimbal failure count
Real time clock at last time update
Switch selector execution time
Mis sion time at major computer cycle




































DA T A GLOSSAR Y
(continued)
De scription
Switch selector processing in progress
flag
Flag for issuing or bypassing SS I/O
Normal or clas s 4 table advance flag
Time base 6 second opportunity flag
Gravity acceleration in plumbline system
Timer 1 function to be scheduled
Terminal gravity acceleration magnitude
Gravity acceleration in injection plane
system
Estimated average gravity acceleration
for remaining boost flight path






Nominal computation cycle length during
first S4B CHI bar steering
Nominal computation cycle length during
second S4B CHl bar steering
Gravitational constant
Cosine (THETAT)/RT
Coefficient of IGM steering equation
Coefficient of IGM steering equation
Coefficient of IGM steering equation







Rotation matrix from S-system to 4-system



































DA T A GLOSSAR Y
(continued)
Description
Time in time base at major computer
cycle accelerometer read in seconds
Real time clock reading at last interrupt
Accumulated ground bias time update
Total gimbal angle
Time from GRR that the current time base
was set
Elapsed time in mission from GRR at
last time update
Mis sion time at start of reference
Elapsed time in current time base includ-
ing ground bias time updates
Elapsed total time in current reference
Real time clock recording at start of
reference
Sum of the squares of X, Y and Z acceler~
ometer changes
Computation cycles per minor loop
Time for next timer 2 function
Time to begin CHI bar steering for first
S4B burn
Time to stop calculating terminal conditions
Events processor table index
Pointer to task for proces sing an event
Table of index value s at beginning of time
bases
Time of execution for an event
Alternate sequence in progress flag
S4B first/ second burn flag
Backup gimbal active, alter R TC
R TC conditions flag for gimbals
Class 4 SS sequence in progress flag
Mode or data acceptable flag
DCS function in progress flag
DCS function termination required
Switch selector feedback channel flag
G and C steering in progress flag




































PAT A GLOSSAR Y
(continued)
Description
IGM first/second burn indicator
Range angle travE;)led since liftoff
Predicted range angle-to-go










Biased l'eciprocal of third phase ~GM
e~haust velocity
Position in plumblin,e coordinate system
Terminal r!ldius magpitude




Sine of angle between p~eudo-nodal vector
and descending node
Steering misalignment corrections flag
Table of pointers to switch selector table
for each time b!lse
Normal switch selector table pointer




S4B first/second burn flag
First phase IGM ideal burn time
Second or fourth phase IGM ide~l burn
time



































DA TA GLOSSAR Y
(continued)
Description
Time remaining in S4B coast
Desired terminal path angle
Predicted IGM total time-to-go
Time-to-go to IGM initiation in third phase
First phase IGM time-to-go
Second or fourth phase IGM time-to-go
Timer 2 task status table





Alternate sequence in progress status
'word
Alternate SS sequence time start
Class 4 SS sequence time start
Gimbal backup bias error
Previous pitch command CHI
Previous yaw command CHI
High order gimbal, coarse or backup
resolution
Gimbal reasonableness rate limit constant
(backup 2nd pas s)
Gimbal reasonablenes s rate limit constant
(backup 2nd pass) (crossover)
F~rst pass gimbal reasonableness test
constant





Platform gimbal used to compute attitude
Difference between actual and commanded
attitude









































Temporary storage for error telemetry
Error count
Sequence bit indicator
Temporary storage for error input data
First phase IGM exhaust velocity
Second or fourth phase IGM exhaust
velocity
Third or fifth phase IGM exhaust velocity
I/O flag for fine or back\lp gimba,ls
'rime base bias to be implemented
Gimbal angle reading
Previous stage and addres s
Resolver failure limit
Temporary storage ~or EMR reading
Temporary storage for error tele~etry
Gimbal reasonableness test limit!3
Gimbal reasonablenes s test limits
(eros sover)
Low order gimbal resol"\.ltipn
Previous accelerometer readings




Periodic processor current mission time
Powered stage indicators
Velocity in plumbline coorclinate syste~
Complimented addre s s
Class 1 temporary storage for SSTl;F?TR,
VASPI, VATRR
Class 3 temporary storage for SSTIPTR,
VASPI, VA TRR
Cop.version factor for gim"Qal angles
Stage and address word
Stage and address in true form
Computed feedback

















DAT A GLOSSAR Y
(continued)
Description
Switch selector time of issuance
Temporary SS time storage
Bias time
Powered stage temporary storage
Time-to-go to next SS function
Terminal velocity magnitude
Elaps ed time into launch window
Events processor previous event time
Velocity in injection plane coordinate
system
Terminal velocity vector
Gimbal angle zero test constant





FLIGHT PROGRAM KERNEL CODING
Each of the four major paragraphs of this Appendi;x; contains
all of the coding for one langu<;lge~ The following table indicates on
which page th~ coding of a given }cernel (table row) in a given h,nguage
(table colu1UU) begins.
Descri~tions anq flowcharts of these kernels c;an be found in
App~ndif{ A. The blank entries in the table indicate kernel~ whiGh were
not coded in CMS-2.
~. ISPL CLASP HAL CMS-2Kernels '. .
Co~mon. Diil-ta P90l 83 129 175 229
1- Initialization 92 1;35 181
2. Ipterrupt Proce~sor 94 137 184
3. Non-Interrupt Sequencer 98 141 188
4. Periodic processor 100 142 190
5. Events Processor 101 143 191
6. Iterative Guidance Mode 103 146 194 234
7. Digital Command System, 107 150 199 238
8. Accelerometer Proces sing 110 154 204
9. Minor Loop U3 157 207 244
o. Switch Selector Processor 117 162 213 249





SPL COMMON DATA DECLARATIONS
8(203174. 243809. 406349.),
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ARRAY DKAPI (4) STATUS (ACTIVE. INACTIVE)









































































































































































































SPL COMMON DATA DECLARATIONS
MSK8 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOI000000',
MSK9 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOO400000',
MSK10 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOO200000',
MSKll LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOI00000',
MSK12 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOO40000',
MSI<13 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOO20000',
MSK14 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOI0000',
MSK15 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOO4000',
MSK16 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOO2000',
MSI<17 LOCHCAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOO1000',
MSK18 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOO400',
MSI<19 LOGICAL CrlNSTANT =OCT'OOOOOO200'.
MSK~C5481I LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOO100',
MSK21 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOO40',
MSK22 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOO20',
MSK23 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOO10'.
MSK24 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOOO4'.
MSK25 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOOO2'
MC2t\. DECLARE, MSKMC68RRI LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'400000000',
MSKl LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'200000000',
MSK2 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'100000000'.
MSK3 LOGICAL CONSTANT aOCT'040000000',
MSK4 LOGICAL CONSTANT aOCT'020000000'.
MSK5 LOGICAL CONSTANT aOCT'010000000',
MSKI5 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OO4000000',
MSK7 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OO2000000',
MSK8 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OO1000000'.
MSK9 LnGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'OOO400000',
MSK10 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'OOO200000',
MSKll LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOI00000',
MSK12 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOO40000',
1'151<13 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOO20000',
MSI<MC5LUI LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOO10000',
MSI<15 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOO4000',
MSKMC6T86A LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOO2000'.
MSI<17 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOO1000',
MSI<MC6DQ4 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOO400',
MSK19 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOO200',
MSK20 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOO100',
MSKMC6TB6C LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOO40',
MSI<22 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOO20 i ,
MSI<MC6TB5B LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOO10',
MSI<24 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOOO4',
MSK25 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOOOOOOO2'
~C27. DECLARE, MSI<O LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'400000000',
MSI<I LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'200000000',
MSKMC7T6D LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'100000000',
MSK3 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'040000000',
~'SKMC70MG LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'020000000',
MSKMC7LOG LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OI0000000',
MSKMC7HIG LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OO4000000',
MSK7 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OO2000000',
~lSK8 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOI000000',
MSK9 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOO400000',
"1SK10 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOO200000',
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I-1SK 11 LOGICAL CONSTANT l1lOCT'OOO100000'.
MSK102 LOGICAL CONSTANT aOCT'OOOO40000 ' •
t"'SK 13 LOGICAL CONSTANT -nCT'OOOO20000'.
MSK14 LOGICAL CONSTANT =n(;T'00OO10000'.
rISK 1!:> LOGICAL CONSTANT =QCT'OOOn0400Q'o
t1SK 10 LOGICAL CONSTANT aOCT'000002000'.
MSK17 LOGICAL cnNSTANT =OCT'OOOn01000'.
t15K 18 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'0000004UO'.
t"ISKU~ LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000000200'.
~SK2fl LOGTCAL C()NSTANT =OCT'OOOOOlJlfJO'.
MSK21 LOGICAL CONSTANT :OcT'oOonOO04n'.
t·1SK22 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'ooonOO020'.
MSK23 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'onOOOOO10',
MSK24 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000000004'.
HSK?!:> LOGICAL cnNSTANT =O(;T'OOOnOOOIl?'
SSf1I1ASvi • DI::.CLARE. MSKSSS4CO LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'400000000',
MSKSSSPFC LOGICAL cnNSTANT =OCT' 20000uOOO I,
MSKSSTH6C LOGICAL CONSTANT :OCT' 1000000no' •
MSKSSf;NSS LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'040000000'.
MSKSSSHLO LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'020000000',
t~ SI< 5S SHH I LOGICAL C()t~STANT =OCT'010noo oOO'.
MSKSSSHOt-1 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'004000000'.
r~SKS:;EC5V LOGICAL CONSTANT 1I0CT'OO20nOflOo',
,... SKSSF: CS 1 LOGICAL CONSTANT aOCT'001000000' •
MSKSST3A LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'OO0400noO'.
MSKS~TR6D LOGICAL CONSTANT mOCT'000200000'.
MSK 11 LOGICAL CONST MJT =OCT'01101000no',
MSK12 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'OOO040iJOO'.
MSK13 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'OOO020 nOfl'.
""SK 14 LOGICAL CONHANT =OCT'OOOOlnooo' •.
MSK15 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000004000',
MSKSSTH6A LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000002flOO',
MSKS8TH6R LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'OOOO01000'.
MSKSSS4C1 LOI.HCAL CONSTANT 1I0CT'000000400',
MSK19 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000000200'.
MSK20 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000000100',
MSK21 LOGICAL CO~STANT =OCT'000('lOO040'.
MSK22 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000000020',
MSK23 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'OOOOOOOln'.
MSKSSACr.ilJ LOGICAL CONSTAr~T =OCT'000000004'.
MSKSSLI LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'OOOOOOOO?'
SSVASPI. nECLARE. MSKSSS4CO LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'400000000'.
MSKSSSPEC LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'200000000',
MSKSSCL3 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'100000000',
MSKSSCl.1. LOGICAL CONSTANT 1I0CT'040000nOO'.
MSK4 LOGICAL COIIISTANT =OCT'020000000'.
MSK5 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'010000000'.
MSKS'ST6C LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'004000000'.
MSK7 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'002000000'.
MSK~ LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'001000000'.
MSK9 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000400000'.
MSK1U LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000200000',
MSK11 LOGICAL CONSTANT 1I0CT'000100000'.
MSK12 LOGICAL CONSTANT I2OCT'000040000'.
MSK13 LOGICAL CONSTANT =OCT'000020000'.
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MSK14 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000010000'.
MSK15 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000004000'.
MSK16 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000002000'.
MSK17 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'0000010QO',
t~SK 18 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000000400'.
MSK19 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000000200'.
MSK20 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000000100',
MSK21 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000OOO040'.
MSK22 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000000020',
MSK23 I..OGICAL CONST A.NT -OCT'OOOOOOOlQ',
MSK24 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000000004',
MSK25 LOGICAL CONSTANT -OCT'000000002'
OVERLAY MC24 II MC25
- MC26 - MC27 ,. SSDVASW II SSVASPI
DECLARE FlU:. CLOCK DEVICE - TIMER
FILl: DliG DEVICE - DOMBUGIM
rILE DCS DEVICE ,. OCSINREG •
FILE DIR DEVICE II DISINREG
FILE. OOM DEVICE - SSDOM ,
FILE DOR DEVICE - DISOUTRES ,
FILl:. DOS DEVICE II OISOUTSET ,
FlU: EMR DEVICE II ERRMONREG
FI l.1:. ICR DEVICE II INTCONREG •FILE. MODREG DEVICE. MODEREG
FILE SS DEVICE II SSREG •
FI Lt:. SSFB DEVICE II SSFDBK
FILE:. TELDCSDW DEVICE II PI0574 •FILE TELDCSEC DEVICE II PIOO~5 •FILE:. TELDCSSC OEVICE - PIOO30
FILE. TELGT DEVICE - PI0574
FILE TELMLER DEVICE - PI0570 •FILE TELPHIT DEVICE - PI0414 •
FlU: TELRTC DEVICE II PI0174 •FILE TELSSFB DEVICE II PI0500 •FILE TELSSSA DEVICE - PIOO75
FILe. TELTAS DEVICE ,. PIOOOO
FILE TELTB DEVICE - PI0031 •FILE TEll I DEVICE - PI0561 ,
FILE TELT31 DEVICE II PI04fi4
FILE. TELXAC DEVICE II PIOO10
FILE:. TELXDM DEVICE - PIOO24 •FILE. TELX4 DEVICE - PI0444
FILE TELYAC DEVICE II PIOO14 •FILE TEL YOM DEVICE - PI0030
FILE TELY04 DEVICE - PI0450
FILE TELY4 DEVICE - PI0450 •FILE TELZAC DEVICE - PIOOO4
FILl:. TELZOM DEVICE :I PIOO20 •FILE TELZ4 DEVICE ,. PI0434 ,
FII...E TIMl DEVICE = TIMER 1
FILE TIM2 DEVICE II TIMER2 •FILE XACC DEVICE • XACCEL •FILE:. XBGIM DEVICE ,. XFlACKlJP
•FILE. XOIM DEVICE = XGIMRAL
FILE XUD DEVICE II XLADDER
•FILE YACC DEVICE II VACCEL
•
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FILE. VBGIM DEVICE = VBACKUP
FILE YGIM DEVICE • VGIMBAL •FILl VLAD DEVICE • YLADDER
FILE ZACC DEVICE = ZACCEL •
r I l. f:. ZBGIM DEVICE:: c ZHACKlIP
FILl: ZGIM DEVICE • ZGIMAAL
FIl.l: ZLAD OEVICE I: ZLAODF:Q
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SPL UTILITY ROUTINES
PROC .UTROO ' 'TELEt~ETRY DELAY FOR MODE REG SETTING OF 70' ,
ENTRANCE .UTR01 ' 'TELEMETRY DELAY FOR MODE ~EG SETTING OF 71' ,
FNTRANCE .UTR02 ' 'TE.LEMETRY DELAY FOR MODE REG SETTINlj OF 72' ,
EI~TRANCE .UTR03 ' 'TELEMETRY DEl.AY FOR MODE REG SETTING OF 73' ,
Et-<TRANCE .UTR04 ' 'TELEMETRY DELAY FOR MODE REG SETTING OF 74' ,
ITEM KTELBIAS FIXED 0 CONSTANT • 2.
ITEM VTIM FIXED 0






















IF VTIM - DV1D LANn MSKRTC GQ DKTD GOTO TRU5
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENAbLED INTERRUPTS"
I 'ALLOW HIGH PRIGRITY TASKS TO INTERRUPT"
GOTO TRon
WRITE MODREG,VTHC
OVTD :I VTIM + KTELBIAS
"COMMON TELEMETRY DELAY ~ETURN"
.UTR30 "TELEMETRY DELAY FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 3"
ITEM KTELBIAS FIXED 0 CONSTANT • 2.









IF VTIM - DVTD LAND MSKRTC LS DKTD GOTO TR35
wRITE MODREG,MSKTMCD
DVTD • VTIM + KTELBIAS
"UTR30"
.UTR24 I 'TELEMETRY DELAY FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 2"
ITEM KTELBIAS FIXED 0 CONSTANT c 2.








DVTD • VTIM + KTEL~IAS
, 'UTR24' ,
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SPL KERNF.L 1 INITIALIZATION
~TART .EGPO "MISSION INITIALIZATION"
ENTRANCE .MPAOO "PHASE TERMINATION"
ITEM VTD FLOATING


















IF TEMP E~ 1 WAIT
END
DFIL1, DFIL2, DFIL3 = 'ACTIVE'
DVRTC,DVTEX,VPPOT = DVACT
DVTMM,DVTRR,DVERT.DVTGA,DVTRS,DVTMR,DTBID,VTD = D•




DVMLT D DVMLD • DKMIR
.EGP15 "SCHEDULE FIRST TIMER 1 FUNCTION"
DVP • 1
IF PVP GR 4 WAIT
IF DKAPICDVP-l) EQ 'ACTIVE'
THEN .EGP20 "START PHASE TIME REFERENCE"
GOTO (INP13, INP2A, INP13, INP24. *) DVP - 1






WRITE TIM2,MSKRTC "LOAD TIMER 2 WITH A LARGE VALUE TO PREVENT
TIMER 2 INTERRUPTS FROM OCCURRING"
WRITE ISR,MSKT2INT "RESET ANY PENDING TIMER 2 INTERRUPT"






































T2STAT. 'OUT'. 'HI'. 'OUT'
.MINOO "PERFORM PHASE 1/3 APPLIC PGM INIT (NOT COOED)"
.EGP18 "SCHEDULE NEXT TIMER 2 FUNCTION"
DFIL1. DFIL2. DFIL3 • 'INACTIVE'
DFPHC II 'NoTCHANGE'
UNLOCK "UNLO~K P~EVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"





T2STAT. 'OUT'. 'OUT'. 'IN'. 'IN'. 'IN'. 'OUT'. 'OUT'. 'IN'
.MIN10 "PtRFORM PHASE 2/4 APPLIC PGM IN IT (NOT CODED)"
.EGP18 "SCHEDULE NEXT TIMER 2 FUNCTION"
DFIL1. DFIL2. DFIL3 • 'INACTIVE'
DFPHC • 'NOTCHANGE'
UNLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"


















.EGP15 "TIMER 1 SCHEDuLER"
.EBPI8 'ITI~ER 2 SCHEDULER"
.EGP20 "SYSTEM TIME UPDATE ROUTINE"
DECLARE FIXED CONSTANT.
KTIBIAS a = 9 ••
KT2AIAS 0 • 12 ••
K4SEC -2·. 16253.968
, I










.MTSOO "P~OCESS TLC INTERRUPT (NOT CODED)"
"THE TLC APPLICATION PROGRAM nOES NOT RETURN CONTROL I'
END
, , , ,

















GOTO ( .GP11.GP12.GPI3.GPI4,GPI5.GPI6.GP17.GP18.GPIQ) GST1M
.MMLno "FLIG~T SIMULATION MINOR LOOP" GOTO EGPll
.MML20 "NORMAL MINOR LOOP" GO TO EGPll
.MSS05 "SWITCH SELECTOR CHECK" GOTO EGP11
.MSS30 "SWITCH SELECTOR HUNG STAGE TEST" GO TO EOPll
.MSS40 "SWITCH SELECTOR STAGE. ADDRESS ISSUEI' GOTO EGPll
.MSS50 "SWITCH SELECTOR VERIFY ADDRESS" GOTO EGP11
.MSS55 "S~ITCH SELECTOR READ TIMf. CHECK" GOTO EGPll
.MSS60 "SWITCH SELECTOR READ ISSUANCE" GOTO EGPll
.MSS70 "swITCH SELECTOR RESET" GOTa EGPil
.MSSRO "SWITCH SELECTOR CO~PLEME~T STAGE.ADD"
.EGPI5 "aCHEDULE NEXT TIM~R 1 FUNCTION"
DFIL3 = 'INACTIVEI
IINLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
END
, I


















.MUMOO "TIME UPDATE (NOT CODED) "
.MLPI0 I'LADDER RAMP PROCESSOR (NOT CODED) II
.MEPOO "EVENTS PROCESSOR'I






SPL KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSING
GP25. .MNUOO "NAVIGATION UPDATE IMPL (NOT CODED) ,, GOTO EGP12
GP26. .MEEOO "TIME BASE 8 ENABLE (NOT CODED) , , GO TO EGP12
GP27. .MCMOO "PHASE 2/4 CONTROL MOD (NOT CODED) ,, GOTO EGP12
GP28. .MCM10 "PHASE 2/4 CONTROL MOD (NOT CODED) , , GO TO EGP12
GP29. .MCM20 "PHASE 2/4 CONTROL MOD (NOT COOED) , , GOTO EGP12
GP30. .MEPWM "WATER METHANOL ACTIVATE(NOT CODED) ,, GOTO EGP12
GP31. .MEROO "EXTRA ACCELEROMETER RD (NOT CODED) ,,




, , ' ,





READ CLOCK.DVTEX "READ REAL TIME CLOCK"
DFIL2 • DfIL3 • 'ACTIVE'
.MDP28 "SC INITIATION OF S2/S4B SEPARATION (NOT CODED)"
DfIL2 = DFIL3 = 'INACTIVE'
UNLOCK "RELEASF. PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
END
,,











READ CLOCK,DVTEX "READ REAL TIME CLOCK"
DfIL2 • DfIL3 = 'ACTIVE'
.MTB50 ' 'S4B ENGINE OUT (NOT CODED)"
DfIL2 • DfIL3 • 'INACTIVE'








READ CLOCK,DVTEX "READ REAL TIME CLOCK"
DfIL2 • DfIL3 • 'ACTIVE'
.MTB30 "SIC OUTBOARD ENGINE OUT (NOT CODED)"
OfIL2 • DfIL3 = 'INACTIVE'
UNLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
END
, ,





READ CLOCK.DVTEX "READ REAL TIME CLOCK"





SPL KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSING
.MTB40 "92 PROPELLANT DEPLETION (NOT CODEO)"
DFIL2 • DFIL3 a 'INACTIVE'
UNLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
END






,C , Y, , )





,CY, , Y, )
,( , Y, )
,(, , , Y)
,(Y, Y, • )
,(, ,Y,Y)
SHOULD NEVER BE REACHED
"READ ~EAL







WRITE TIM1,TEMP "LOAD TIMER 1 wITH TIME-TO-GO FOR FUNCTION"
RETURN "EGPI5"
[)GST2" • 'T2S' '
nV2TG = DVTMM + K4SEC
FOR J • I AY 1 UNTIL 12
IF T2STAT(I) EQ 'OUT'






IF DV2TG LQ DVTMM
READ CLOCK. TEMP
TE~P II' (( DV2 TG -
'~SKRTC)
IF TEMP LQ a
TnlP • 1
WRITE TIM2,TEMP "LOAD TIMER 2 1 '










READ CLOCK,DVTEX "READ REAL TIME CLOCK"
DFIL2 • DFIL3 = 'ACTIVE'
.MDSaO "PROCF.SS DCS INPUT"
DFIL2 • DFIL3 = 'I~ACTIVE'











TEMP:: (DVMLT - TEMP1) LSH 1
TEMP:: (OVSST - TEMPI) LSH 1
GST1M .. D8"1LM
OST Hl = DGSSM





























































f::X TI:. RNA L






















OVERT. TEMP1 - DVRTC LAND 3
DVTMM • DVTMM + (TEMPI - DVRTC
DVRTC • TEMPl - DVERT





































































































































"NON-INTERRUPT SEQUENCER FOR PHASES
"NON-INTERRUPT SEQUENCER FOR PHASES





























"TIME-TO-GO TO RESTART (NOT
THEN .MCSOO .PERPROC
"TIME RASE 6 CHECK
THEN .MT~10 .PERPROC
, 'TIME BASE 1
THEN .MTB57 .PERPROC






































THEN .MCTOO .PERP~OC END
t'DATA COMPRESSION TELEM(NOT CODED)"
THEN 0 MDTOO END
"SECTOR DUMP TELEMETRY (NOT CODED)"




























































































ITEM VPPOT FIXED 0
READ ClOCK.TEMP "READ REAL TIME CLOCK"
DVPTG • (TEMP - VPPOT LAND MSKRTC) RSH 2
VPPOT • TEMP
FOR I • 0 BY 1 UNTIL 3
IF PPSTAT(I.) EQ 'OUT' GOTO PP20
DLPTL(I) • DLPTL(I) + DVPTG
IF nLPTL(I) LS DLPRL(I) GOTO PP20
GOTO ( • PP1. PP2•• ) I
.MPC50 "50 SEC DATA CaMP (NOT CODED)" GOTO PP10
.MPC60 "60 SEC DATA COMP (NOT CODED)" GOTO PP10
.MPC99 "lOa SEC DATA CaMP (NOT CODED)"
















"EVENTS PROCESSOR TIMER 2 ENTRY"
"EVENTS PROCESSOR TIME BASE CHANGE ENTRy"
"EVENTS PROCESSOR RESCHEDULE ENTRY"
I I
" EVENTS PROCESSOR TABLE (THROUGH THE END OF TIME BASE 3) I'
" ,,
" THE POINTERS WITH A VALUE OF lERO ARE TO BE SET DURING 'I
, , PROGRAM EXECUTION OR ARE USED TO DISABLE THE EXECUTION I ,
" OF THE EVENTS PROCESSOR FOR THE REMAINDER OF A TIME BASE. "
, , It
"START OF TB2 TABLE"
"START OF TB3 TABLE"
"START UF TBl TABLf"
fIXED 13)








































IF DFTBCEP EQ 'CHANGE'
TARLE EPTARLE 131 S 2 (EPTPTR






































ITEM VTOLD FIXED 13
ITEM EPTINDX INTEGER













THEN DFTBCEP • 'NOCHANGE'
GO TO EP02
END
GOTO EPTPTR(EPTINDX) "EXECUTE REQUIRED MODULE (NONE CODEn)' i
LOCK T1INT.T2I NT.EX1INT.EX2INT.EX3INT.EX4INT.EX5INT.EX6INT.
EX7INT.EXRINT.EX9INT
IF DFTBCEP EQ 'CHANGE' GOTO EP04A
EPTINDX a EPTINDX + 1
DQST2 • 'EPOO'
IF FPTPTRCEPTINDX) NQ 0 GO TO EPo3
T2STATCOQST2) = 'OUT'
IF DFILl EG 'INACTIVE' .EGP07 "RESCHEDULE TIMER2(NOT CODED)' e
UNLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
RETURN "MEPOO"
IF EPTTIM(EPTINDX) EQ VTOLD




~LTTLCDQST2) • DVT~R + VTOLO*4063.492Al0
GOTa EPO:?
EPTINDX • EPTTBINDX(DTBID) - 1
EPTINDX = EPTINnx + 1
D(JST2 • 'EPOO'
IF EPTPTR(EPTINOX) NQ 0 GOTO EPOe
'T2STAT(OQST2) = 'OUT'
IF DFILt EQ 'INACTIVE' .EGP07 "RESCHEDULE TIMER2(NOT CODED)"
RETURN "MEP05. MEP10"
VTOLD = EPfTIM(EPTINnX)






SPL KERNEL 6 ITERATIVE GUIDANC~ MODE
~TART .MIGOO ' 'ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE"
"DUE TO THE SIZE OF 18M, ONLY A SECTION OF IT HAS ~EEN CODED. "
"P~RT OF THE G~IDANCE COMPUTATIONS HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO DEMON-"
"STRATE MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS. THE PHASING PORTION OF IGM "
"HAS NOT BEEN CODED SINCE SIMILAR CAPABILITIES ARE ILLUSTRATED"
"BY OTHER KERNELS. "
, , , ,
DECLARE ARRAY (3) FLOATING R, OS. AV, GVT, GVSTAR,
PS, RV, R4, RVT,
VS, VV, V4, VVT. OELTAVVP,
MS4 (3,3), M4V (3,3)





OECLARE FLOATING R. L1, L2, L12, L3, L3P. LYP. OELTAL3,





T1I. T21. T3I, T1C, TCI. TSTAR,
TAU1, TAIJ2, TAU3,
VEX1, VEX2. VEX3. ROVEX3,
K1, K2. K3, K4,
PHIl, PHIT, PHIIT, OPHII, DPHIT,
DELTA2, EP5ILON2, EPSILUN],
SINTH~TA, COSTHETA, THETAT,
GT, R, RT, V, VT




" IG251 - IBM GUIDANCE PARAMETERS COMPUTATIONS
, ,







IG253. R4 II MS4*RS
.uTRoa "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
wRITE TELX4,R4(O) "TELEMETER X POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM"
.UTRoa "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
wRITE TELY4,R4(1) "TELEMETER Y POSITION IN 4 SYSTE~"
UNLOCK "RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISAALED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE"
V4 = MS4*VS
.UTRoa "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELZ4,R4(2) "TELEMETER Z POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM"
.UTR02 "~ELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
w~ITE TELYD4,V4(1) "TELEMETER Y VELOCITY IN 4 SYSTEM"
lJNLOCK "RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISARLED BY TcLEM DcLAY ROUTINE"
, , , ,









IF T21 EQ O.
THEN L12,J12,S12,Q12,P12,U12 • O.
GOTO 1132~9
END
IF Tll EQ O.
THEN Ll,Jl,Sl,Ql,Pl,Ul • O.
GOTO IG2~8
END
L1 a VEX1*.LOG(TAU1/CTAU1 - T1I»
J1 • Ll*TAU1 - VFX1*T1I
51 = L1*T1I - Jl
a1 • 51*TAU1 - .5*VEX1*Tll**2
P1 • Jl*TAU1 - .5*VEX1*Tll**2
Ul a al*TAUl - VEX1*T1I**3/6.
L2 • VEX2*.LOGCTAU2/CTAU2 - T2I»
J2 • L2*TAU2 - VEX2*T2I
S2 • L?*T21 - J2
Q2 • S2*TAU2 - .S*VEX2*T21**2
P2 • J2.TAU2 - .5*VEX2*T2I**2
U2 • Q2*TAU2 - VEX2*T2T**3/6.
L12 • L1 + L2
J12 a Jl + J2 + L2.T11
812 ~ 51 - J2 + L12*CT2I + TCI)
Q12 • al + Q2 + S2*T1I + Jl*T2I
P12 • Pl + P2 + Tll*C2.*J2 + L2*T1I)
U12 • Ul + U2 + T1I*C2.*Q2 + 82*Tll) + T21*Pl
L3P • VEX3*.LOGCTAU3/(TAU3 - T31»
LYP = L12 + L3P
J3P • L3P*TAU3 - VEX3*T31
T1C • Tl1 + T2I + TCI











IF PHASE fa 'BlJR"l2' , 'OUT OF ORBIT"
THEN' 'CALClJLATE TERMINAL CONDITIONS"
SINTHETA • RS*VS/CR*V)
COSTHETA •• SQRTC1. - SINTHET~**2)
OPHIr. V/R*COSTHETA
DPHIT • VT/RT*.COSCTHETAT)
PHIIT •• 5*CDPHII + DPHIT)*TSTAR
PHIl • PHIl + PHIIT
.UTR02 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELPHIT,PHIT "TELEMETER TERMINAL RANGE ANGLE"
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE INT LOCKED RY TELEM DELAY ROUTIN~"
IF TSTAR LQ EPSILON3 GOTO IG269
.MIG30 "CALC TERM RAD, VEL, FLT ANGLE (NOT CODED)"
GT- -KMU/RT**2
.UTRoa "oELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELnT,GT "TELEMETER TERMINAL GRAVITY VECT"
UNLOCK "RELEASE INT LOCKED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE"
GVT • GT*.COS(THETAT), 0, GT*.SIN(THETAT)
RVT a RT*.COS(THETAT), 0, 0
PHIT a PHIT - THETAT
-104-
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ELSE' 'CALCULATE INTERMEDIATE PARAMETERS"
DELT42 • V*TSTA~ - JJP + LYP*T3I - ROVE~3*«TAUl -
T1I)*Ll + (TAU2 - T2I)*L2 + (TAU3 - T31)
*L3P)*(LYP + V - VT)
PHIIT • ~T*(S12 + DELTA2) "KT = COSTHETAT/RT"
PHIT • PHIl + PHIIT
.UTR02 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
~RI1E TELPHIT.PHIT "TELEMETER TERMINAL RANGE ANGLE"
UNLOC~ "RELEASE INT LOCKED AY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE"
END
, ,

























IF REITERATE ~Q 'YES'
THEN REITERATE = 'NO'
L3P = L3
J3P = J3




, , , ,




" 10326 - CALCULATE DESIRED PITCH AND YAW
, ,
IF CHIBARSTEEk EQ 'INPROG' GOTO IG350
IF TSTAR GQ EPSILON2 GOTO 16360
IF S4BURN EQ 'BURNl'
THEN DVMC5 = DVMC5 LXOR MSKMC5CBS
DVMLR • 25.*KCCT4
DV1~R •• 04/KCCT4
















IG440. .UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY A& REQUIRED"
WRITE TELT3I.T3I "TELEMETER TJI'I
-105-
SPL KERNEL 6 ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE
UNLOCK "RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE"
" , ,




IF SMCFLA8 EQ 'CALCULATE' .MSMOa "COMP SMC TERMS(NOT CODED)"
.Mccaa "PERFORM CHI COMPUTATIONS (NOT CODED)' I
IF DFILE LAND MSKFPSINT2
.EGP32(MSKSCCO) "ENABLE INTERRUPT 2 (NOT CODED)' I
RETURN "MIGDO"
P~OC .MSMoa EXTERNAL EXIT
PROC .Mccaa EXTERNAL EXIT















LJ~LOCK "RELF.:ASE PREVIOUSLY FI'lAtlLED I~TERRUPTS"
READ OIR,TEMP "READ DISC~F.TE INPUT REGISTER"
READ DCS,VDSOl "READ Des INPUT REGISTER"










f)ECLARE STATtlS. FDSEN (MODE.DATA).
FDSPG (INPROG,NOTINPROG),




TDEE N, EX MANB , S4l.I • AL TSE Q 61))
DECLARE ARRAY (20), DCSMSTAT STATUS (ACTIVE, INACTIVE),
DCSSTCOD LOGICAL CONSTANT,
DCSOATCT INTEGER CONSTANT,
DCSMODE (64) INTEGER CONSTANT,
VD5~L (35) LOGICAL







DCSOATCTlII(O 1 35 2 2 3 3(0) 35 8(0) 6 0),
DCSMODE =(5(0) 8 2(0) 1 2 3 4 5 2(0) 14 b 0 7 2(0) 19
3(0) 9 0 15 17 A(O) 13 4(0) 18 10 11 12 2(0)
16 15(0»
.MDSOO "DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM"
DECLARE INTF.GtR, DCSDATACOUNT,















(VDSOI LSH 7 LXOR VDS01) LAND MSKDCSCOMP
EQ ~lSt<r:>eScOMP ,CY, N, , , )
VOSOl LAN!) MSKDCSSB EQ 0 , (Y , , N, )
VDSOl LAND MSKDCSt-1C EQ MSKDCSTERM , (N, , , , )
FDSE~l F.Q 'MODE' , ( Y, , , N, )
DFDTL NQ 'INP~OG' AND FDSPG NQ 'INPROG',(Y, , , N)
ACTIONS
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VOSER • OCSER10 .( • Y. • • )VDSER • OCSER24 , ( , • Y. • )VDSER ~ OCSER20 , ( ,
•
Y, )
VDSf.R • OCSER64 , ( , ,
•
, Y)
GOTO DS220 , ( , V, V, Y, y)
GOTO OS20 , (V, , , )
ELSE GOTO OS25
END
0520. FDSPG • , I NPROr, ,
I"lS~!'. OCSINDX • DCSMODf.(VDSOl RSH 20)
IF OCSMSTAT(DCSINDX) EQ 'INACTIVE'




"TELEMETER STATUS enDE TWICE"
.uTR24 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELOCSSC,DCSsTCODCOCSINDX)
.UTR24 I'DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQIJIREDI'
WRITE TELDCSSC,DCSSTCODCDCSINDX)
UNLOCK "RELEASF INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE"
GOTO DS200 "ISSUE CRP"
DCSDATACOUNT, VDSSR • 0
GOTO 05100
, ,








,l , Y, )










(VOSOl LSH 7 LXOR VDS01) LAND M5KDCSCOMP
EQ MSKDCSCOMP





ELSE VDSER • DC5ER60
END GOTO DS220
DS110.' 'TELEMF.TER DATA ~URD TWICE"
.UTR24 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELDCSDW,VDSOl





VDSSB • VDSSB LXOR MSKOCSSB
DCSDATACOUNT • DCSDATACOUNT + 1
IF DCSDATACOUNT LS DCSDATCTCDCSINDX)
RETURN 'IMOSOO, MORE DATA IS TO BE RECEIVED"
naTo C,DS01,D~02,DS03,DS04,DS05,DS06,OS07,DS08,OS09A,DS10,O511,





SPL KERNEL 7 DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
, ,








































"TIME BASE UPDATE (NOT CODED)"
(D D5235.) "NAVIGATION UPDATE (NOT CODED)"
(. DS220.) "GENERALIZED 55 (NOT CODED)"
"SECTOR DUMP (~OT CODED)"
"SINGLE MEM Lnc TEL(NOT CODED)"
"TERMINATE (NOT CODED)"
"MANEUVER UPDATE (NOT COOED)"
"MANEUVER INHIBIT (NOT COOED)"
(D D5~35.) ''TARGET UPDATE (NOT CODED)"
"ANTENNA TO OMNI (NOT COOED)"
"ANTENNA TO LOW (NOT COOED)"
"ANTENNA TO HIGH (NOT COOED)"
"INHIBIT WATER CONT(NOT CODED)"
"TIME BASE A ENABLE(NOT CODED)"
"EXECUTE MANEUVER AlNOT COnED)"
"TO AND E ENABLE (NnT CODED)"
"EXECUTE MANEUVER B(NOT COnED)"
"54B/IU LUNAR IMPCT(NOT CODED)"























[15220. VD5RC = VOSRC + 1
IF VDSRC LS OCSERLIM
THEN FOSHE = 'NOTERM'
ELSE FD5HE • 'TER~'
END
vnSF~ = VDSER + VDSRC + (VD501 RSH 12 LAND MSKDCSER)
DS2~5.' 'TELEMETER tRROR CODE TWICE"
.UTR24 "D~~AY FOR TELEMETRY A5 REQUIRED"
WRITE TELDCSEC.VDStR
.UTR24 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELDC5~C.VDSER
UNLOCK "HELEASF INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE' I






CLOAE 05200 "ISSUE DCS CUMMAND RESET PULSE"
LOCK T1I~'T.T21NT.EX1INT,EX2INT.EX3INT,EX4INT.EX5INT,EX6INT,
EX7INT.EX8INT.EX9INT
WRITE DOS.MSKDSCDO "RESET CUMMAND RECEIVER"
FOR I • 35 W~lLE I GR 0 "DELAY 4.1j MS"
I = I - 1
EN[)
wRITE OOR.MSKur.SDO "RESET THE RESET COMMAND"




SPL KERNEL 8 ACCELEROMETER PROCESSING
START .MAROO "ACCELEROMETER READ ROUTINE"
F-NT~ANCE .MAPOO "ACCELEROMETER PROCESSING ROUTINE"






ARRAY VPOV (3) FIXED 7














READ XACC,DVACCO) "READ X ACCELEROMETER"
READ YACC,DVAC(1) "READ Y ACCELEROMETER"
READ ZACC,DVAC(2) "READ Z ACCELEROMETER"
READ CLOCK,DVACT "READ REAL TIME CLOCK"
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELTI,D~TI "TELEMETER START TIME OF CU~RENT TIME BASE"
TEMP a DVTAS
VOACT = DVlMM + CDVACT • DVRTC - OVERT LA~D MSKRTC) SCL 0
DVTAS = .24609375E-3 * VOACT
OVTR • DVTAS - DVTI
nVDT = DVTAS ~ TEMP
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELTB,DVTB "TELEMETER TIME IN CURRENT TIME BASE"
DVMC4 = DVMC4 LAND MSKRTCRESET
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE P~EVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELXAC,DVACCO) "TELEMETER X ACCELEROMETER READING"
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELYAC,DVAC(1) "TELEMETER Y ACCELEROMETER READING"
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM D~LAY ROUTINE"
IF "TIME BASEl" D~Tl EQ O. "NOT SET"
THEN DVFMC = • DVGCO)





"COMPUTE AVERAGE CHI'S FOR SMC CALCULATIONS
, ,
DVCA(2); DVCC(2) RSH 1 + VCCZA RSH 1
VCCZA • DVCC(2)
DVeA(1). DVCC(1) RSH 1 + VCCVA RSH 1





SPL KERNEL 6 ACCELEROMfTER PROCESSING
DVCA(I) - DVCA(l) + MSK180DEG
VCCYA - DVCC(l)
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED' I
WRITE TELZAC.DVAC(2) "TELEMETER Z ACCELEROMETER READING"
UNLOCK "RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISARLED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE"
,, , ,
"COMPUTE CHANGES BETWEEN CURRENT AND PREVIOUS ACCELEROMETER ' I
"READINGS "
, . "
ARIOO. DVOA = ((DVAC LAND MSKACCELA) - (VOAC LAND MSKACCELA)) RSrl 7
DVD~ • ((DVAC LAND MSKACCELB) - (VOAC LAND MSKACCELB)) LSH 14)
RSH 7
VOAC • DVAC
.UTROO "DtLAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELRTC,DVACT "TELEMETER REAL TIME CLOCK AT ACCEL READ"
UNLOCK "REL~ASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAY R0UTINE"
, , "















.USCOO (DVTH(2) • SINTHZ COSTHZ) "SIN/COS
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED' I
\~RITE TFL TAS,IlV' AS " TELEMETFR MISSION ELAPSED TIME"
UNLOCK "RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE' I
.USCOO (DVTHC1) = SINTHY.COSTHY) "SIN/COS CNoT CODEn)"





FOR I = 0 BY 1 UNTIL 3
IF ARSCDVDACI) - DVDBCI)) LQ 2.A7 GOTO AP450
IF ABSCOVDACl) - DVFlI)) LS ABSCDVDACI) - DVF(I))
(;OTO AP440
OVMC4 = DVMC4 LOR MSKAPDGCI) LSH 1
DELTA = (,oV!"'R(I)
GOTO AP460
DVMC4 II DVMC4 LOR MSKAPDGCI)
DELTA II DVOACI)
IF ABS(~~LTA) GR I.A7 GOTO APbOO
IF DFZER EQ 'DISAALE' GOTO AP5no
IF AASCDVFCT)) LS VACZR GOTO AP500
DVMC4 = DVMe4 LOR MSKAPOFCI)




IF OVF(Il LS o.
THEN IF DELTA LS
OR DELTA GR












DVVSQ -DVVSQ + OELTA**~
VPOVCI) = VPOVCI) + DFLTA
DVDMCI) II .05*VPOVCI)
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.UTROl "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
GOTO CAP521. AP522, AP~2J, *) I
WRITE TELXDM,DVDMCO) "TELEMETER X MEASURED VELOCITY"
GOTO AP524
WRITE TELYDM,nVDM(1) "TELEMETER Y MEASURED VELOCITY"
GOTO AP524
WRITE TELZDM,DVDM(2) • 'TELEMETER Z MEASURED VELOCITY"






SPL KERNEL 9 MINOR LOOP
START
ENTRACE
.MMLOO "FLIGHT 5IM ENTRY TO MINOR LOOP"
.MIo1L20 "NORMAL MINOR LOOP ENTRY"
























DECLARE ARRAY (3) STATUS, FAUG CNONE,PASS1,PASS2),
VFIO CNORMAL,BACKUP,DUMMY)
DECLARE STATUS FBUGS CNONf.,PASS1,PASS2)
DECLARE ARRAY (3) LOGICAL, VGR, VPGR
DECLARE LOGICAL, VMEMR, VMLET
ITEM J !t',JTErlf.R
IF DVLRC EQ 0 GOTO MLOl
DVLRC c DVLRC - 1
DVCC • DVCC + DVDC
IF FAUGS NQ '~oNEI GOTO HL50n
FOR I c 2 AY -1 WHILE I GQ 0
GOTO (HL201, MUOt, , • ) I
IF VFIO(2) EQ 'NORMAL' THEN READ ZGIM,VGR(2)
ORIF VFIO(2) EQ 'BACKUP' THEN READ ZBGIM,VGR(2)
ELSE VGR(2) • VPGR(2)







DVLDR • DVLD~ - (VMEMR LAND
IF VFIO(1) F.Q 'NORMAL'
ORIF VFIO(l) EQ 'BACKUP'





DVEMR a PVEMR LOR VMEMR
IF VFIOCO) EQ 'NORMAL' THEN READ XGIM,VGRCO)
ORIF VFIOCO) EQ 'BACK~P' THEN READ XBGIM,VGRCO)




IF VGRC!) GfJ 0
IF DVDGS LS 0









ML432. .MDGOO Cc J, ML434.)"PROCESS DISAGREEMENT BITCUNCODED) , ,
"DISAGREEMENT BIT PROCESSING WIll TAKE A NORMAL RETURN IF THE "
"DISAGREEMENT BIT IS FOUND TO BE INVALID. OTHERWISE IT WILL "
"TAKE THE ERROR EXIT TO ML434 AND SET J • 0 IF THE GIMBAL IS I'
"VALlO OR J • 1 IF THE GIMBAL IS NOT VALID. "
" , ,
GOTO ML020 .
GOTO CML4352, ML4351, ML4350, *) I
IF VFIO(2) EQ 'NORMAL'
THEN READ ZGI~,TEMP "RESTART COD COUNTER"





, eY, • • )
,e •• Y. )
,e , , .Y)
,e ,Y,Y,Y)
.(Y. , •
• eY. • •
.CY•••





DVTHCI) • VSFCI)*VCODCI) + VCGCl)
VOLD(I) • VCODCI)
VDELCI) • DVTHCI) • OVCCCI)
DFDAF • 'GOOD'
GOTO CML245, ML145, ML045, * ) I
VCMND(2) • DVA5*VDEL(2) • DVA4*VDEL(1)
GOTO ML730
VCMND(1) • DVA1*VDEL(1) + DVA2*VDEl(2)
GOTO ML730
VCMND(O) • DVA6*(VDELCO) + DVA3*VDEL(1»
GOTO ML730
VMLET • 1 + 3
GO TO ML632
VMLET • I
VMLET • VMLET LSH 11 + VCOD(I) RSH 14 + VOLD(I)
IF DVMC6 LAND MSKMC6D04 EQ 0 THEN
END
GOTO (ML020, ML637, .) J




GOTO (ML020, Ml637, *) J




GOTO (ML020. Ml637, *) J





ABS(VCODCI) • VOLD(I» LS VMLOCI)
ABS(VCODCI) • VOlD(I». VMLOCI) AQ
VCODCI) • VOlDCI) LS 0
ACTIONS
GOiO t-IL631
VCGlI) • VCG(I) + VML2CI)
VeGlI) • VCG(I) • VML2CI)
GOTO ML040
GOT a ~1L630











SPl, KERNEL 9 t-1INQR LOOP
.UTH30 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS RE~UIRED"




14 + VOLD(I) + MSKERRORTAG
END
IF nFDBF EQ 'FAILED'
DVRE(!) = nVRE(T) + 1
IF DV~E( Il LS 0
IF DVRE(Il GR 0
VMLET = VCOneI) RSH
VFIO(I) II 'RACKUP'
VCG(I) = (V~G(I) LAND MSK180DEG) - VRUH(I)
VML2(I) = MSK180DEG
VOLD(I) = (nVTH(I) LAND MSKMOD1AODEGl*KCPRG
LAND MSKGIMAALA
VSF(I) = 1./KCPRG
IF I cQ <>
THEN WRITE ICR,MSKJCR8A "SET INTERNAL CON ~EG"
nVICR = OVlCR LXOR MSKICRBG
END
FRUGS = FRIW(ll = 'PASS1'
VMLO(1) = VCG10
VMI.tCIl = VCGll
IF DVt-1Ct' LA~j[1 MSKMCo0114 EO 0 T~EN
.UTH30 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REWUIRED"
WRI1E TELMLER,VMLET "TELEM MINOR LOOP ERROR MESSAGE"
VCMNDC!) = nVM06
em DVH05





DVI1DR = DVHD!:1 -
OFDBF = 'BOilD'
DVHDA = DVHDA + 1
IF DVHDA LS 0 ROTO HL636
~RITE ICR,M~KICRSWG "SET INTERNAL CONTROL REG. I'
DVICR = DVICR LXOR MSKlCRSwG
DVMC4 = DVMC4 LOR MSKMC4AMF
DVDGS = u
IF DV~E(I) LS VIRE GOTO ML637
IF DVMC6 LAND HSKMC6D04 EO 0 .UDOOOCMSKGHFJ "SET
GUIDANCE RfFERENCE FAILURE DISCRETES (NUT CODED)"
DFSMC II 'DISA~LE'
GOTOML76r1
IF AHSCVCMNn(I)) GR DVH06
IF A~SCVCHNDCI) - VCHND1CT))
VCMND1CI) = VCMND(I)
IF VCMNDlI) LS 0
THEN VCMND2(!) • MSKABSLAOOER - VCHNOlI)






GOTO CML2~O. ML160, ML060, * ) !
WRITE ZI.AD,VCMND2(2) "ISSUE YAW COMMAND"
IF DVLDB LS 0 WR!TE ICR,MSKICRCA
DVMLT = DVT~M + DVMLD + eDVTT1 - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC) RSH 2
GOTO LOOf'END
wRITE YLAD,VCMND2Cl) "ISSUE PITCH COMMAND"
GOTO LOOPEND
READ DBG,TEMP "START SPECIAL DOM BACKUP GIMBAL"
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RETURN I I~MLOO, MML20"
ML~nO. FOR 1=0 BY 1 UNITL 3
GOTO (ML530. ML520, ML540, • ) FBUG(!)
ML520. FRUG(I) • 'PASS2'
GOTO ML530·




FBUGS • FBUG(O) LOR FBUG(l) LOR FBUG(2)
GOTO ML001.




SPL KERNEL 10 SWITCH SELECTOR PROCESSING
I'
" SWITCH SELECTUR TARLE
"5~ITCH SELECTOR CHECK FOR ALTERNATE SEQUENCE"
"NORMAL SWITCH SELECTOR CHECK"
"SWITCH SELECTOR INITIALIZATION FON TIME BASE SET"
"S~ITCH SELECTOR FORCED RESET"
"5~ITCH SELECTOR HUNG STAGE TEST"
"S~ITCH SELECTOR STAGE AND ADDRESS ISSUANCE"
"S~ITCH SELECTOR VERIFY ADDRESS"
"5~ITCH SELECTOR READ TIME CHFCK"
I 'S~ITCH SELECTOR READ ISSUANCE"
I 'S~ITCH SELECTOR RESET"



























5STTBl IS THE 55 TABLE FOR TIME RASE 1. OTHER TARLES
W!Tti IDENTICAl. FORMATS I'IOULD BE PROVIDED FOR THE OTHER








TARLE SSTTb1 28 SERIAL 2 CONSTANT
(TIME FIXED 10 0 0,
STAGE LOGIr.AL 5 1 O.
ADORfSS LOGICAL 8 1 5 )
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DVASW LAND MSKSSTB6A NQ 0 , ( , , V, N, N, ,
DVASW Ur-.O MSKSSS4C1 NQ 0 , ( , , , V, N, ,
VASPI LA NO MSKSSS4CO ~IQ 0 , ( V, N, )
FSSAC E(~ 'ACTIVE' , ( I I Y)
ACTIONS
VSC1(0) • SST1PTR , ( , , V, V, V, )
VSC1Ct) • VASPI , ( , , , V, Y, Y, )
VSC1(2) = VATRR , ( I , , V, Y, Y, )
OVASW = DVASI'J LAND MSKSSWV , (V I V, V, , )
OVASW = UVASW LXOR MSKSSTA6C I ( V, I )
OVASw = LJVASW LXOR MSKSSTB6A , ( I I V, , )
DVA5w = DVASW lXOR MSKSSS4Cl , ( V, , )
DVASW = DVASW LXOR MSKSSTB6B , ( I , , , V, )
.EGP08' 'RESCHED T1 (UNCODED)", ( I V, V, , , )
VASPI = ~ISKSSS4CO , ( Y, , , )
VASPI = [V,SKSSSPEC , ( , , Y, )
VASPI = "ASPI LOR M3KSST6C I ( V, , , , )
VASPI .. MSKSSCL1 , ( , , , Y, Y, Y, )
DVMC6 = DVMC6 LOR MSKMC6TB6C , ( I , V, , )
DVMCti = DVMC6 lOR MSKMCtiTA6A , ( , I Y, , ,
DVMC6 .. DVMCb LOR ,'1SKMCtiTfl6R , ( I Y, )
SST1PTR = LOC'SSTSIVB' , ( Y, , )
SST1PTR .. LOC'SSTSIVA' I ( I I Y, • )SSTlPTR = LOC' SSTTB6C' , ( , , V, I )
SSTl PTR .. LOC'S3TTB6A' .( , . , , Y, , )
SSTl PTR • LOC'SSTS4C1' , ( I , Y, I ,
SST1PTR .. lOC' SSTTB6B' , ( I , • , , Y,
,
.SSTUPO (= VATRR) I ( , , V, Y, Y. Y, )
, 'UPDATE S5 TI ME"
FT ArW = 'NORMAL' , ( , • Y. Y, Y, )GOTO SS0060 , (Y , , , , , • , Y)GOTO 5S1050 , ( , Y, Y, V, Y, V, Y. )
ELSE GOTO sSOuno
EN(')
I~Ssn~. FSSAC .. 'INACTIVE'
5S0000. IF INO(SSTlPTR) ~J(J MSKSSNSEND




IF VSTGO lS KSSbOOMS GOTO MSS30
IF DFTliP EQ 'YES'




ELSE IF OVASw NQ 0 GOTO 550170
V5STM • VSTGO + nVTRB - DVTGB - KCS5K
DVSST • VSSTM + DVTMR
DGSSM • '8S30'





IF DVASW NQ 0
READ CLOCK,TF~P
DV5ST • DVTMM +
GOTO 5S0170
"READ REAL TIME CLOCK' I
K55500SEC + (TEMP - DVRTC LAND M5KRTC) SCl 0
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,ey, Y, Y, , ,,)
,(Y, " , " , )
,e , Y, N, , , , , ,,)
,e, , , Y, Y, Y, V, Y,Y,Y)
,e , , Y" " , )
,( I , I Y, , , ,.)
,e • , Y, , ,.)
,e I I , Y, , I )
,e, , , Y, , )












DVASW LAND MSKSSGNSS NQ 0
DVASW LA~n MSKSSSBLO NQ 0
DVASW LAND MSKSSSBHI NQ 0
DVASW LAND MSKSSSBOM NQ 0
DVAS~ LAND MSKSSECSV NQ 0
DVASW LANO MSKSSECS1 NQ 0
ACTIONS
VSC3(O) = SST1PTR ,( , , Y, Y, Y, Y, Y,Y.V)
VSC3(1) • VASPI ,( , , Y, Y, Y, Y, Y,Y,Y)
VSC3(t') I: VATRR ,(, , , Y, Y, V, Y, V,V,Y)
DVASW = DVASw LXOR MSKSSACQU,(Y, " ", , )
DVA$W = DVASW LXOR MSKSslB60,e , Y, , , , , , ,,)
DVASW = DVASW LXOR MSKSSLI ,e, , V" ", • )
DVASW I: DVASW LXOR MSKSSGNSS,(, , , Y" ", )
DVASW I: DVASW LXOR MSKSSSBLO,( , "Y"" , )
DVASW = DVASW LXOR MSKSSSR.HI,(, " , V, , ,,)
DVASw = vVASw LXOR MSKSSSBOM,e, " , V, ,,)
DVASW • DVASW LXOR MSKSST3A ,(, , " ", ,V)
SST2PTR = LOC'SSTGAIN' ,(Y" , , ,,)
SST2PTR I: LOC'SSTTB6D' ,( , V, , , ,,)
SST2PTR = LOC'SSTALU' ,e" Y" , , , )
SST1PTR • LOC'SSTGSS' ,e", Y, , , , ,,)
SST1PTR • LOC'SSTSBLO' ,e , I Y, , , ,,)
SST1PTR • LOC'SSTSBHI' ,( , , , V, , ,,)
SST1PTR = LOC'SSTSBOM' ,e " , V, I.)
SST1PTR = LOC'SSTECSV',e " V, I )
SST1PTR • LOC'SSTECS1' ,e", , , ,y,)
SST1PTR • LOC'SSTTB3A' ,( , """ ,Y)
VATR4 = 0 ,e, , V, , , , , ,,)
.SSTUPD (. VATR4)"SS T UP",ey, V" ", , )
GOTO 5S0201 ,(Y, V, Y, , , , , ,,)
GOTO SS0230 Ie, , , Y, Y, Y, Y, V,Y,Y)






.SSTUPD (= VATRR) "UPDATE 8S TIME"
FTADV • 'NORMAL'
.88210 "SET UP NEXT S5'1
FHST = 'TEST'
GOTa ssnono
IF FASE EQ 'ALTERNATE'
THEN FA8E = 'NORMALI

















DVASW I: DVASW LAND MSKSSWV
.EGPO~ "RESCHEDULE TIMER 1 (NOT CODED)' I
FTADV ,. 'NORMAL'
5ST1PTR :: SSTTBPTR(OTBID - 1)
.SS210 "SET UP NEXT SS"
IF FSSAC EQ 'ACT IVE' GOTO MSS20
VSSW :: I'I.SS~1
GOTO SS0235
IF FSSIO EQ 'YES' WRITE SS,MSK5SRESET "ISSUE FORCED RESET' I
FHST • 'NOTEST'
OGSSM :: '~SC5'




VSNA, VSNAI • VSMA RSH 2 LAND MSKSSSNA
IF VSNA EQ U
THEN FSSAC :: 'INACTIVE'
.55201 "ADVANCE 5S TABLE, SET UP NEXT 55"
GOTD 550000
END
VSTG • VSNA LAND VPSTG
IF VSTG EQ 0
THEN FSS10 :: 'NO'
ELSE FSSIO :: 'YES'
"SC~EOULE STAGE ~NO ADDRESS ISSUANCE"
"DEL~Y BEFORE ISSUING STAGE,ADDR"MSS40.
END
IF FHST E~ 'NuTEST'
IF DFLT EQ 'RI:'.P'
READ SSFA,TEMP "READ SS
IF TEMP LA~D MSKSSHS EQ 0





FOR t I: 22 ~HILE I GR 0









IF FSSIO E~ 'YES' WRITE SS,VSNA "ISSUE STAGE AND ADDRESS"
DGSSM = 'S550'
.SSTUPQ (VSsw) "SC~EDLJLE AOD~E5S VERIFICATION"
FOR I = 17 WHILE I GR 0 "DELAY FOR DOM TELEMETRY"
I = I - 1
END
WRITE DOM "OUTPUT 55 AND DO REGS VIA DaM TELEMETRY"
GOTO S50060
VSCCA I: V5NA LXQR MSKS5HS
VSSCA = VSCCA LAND M~KS5HS
IF VSTG NQ 0
THEN READ SSF8,TEMP "READ S~ FEEDB~CK R~~lSTER"
vSSFH • TEMP LAND MSKSSHS
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ELSE VSSFB 3 VSSCA
END
If VSSf8 NO VSSCA GOTO SS5540
If VASPI LAND MSKSSS4CO NQ 0




IF VSSRT f(,j 0 GOTO MSS60
.SSTUPD (= DVTRB) "UPDATE 55 TIME
IF VSSRT - DVTRR LQ KSSRB GOTO MSS60
V5STM II VSSRT - DVTGB - KSSRB
DVSST II VSSTM + nVTMR
DGSSM II '5S60'
IF DFIL3 EW 'INACTIVE' .EGP08 "QESCHED TIMER 1 (NOT CODED)"
RETURN "MSS50. 1'15555"
IF VSSFA EQ 0 AND VS5CA NQ MSKSSZFSF GOTO MSS55
IF FSSIO Eq 'YES' WRITE SS.MSKSSRESET "ISSUE RESET"
DGSSM II 'SSAO'
.SSTUPQ (KSSb6) "SCHEDULE COMPLEMENTED STAGE AND ADDRESS"
TEMp II (VS8CA LXOR VSSFB) LSH 7
IF TEMP LS 0 GOlD 5S5580
TEMP = TEt1P L 8M 1
MTO SS5570
TEMP • TEMP LSH
IF TEMP EQ 0 RETURN "MSS50"
DVMC4 II DVMC4 LOR MSKMC4SSCB
IF FFHCH EQ 'CHANA'
THEN FF~CH II 'CHANB'
WRITE ICR,M5KICRSSCB "SWITCH TO CHANNEL B"
DVICR • DVICR LOR M5KICRSSCB
END
.UTR30 ""fLAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELSSFB,VSSFB "TELEMETER SS FEEDBACK"
PETURN "MSS50, MSS55"
TEMP • VSTG L)OR MSKSSREAD
IF FSSIO EQ 'YES' WRITE S5,TEMP "ISSUE READ COMMAND"
READ CLOCK.TEMP "READ REAL TIME CLOCK FOR 5S TELEMETRY"
DGS5M = 'S570'
.8STUPQ (KSSH2) "SCHEDULE READ RESET"
TEMP = VSNA LSH 2 LOR TEMP LAND MSKRTC
.UTR30 "DtLAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
WRITE TELSSSA.TEMP "TELEMETER STAGE/ADDRESS AND READ TIME"
IF DFACQ NQ 'GAIN' "COMPRESS DATA AETwEEN STA. (NOT CODED)"
THEN .MPC~O (DVDCT + MSKKSDCT) "CaMP TIME AND TAG"
.MPC80 (VSNA RSH 3 + MSKSSDCS) "COMP STAGE.ADO"
END
IF VASPI LAND'MSKSS4CO NQ 0
THEN VASPI • 0
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55210.
5S2160.
VSNA 1 EQ ~l!'lKSSSIVA • ( • • Y. Y)
FBRNI t:Q 'FIRST' .(.. Y. N)
ACTION5
DVMC7 = uVMC7 LOR M5KMC7HIG .(Y.. )
DVMC7 = DVMC7 LOR MSKMC7LOG .(. Y.. )
DVMC7 • DVMC7 LOR MSKMC70MG .(. • Y. • )
DVMC5 = uVMC5 LOR M5KMC54B1I .( • • Y. )




~Ss7n. IF FFSIO EQ eVES' WRITE 5S.0 "RESET READ COMMAND"
OGSSM It 'SSO!:>'
.SSTUPQ (KSS~3) "SCHEDULE HUNG STAGE TEST"
• S52 0 1 ' , II DVA~~CE S5 TA ~ L E. 5ET IJP NEXT SS ' ,
V55W = KSSf31
IF VHST~ LANG V5TG EG VSTG
T~EN FHST It 'NOTEST'
ELSE FHST = 'rEST'
END
CONDITIONS
VSNAl E~ MS~SSWVO .(y. • )
VSNAl E0 MSKSSWVC .( • Y. )
VSNA1 EQ ~SKKSSSCC .(. • y)
ACTIONS
OVASW = DVA5W LXOR M5KSSEC51 .(Y. • )
DVASW = DVASW LXOR M5KSSEC5V .( • Y. )
DF\<;V = 'UPE~J' .CY•• )
OF",V = 'CLOSE' .(. y. )
DVDPM = DVDPM LOR M5KDIN9 .( •• Y)
ELSERE T II RN ' , ~1 SS70 ' ,
END
RETURN "M5S70"
~SSM0. VSNA = VSCCA
IF FSSIO FQ 'YFS' WRITE SS.VSNA "ISSUE STAGE/CaMP. APOR."
DGSSM = '5555'
.5STUPQ (KSSA7) "SCHEDULE THE READ COMMAND"
FOR I • 41 WHILE I GR 0 "DELAY FOR DOM TELEMETRY"
I = 1-1
END
WRITE DOM "OUTPUT SS AND DO REGS VIA DOM TELEMETRY"
RETURN "MSS80"
P~0C .55201 "55 TA~LE ADVANCE ROUTINE"
F.t:TRANCE .SS210 "SS ~ETUP ROUTINE"
IF FTAnv EQ 'NORMAL'
THEN SST1PTQ = SST1PTR + 2 GOTO 5S2020
EL5E S5T2PTR = SST2PTR + 2 GOTO 5S2160
END
IF FTADV EW '~ORMAL' GOTO S52020
IF INO(SST2PTR) GQ 0 GOTO 582070
FCL54 = 'NOTI~PROG'
OVMCn = DVMC~ LXOR M5KMC6LUI
~VMC7 = DVMC7 LXOR M5KMC7T6D
GOTO 552090
IF IND(SST1PTR) GQ 0 GOTO 5S2030
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CONDITIONS
VASPI LAND MSKS5SPEC NQ 0 ,(Y" )
VASPI LANO ~SKSSCL3 ~Q 0 ,( ,Y" )
VASPI LANO MSKSSCL1 NQ 0 ,(" Y, , )
FTbOP E(J 'PASS1' ,( , , Y, N)
ACTIONS
VASPI = MSKSSS4CO ,(Y" )
VASPI = VSC3(1) ,e Y" )
VASPI = V~r.1(1) .e Y,,)
VASP I = lJ , ( , ,!, Y)
VATRR = VSr.3(2) ,( Y,. )
VATRR = VSC1(2) Ie. I YI , )
VATRR = 0 ,( , , Y, Y)
DVASW = DVASW LAND MSKSSWV ,(Y" ,)
FTtiOP = 'PASS2' ,( , Y,)
SSTIPTR = LOC'SSTSIV9' ,(Y" )
SST1PTR = V5C3(0) ,( Y" )
SST1PTR = VSC1(0) ,(, ,Y, I )
SST1PTR = LOC'SSTTB5A' ,( , ,Y,)
SST1PTR = LOC'SS1TB5B' ,(.", Y)
ELSE GOTD 5S2020 "THIS POINT SHOULD NEVER BF. REACHED LOGICALLY"
END
GOTO S52020
~S2030. IF FCLS4 EQ 'INPROG' GOTO SS2070
SS2n~0. VSSRT. INneSST1PTR)*KCSR + VATRR
VSNA • IND(SST1PTR,1)
552050. VHST~ = VS~A kSH 2 LAND MSKSSSSB
RETlJRN I'S~)201. S~210, 552110. 552160"
552070. IF IND(SSTIPTk)*KC5R+VATRR-KSSCK GQ INDCSST2PTRJ*KCSR+VATR4
THEN FTADV = 'CLASS4'
VSSRT • IND(SST2PTR)*KCSR + VATR4
VSNA • IMD(SST2PTR,1)
GOTU 5S2050




PROr. .SSTlIPD (= TIME) • 'UPDATE SWITCH SELECTOR TIME"
ITEM TIME FIXED -2
E"f)f)ATA
REA" CLOCK.TEMP • 'READ REAL TIME CLOCK"
TIME, DVTR~ = DVTGR. + DVTRR + (TEMP - eVRTC LAND MSKRTC) RSH 2
fXIT "SSTUPD"
PROC .SSTUPQ (BIAS) "UPDATE S8 TIME AND SCHEDULE 55 FUNCT."
ITEM BIAS FIX~D -2
READ CLOCK,Tf~P "READ REAL TIME CLOCK"
DVTRA = DVTGtl' + DVTRR + (TEMP - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC) RSH 2
VSSTM = BIAS + DVTRR + (TEMP - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC) RSH 2
nVSST = VSSTM + DVTMR
I F 0FI L3 f Q • PI Ar. TI vE' • EGPO B "R ESC HED TI MER 1 ( NOT COD ED) , ,
EXIT • 'SSTUPq"
P~OC .EGP08 EXTlRNAL EXIT
PROC .MPC8Q EXTERNAL EXIT
TERM "MSSOO"
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START .TASKKEY (PRIORITY,TSKPTR) "ATM TAS~ KEYING ROUTINE"
ITEM PRIORITY INTEGER "PRIORITY LEVEL OF TASK BEING KEYED' I
ITEM TSKPTR LGCATION "POINTER TO TASK BEING KEYED"
ITEM C~AIN LOr,ATION "OVERFLOw CHAIN POINTE~I I
ITEM SLOT LOCATION CONSTANT = LOC'ATMPOVFT'
" .,
"PRIORITY CONTROL TABLE CONTAINS ONE ENTRY FOR EACH SYSTEM I'
'IPRIORITY LEVEL. FOR EACH ENTRY T~ERE ARE FIVE ITEMS. • •
I' 1. LOCATION POINTER 10 THE NEXT EXECUTABLE INSTRUCTION I'
'1 OF THE TASK CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO THAT PRIORITY LEVEL"
II OR ZERO IF NO TASK IS CURRENTLY ASSIGNED. • I
• , 2. ) , I
'I 3. ) TASK ~EGISTER CONTENTS (INITIALLY SET TO ZERO). I'
" 4. ) "
, • 5. POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF THE PRIORITY OVERFLOW • ,
, I TA8LE CHAIN FOR THAT PRIORITY LEVEL. A VALUE OF ZERO "
" INOICATtS END OF CHAIN. I I
I' , ,
'I NOTE THE NU~AfR OF REGISTERS SAVED FOR A TASK WAS ARBITRARI-I'
" LY CHOSf~ FOR THIS EXAMPLE AND MAY BE ADJUSTED AS "
, I REQUIRED. ' ,
, I I I






, , I I
"THE PRIORITY OVERFLOW TABLE IS USED FOR KEYING TASKS ON A ' I
I 'PRJO~ITY LEVEL W~ICH IS CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO ANOTHER TASK. .,
liTHE ENTRIES ARE NOT ALLOCATED TO A FIXED PRIORITY BUT ARE I'
"ASSIGNEU DYNA~ICALLY AS REQUIRED. ALL UVERFLOW ENTRIES FOR II
I '~ACH PRIORITY L~vEL ARE CHAINED TOGETHER SUCH THAT THE TASKS I'
I 'CAN BE EXECuTED ON A FIRST-I~-FIRST-OUT BASIS. EACH ENTRY .,
"CONSISTS OF TwO ITEMS. 'I
I' 1. POINTER TO NEXT ENTRY IN THE CHAIN. A VALUE OF ZERO "
I' INDICATES END OF CHAIN. I I
" 2. LQCATION POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF THE TASK FOR 'I
'I THAT EN1~Y. A VALUE OF ZERO INDICATES THAT THE ENTRY "
I I IS ~URRE~TLY NOT ASSIGNEO TO ANY TASK. "
I' "
TABLE ATMPOVFT 25 SERIAL 2
(ATMOVFPTR LOCATION,
ATMTSKPTR LOCATION)
LOCK I'INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS"
I I ,,
'IIF THE REQUESTED PRIORITY LEVEL IS NOT CURRENTLY ASSIGNED, I'
I 'INITIALIZE THE ENTRY FOR THIS TASK. 'I
I I , I
IF ATMPCT'ATMTSKPTH(PRIORITY) EQ 0
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AT~TSKREA3CPRIORITY) ~ 0
I I , ,
"OTHERWISE. SEARCH FOR THE END OF THE OVERFLOW POINTER CHAIN. "
, I , ,
ELSE CH*IN ~ LOC'ATMPCT'ATMOVFPTRCO)'+ 5*PRIORITY




"WHEN THE END OF THE OV~RFLO~ POINTER CHAIN HAS REEN






ELSF FOR I • 0 BY 2 UNTIL 50
IF INDCSLOT, 1+1) EQ 0 GOTO SLTFND
ENn WAIT' 'STOP IF OVERFLqw TABLE FULL"
, I I I
, , AD f) THIS Et l TRY TOT HE END 0F THE 0 VERFlO.-.J POI r, TE:. R CHAI NAN D ' I
"STORE THF TASK POINTER IN IT. "
I' I'
SL TFND. INDCCHAIN) • SLqT + I
INDCSLOT, l) = 0






CLASP COMMON DATA DECLARATYONS
START I I CLASP KERNELS I I
DECLARE FIXED, X
DKRTCSEC 10 CONSTANT :I 4063.4Q2, X
DKMIR lJ CONSTANT • .040*DKRTr.SEC, X
DKTI'l 0 CONSTANT II: .OO413*DKRTCSEC, X
OKTl 10 , X
DLPRL(3)
-2 r.ONSTANT=(50.*DKRTCSEC,6n.*DKRTCSEC,100.*DKRTCSEClX
DLPTL (:3 l -l2 , X
DL TTL (t:::' ) -2 , X







DVCA 0) 2b , X
Dvec (3 ) 2b , X
DVpC (:3 ) 1::; , X
DVDA (3 ) 7 , X
DVDFl (j) 7 • X
DVDC (3 ) 2b
"
X
r)VDM (3) 11 , X
I'lVOT 23 , X
DVEOF 25 , X
OVERT 0 , X
DVF (,3) 7 , X
nVFMC 19 , )(
f')vFOM 19 X
OVFOR -1 , X
DVG (3) 21 , X
DVMAS :3 , X
IWMFR 5 X
DVMLD U , X
[lVMLR 19 , X
DVMlT -2 , X
IWM05 0 X




DVRC (:3 ) 7 , X
r,VRTC 0 X
DVSST -2 , X
DVTAS 10 , X
DVTB lu , X
IWTD {J X
nVTEX 0 , X
PVTGB -2 , X
QVTH (3) 25 ., X
DVT! 10 , X
DVTMM -2 , X
nVTMR -2 , X
nVTRB -2 , X
DVTRR -2 , X
DVTRS -2 , X'
DVTT 1 0 , X
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CLASP COMMON DATA DECLARATIONS
DVVSGl :3 • X
DV1MR 25 , X
DV2TG -2 • X
TEMP TEMP X
TEMP1 TEMP











































NESTA T , X
COSTAl

















































































































































































































































































































































PROC .UTROO "TELEMETRY DELAY FOR ~ODE REG SETTING OF 70"
VTMC = MSKTMCO
.UTRO "PERFORM DELAY AS RfQUIRED"
EXIT "UTROO"
f-' Roe • l! TR0 1 I , TE:. L E~ET RY DE LA Y FUR MnDERE G SETT I r~G 0F 71"
VTMC = MSKTMCl
.UTRO "PERFORM DELAY AS REQUIRED"
EXIT "UTROt"
PkOC .UTR02 "TlLEMETRY DELAY FOR ~ODE REG SFTTING OF 72"
VTMC = ~ISK TMC;?
.UTRO "PERF0PM DtLAY AS HEQUIRE~"
fXlT "UTR02"
Phor .UTR03 "TELEMETRY DELAY FOR MODE REG SETTING OF 73"
VTMC = MSKTMC:1
.UTRO "PE~FnpM DELAY AS REQUIRED"
FXIT "UTR03"
PkOC .UTR04 "T~LEMETRY DELAY FOR MODE REG SETTING OF 74"
VTMC = MSKTMC4
.UTRO "PERFORM DELAY AS REQUIRED"
EXIT "UTRO."
p~ 0C • UTR() , , TI::. LFt'" F. TRY f) I:: LAY FOR LEV El 0"
DECLARE FIXED 0,
VTI ~i ,
KTELAIAS CONSTANT = 2.
TROQ. I.OCK T1INT,T2INT,EXltNT,EX2INT,EX3INT,EX.INT,EX~INT,EX6INT, X
EX7INT,EXRINT,EX9INT
DIRECT
"HfAO CLOCK INTO VTIM"
fND
IF VTIM - DVTD LAND MSKRTC GQ DKTD THEN GOTO TR05 END
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
"ALLOW HIGH PRIOHITY TASKS TO INTERRUPT"
GOTO TROQ
Tf~O~. DIRECT





DVTD = VTIM + KTELRIAS
, 'UTRO' ,
.UTR30 "T~LEMETRY DELAY FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 3"
DECLARE FtXED 0,
KTELBlAS CONSTANT = 2. ,
VTH1
DIRECT
"READ CLOCK INTO VTIM"
END
IF VTIM - DVTD LANn MSKRTC LS DKTD
DIRECT
"SET MDO~ REG wITH MSKTMCO"
END
END
DVTD • VTIM + KTELHIAS
EXIT "UTR30"
Pr/OC .lJTR24 ' 'TE:.LEMETRY DELAY FOR INTERRUPT LEVEL 2"
DECLARE FIXED 0,









"READ CLOCK INTO VTIM"
END








DVTD • VTIM + KTELBIAS
EXIT "UTR24 1 '
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CLA~P KERNEL 1 lNITIALIZII TION
"SY5TEM INITIALIZATION"
EGPO. LOCK TLCINT TllNT,T2INT,EXIINT,EX2INT,EX3INT,EX4INT,EX5INT, X
EX6INT,fX7INT,EX8INT,EX9INT
DIRECT
"READ X ACCELEROMETER INTO VOAC(O)"
"REAQ Y ACCELEROMETER INTO VDAC(l)"
"READ Z ACCELEROMETER INTO VOAC(2)"
"READ REAL TIME CLOCK INTO DVACT"
END
IF DFMDI LANO MSKF~REP
THEN (IN TIINT
DIRECT




















DVMLT, DVMLD = DKMIR
.EGP15 ' 'SCHEDULE FIRST TIMER' 1 FUNCTION"
DVP = 1
.GP002 "PASS CONTROL TO PHASE ACTIVATION ROUTINE"





"LOAD Tl~ER 2 WITH A LA~GE VALUE"
"RESET ANY PENDING TIMER 2 INTERRUPT"
END
DFILl, DFIL2 = TRU~
UNLOCK TLCINT.T1INT
.GP002 "ACTIVATE TH~ NEXT MISSION PHASE"
E>cIT "MPAOQ"
PROC .RP002 "MISSION PHASE ACTIVATION AND CONTROL ROUTINE"
DECLARE ROOLEAN, FGNC
DECLARE FIXED, VTD 10
GP0020. IF DVP GR 4 THEN STOP END
IF D~API CDVP - 1)
THEN .EGP20 "STAMT PHASE TIME REFERENCE"
GOTO (INPI3, INP24, INP13, INP24, *) DVP - 1















MINOO "PERFORM PHASE 1/3 APPLICATION PGM INIT (NOT CODED)"
.EGPI8 "SCHtOULE NEXT TIMER 2 FUNCTION"
DFIL1, DFIL2, DFIL3, DFPHC • FALSE
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"






T2STAT( 9),T25TAT(10) • TRUE
.MINtO "PERFORM PHASE 2/4 APPLICATIONPGM IN IT (NOT CODED)"
.EGP18 "SCHEDULE NEXT TIMER 2 FUNCTION"
DFIL1,DFIL2,DfIL3, DFPHC • FALSE
UNLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
.NINTSEQ2 "PASS CONTROL TO PHASE 2/4 NON-INTERRUPT SEQ"
"GP002' ,
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CLASP KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSING
PHOC .EGPl "INTfPQUPT PROCESSOR"
OPTIMIZE TIME(20)
, I ' ,




EX 7 Iti T, EX AHi T• EX 9 I NT
DIRECT
"REAU REAL TIME CLOCK INTO DVTEX"
END
DFIL2. nFIL3 ~ TRUE
.MTSOn I 'PROCESS TLC INTERRUPT
"THE TLC APPLICATION PROGRAM DOES NOT
EN(\
, ,
"RESPONSE FOR TIMER 1 INTERRUPT
, I
(NOT CODED)"
























"FLIGHT SIM MINOR LOOP" $ GOTO EGP11
"NORMAL MINOR LOOP" $ GOTO EGP11
"S~ITr,H SELECTOP PROCCES80R"
"SCHEDULE NEXT Tl fUNCTIUN"
, ,
































• MUMOO ''TIME L1P[)ATE (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO
.MLR10 "LADotR RA~P PROCESSOR (NOT CODED)" $ GOTQ
.MEPOD "EVENTS PRCCESSOR" $ AoTO
.MTT10 "TIME TILT GUIDANCE (NOT CODED)" $ Galla
.MNUOO "NAVIGATION UPDATE IMPL (~OT CnOED)" $ GOTO
.MEEOO "TIME RASE 8 ENABLE (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO
.MCMOO "PHASE'2/4 CONTROL MOD (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO
.MCM1D "PHASt 2/4 CONTROL MOD (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO
.MCM20 "PHASE 2/4 CONTROL MOD (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO
.MEPWM "WATEk METHANOL ACTIVATE(NOT COOED)' I $ GOTO
.MERoa "DTRA ACCFLEROMETER RD (NOT cnDED)"




CLASP KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSING
END
I I I'














"SC INITIATION OF S2/548






















I 'RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENAtiLED INTERRUPTS"
(NOT CODED)"
'I I'
"RESPONSE FOR EXTERNAL 5 INTERRUPT "













"SlC OUTBOARD ENGINE OUT
DFIL3 = FALSE
"RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS I'
(NOT CODED)"
" ,,
















CLASP KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSING
UNLOCK "RELF.ASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
END
, ,






"READ RtAL TIME CLOCK INTO DVTEX"
END
DFIL2. DFIL3 • TRUE
.MDSOO I 'PROCESS DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM INPUT"
DFIL2. DFJL3 : FALSE
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE PUEVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
EN£)
EXp "EGR1"
PRQC .f.GP15 ' I TIMER 1 SCHEDULER "
DECLARf FIXED. KTIHIAS 0 CONSTANT z 9.
DIRECT
"REAP REAL TIME CLOCK INTO TEMp"
END
TEMPI = DVTMM + «TEMP - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC) + KTIBIAS) RSH 2
IF DVMLT LQ TE~Pl
THEN TE."'P = 1
8ST1'" = DGMLM
1.'01 fJ EGP 150
END
IF DVMLT LQ DVSST
TH~N ASTIM = DGMLM
TEMP = cnvMLT - TEMPI) LSH 1
ELSE GSTl~ = :2
IF DVSST LQ TEMPI
THOJ TEt~P = 1









"LOAD TIMER I WITH TEMP"
END .
EXIT "EGPt5"
PROC .EGPI8 "TIMER 2 ~CHEDULER"
DECLARE FIXED, KT2BIAS 0 CONSTANT = 12.0,





IF DVT2G LQ DVTMM THEN GOTO T2520 END
T2S10.
DGST2 = 0
DV2TG • £)VTMM + K4SEC
FOR I = 0 TO 10
IF NOT T2STATCI)
IF DLTTLCI) GR DV2TG







CLASP KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSING
T2S20.
DIRECT
"READ REAL TIME CLOCK INTO TEMP"
END
TEMP II (DV2TG - nVT~M + OVERT - (TEMP - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC)
- KT2BIAS) FISH 1
IF TEMP LQ 0
THEN TEMP II 1
END
DIRECT
"LOAD TIMER 2 WITH TEMP"
x
END
UNLOCK I'RELEASE PPEVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS' I
EXIT "EGP18 1 '
lJNTIME




"READ ~EAL TIME CLOCK INTO TEMP1' I
END
OVERT I: TEMP1 - nVRTC LAND 3
DVTMM = DVTMM + (TEMP1 - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC)
DVRTC I: TEMP1 OVERT









THEN UNLUCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INT. EXCEPT T2' I
GOTU nUT
F. NO '
UNLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS' I
OUT. EXIT "EGP20"
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PROC .NINTSEQI "NON-INTERRUPT SEQUENCER FON PHASES I AND 3"
~ISI. IF ARSTAT THEN .MAROO $ .PERPROC
"ACCELEROMETER READ"
THEN .MSAOO $ .PERPROC
"SIMULATED ACCEL
THEN .MAPOO $ .PERPROC
"ACCELEROMETER PROCESSING"
THEN .MDVOO $ .PERPROC
"F/M CALCULATIONS
THEN .MQPOO $ .PERPROC
"DISCRETE PROCESSOR
THEN .MNEOO $ .PERPROC
"BOOST NAVIGATION
THEN .MTcoa $ .PERPROC
"RESTART CALCULATIONS (NOT
THEN .MPAOO $ .PERPROC
"PHASE ACTIVATOR"
THEN .MTTOO $ .PERPROC
"TIME TILT GUIDANCE
THEN .MCCIO $ .PERPROC
"CHI COMPUTATIONS
THEN .MIGOO $ .PERPROC
"ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MUDE"
THEN .HHSOO $ .PERPROC
"548 CUTOFF PREDICTION (NOT
THEN .HOGOO $ .PERPROC
, 'ORBITAL GUIDANCE
THEN .HTGOO $ .PERPROC
"TARGET UP[\ATE
THEN .HRSOO $ .PERPROC
"TIME-TO-GO TO RESTART (NOT
THEN .MCSDD $ .PERPROC
"TIMf BASE 6-CHECK
THEN .HTBIU $ .PERPROC
, 'TIME BASE I
THEN .HTB57 $ .PERPROC
, 'TIME BASE 5/7
THEN .HMSOO $ .PERPROC
"MINOR LOOP SUPPORT
THEN .MPGOO $ .PERPROC
"5IM PLATFORM 81M ANGLE(NOT




PROC .NINTSEQ2 "~rN-INTERRUPT SEQUENCER FOR PHASES 2 AND 4"
NIS2. IF CTSTAT THEN .MCTOD $ .PERPROC
"DAT~ COMPRESSION TELEM(NOT
THEN .MDTOO
"SECTOR DUMP TELEMETRY (NOT
PERIODIC PROCESSOR GETS EXECUTED' I
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CLASP KE~NEL 4 PERIODIC PROCESSOR
PROC .PERPROC "PERIODIC PROCESSOR"
DECLARE FIXED, VPPOT 0
DIRECT
"READ REAL TIME CLOCK INTO TEMP"
END
DVPTG • <TEMP - VPPOT LAND MSKRTC) RSH 2
VPPOT • TEMP
FOR I • 0 TO 2
IF NOT PfJsT AT (I) THEN GOTO PP20 END
DLPTUI) • DLPTU I) + DVPTG
IF DLPTL(I) LS r'>LPRUI) THEN GOTO PP20 END
GOTO ( , PP 1. PP2. .) I
.MPC50 "50 SEC DATA COMP (NOT CODED)' , $ GO TO PP10
PP1. .MPC60 "60 SEC DATA COMP (NOT CODED) , , $ GOTO PP10
PP2. .MPC99 "100 SEC DATA COMP (NOT CODED)' ,
PP1Q. DLPTL(I) = 0
PP?O. HiD
fXIT ' 'PERPRQC' ,
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CLASP KERNEL 5 EVENTS PROCESSOR
" EVE~TS PROCESSOR TABLE
PROC .MEPOO
, ,













ONLY A PORTION OF THE TABLE (THROUGH TIME BASE 3) "
HAS SEEN conED. ' I
, ,
EACH ENTRY CONSISTS Of TWO WORDS' "
1. AN INDEX IDENTIfYING THE APPLICATIUN MODULE TO "
PERfORM PROCESSINn FOR THE EVENT. "
2. EVENT EXECUTION TIME. ' ,
, ,
, , Nn. TEl II ~I EN TRY IN DEX WITH A VALUE 0 f ZER0 1S EIT HER SET"
" DYNAMICALLY IN REAL TIME OR IS USED TO DISABLE "























































































































































GO TO (EP100,EP10l,EP102,EP103,EP104,EP105,EP106,EP107,EP1DA, X
EP109,EP110,EPlll,EPl12,EP113,E P114,EP115,EP116,EP117, X
EPll8,EP11Q) EPTABLE(O,EPTINOX) - 1
.LE285 "SCHEDULE WATER METHANOL (NOT CODED)' I $ GO TO EPOl
.LE25 "TIME BASE 1 SETUP (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LE30 "COMMAND INIT OF YAW MANEUVER(NOT CODf-D), I $ GOTO EPOI
.LE35 "COMMAND TERM OF YAW MANEUVER(NOT CODED) I' $ GOTO EPOI
.LE40 "SET ACCEL REASON. TEST CONST(NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LE50 "START TIME BASE 2 (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOl
.LE50 "DISABLE THRUST CONSTRAINT (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LE75 "TIME SASE 3 SETUP (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LE70 "SET ACCEL REASON. TEST CONST(NOT COOED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LE250 "CHNG GIMB REASON. TEST CONST(NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LE355 "DEQUEUE TIME TILT (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOt
.LE365 "F/M UNCERT FOR THRUST MISAL (NOT COOED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LE82 "ENAALE DIN 22 AND INT 2 (NOT CODED)" $ GOT a EPOI
.LEI00 "SET ACCEL AACKUP PROFILE (NOT CODED)" $ TOTO EPOI
.LE95 "SET ACCEL REASON. TEST CONST(NOT CODED)" $ GOTD EPOI
.LE90 "ENA8LE DIN 19 (NOT CODED) I' $ GOTO EPOl
.LE96 "ENQUElIE FIM CALC, SMOOTHING (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LE105 "ENQUEUE IGM (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOl
.LEll5 "SET MINOR LOOP PARAMETERS (NOT COOtD) I' $ nOTO EPOI
.LE111 "SET SMC FLAG (NOT CODED)" $ GOTO EPOI
.LEII0 "ENQUEUE SMC (NOT CODED) I'
LOCK TIINT,T2ItJT,EXIINT,EX2INT.EX3INT,EX4INT,EX5INT,EX6INT, X
EX7INT,EXRINT,EX9INT .
IF OFTRCEP THEN GOTO EP04A END
FPTINDX ~ EPTINDX + 1
nQST~ • 3 ,oSET INDEX FOR EP ENTRY IN T2 SCHEO CaNT TABLE'i
IF EPTAALE(O,EPTINDX)
THEN IF EPTABLE(I,EPTINDX) EQ VTOLD




DLTTL(DQST2) = OVTMR + VTOLD
ELSE T2STAT(DQST~) • FALSE
IF NOT DfILl








UNLOCK' 'RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
"MEPOO" .
.MEP05 "EVENTS PROCESSOR (TIME BASE CHANGE ENTRY)"
DECLARE INTEGER, EPTBC(10)CONSTANT • 0 5 13 lR 38 55 71 93 107 110
EPTINDX • EPTBC(DTRID) - 1
.MEPI0
"MEP05' I
.~EPI0 "EVENTS PROCESSOR (RESCHEDULE ENTRY)"
EPTINDX • EPTINOX + 1
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CLASP KE~NEL 5 EVENTS PROCESSOR
DGlS'T2 • 3 "sn INDEX FOR EP ENTRY IN T2 SCHEI) CONT TABLE"
IF EPTABLECO,EPTINDX)
THEN VTOLD = EPTAALEC1,EPTINDX)
DLTTLCDQST2) = DVTMR + VTOLD
T2STATCDnST~) = TRUE
ELSE T2STATCDQST2) • FALSE
END






























































C05THETA 25, DELTAL3 12,
OtLTA2 2, OPHII 33,
EPSILON2 15, EPSILON3 15,
GT 20, GV (3) 21,
GVT (3) 20, Jl 4,
J2 4, J3 2,
KCC14 23 CONSTANT • 1.53
KCCT8 23 CONSTANT • 1.55 ,
KMU -24 CONSTANT. -.39860320E15 ,
KT 48 CONSTANT •• 48497964E-7
Kl 2, K2 2, K3 -2,
K4 -2, LYP 12, 11 '2,
L12 12, L2 12, L3 12,
L3P 12, MS4(3,J) 25, M4V(3,3) 25,
PHI! 25. PHIIT 25, PHIT 25,
Pl -5, P12 -ti, P2 -5,
Ql -5, (;112 -5, Q2 -5,
R 2, ROVEX3 36, RS (3) 2,
RT 2. RV (3) 2, RVT (3) 2,
R4 (3) 2, 5INTHETA 25, Sl 4,
~12 2, 52 4, TAUl 15,
TA1l2 15, TAU3 15, Tel 15,
THETAT 25, TSTAR 15, T1C 15,
Tl1 15, T2I 15. T3I 15,
U1 -12, 1112 -13, U2 -12,
V 11, VEX1 12, VEX2 12,
VEX3 12, VS (3) 11, VT 11,
VV (3) 11, VVT (3) 11, V4 (3) 11
"DUE Tn THE SIZE OF IGM, ONLY A SECTION OF IT HAS BEEN CODED. 'I
"PART OF THE GUIDANCE COMPUTATIONS HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO DEMON-"
"STRATE MAT~EMATICAL OPERATIONS. THE PHASING PORTION OF IGM "
"HAS NOT AEEN CODED SINCE SIMILAR CAPABILITIES ARE ILLUSTRATED"
"BY OTHER KERNELS. "
" , ,
" IG251 - IGM GUIDANCE PARAMETERS COMPUTATIONS
IG253.
, ,
" ROTATE POSITION AND VELOCITY INTO TARGET PLANE
, ,
R4 • MS4/*/RS
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER X POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM, R4(O)"
END
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY A8 REQUIRED"
DIRECT







CLASP KERNEl. 6 ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUT"
V4 • MS4/*/VS
.UTROO "D~LAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER Z POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM, R4(2)"
END
.UTR02 "D~LAY FOR TEl.EMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER Y VELOCITY IN 4 SYSTEM, V4Cl)"
END
UNLOCK "RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUT"
" , I




IG254. IF T2I EQ O.
THEN L12,J12,S12,Q12,P12,UI2 • n.
GOTO IG2~9
END
IF TlI Er,) O.
THEN Ll,Jl,SI,Ql,Pl,Ul • O.
GOTO IG258.
END
Ll • VEX1*.LOGCTAUI/CTAUI - Til»
Jl • Ll*TAUI - VEX1*T1I
Sl • L1*TlI - Jl
Ql • SI*TAUI - .5*VEX1*Tll**2
PI • Jl*TAUI - .5*VEX1*T1I**2
Ul • Ql*TAUl - VEX1*T1I**3/6.
IG258. L2. VEX2*.LOGCTAU2/CTAU2 - T21»
J2 • L2*TAU2 - VEX2*T2I
S2 • L2*T2I - J2
Q2 • S2*TAU2 - .5*VEX2*T2I**2
P2 • J2*TAU2 - .~*VEX2*T2I**2
U2 • Q2*TAU2 - VEX2*T2I**3/b.
L12 • L1 + L2
J12 • Jl + J2 + L2*Tl1
512 • 51 - J2 + L12*CT21 + TCI)
Q12 • Ql + Q2 + 52*T1I + Jl*T21
P12 = PI + P2 + T1I*C2.*J2 + L2*T1I)
U12 • Ul + U2 + T1I*C2.*Q2 + S2*Tll) + T21*Pl
18259. L3P. VEX3*.LOGCTAU3/CTAU3 - T3I»
LYP • L12 + L3P
J3P • L3P*TAU3 - VEX3*T31
TIC. Til + T2I + TCI







IF PHASE' 'IS FOR LEAVING ORBIT"
THEN' 'CALCULATE TERMINAL CONDITIONS"
SINTHETA .CRS/*/VS)/CR*V)











PHIIT •• 5-COPHII + OPHIT)-TSTAR
PHIT • PHIl + PHIIT
.UTR02 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER TERMINAL RANGE ANGLE. PHIT"
END
UNLOCK "RELEASE INT LOCKED B~ TELEM DELAY ROUTINE"
IF TSTAR LQ EPSILON3 THEN GOTO IG269 END
.MIG30 "CALL TERM RAD. VEL. FLT ANGLE (NOT CODED)"
GT c - KMU/RT*-2
.UTNOO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
I 'TELEMETER TERMINAL GRAVITY VECTOR. GT"
END





RVT(1). RVT(2) • O.
PHIT = PHIT - THETAT
ELSE' 'CALCULATE INTERMEDIATE PAHAMETERS" X
DELTA2 • V*TSTAR - J3P + LYP*T31 - ROVEX3*CCTAUl - X
T1I)-Ll + CTAU2 - T2I)*L2 + CTAU3 - T3I) X
-L3P)*(LYP + V -VT)
PHIIT • KT*CSI2 + DELTA2)
PHIT = PHIl + PHIIT
.UTR02 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER TERMINAL RANGE ANGLE, PHIT"
END
UNLOCK "RELEASE INT LOCKED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE"
, ,
"ROTATE POSITION. VELOCITY, GRAVITY TO INJECTION ~YSTEM
, ,








r,VSTARC*) •• 5*CGVTC*) + GVC-))
DELTAVVPC*) • VVTC*) - VVC*) - TSTAR*GVSTARC*)
, ,
, "
, , , ,
'I IG314 - CALCULATE TIME-TO-GO
, ,
IF REITERAT
THEN REITERAT • FALSE
L3P = L3
J3P • J3






ELSE REITERAT • TRUE
ITERATIVE GUIDANC~ MODE
ENO
"IA324 - COMPUTE CORRECTED VELOCITIES TO BE GAINED
"10326 - CALCULATE DESIRED PITCH AND YAW
IF CHIBARST THEN GOTO IG350
IF TSTAR GQ EPSILON2 THEN GOTO IG360
IF S4BLJRN
THEN DV~C5 2 DVMC5 LXOR HSKM5CHS
DVMLR • 25.*KCCT4
DVIMR = .04/KCCT4




IG340. CHIBARST = TRUE
IG350. KI, K2, K3, K4 = o.
GOTO H~440
IG360.' '10361 - COMPUTE I~TERMEDIATE PARAMETER~









UNLOCK' 'RELfASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROU1"
"IG446 - COMPUTE PITCH AND YAW IN 4 SYSTEM (NOT CODED)"
IF SMCFLAG THEN .MSHOO END "COMP SMC TERMS (NOT COPED)"
.MCCOO "PERfORM CHI COMPUTATIONS" (NOT CODED)"
IF DFILE LAND MSKFPSI2




CLASP KERNEL 7 DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM





























(5(0) A 2(0) 1 2 J 4 5 2(0) 14 6 0 7 X
2(0) 19 3(0) 9 0 15 17 8(0) 13 4(0) X


















UNLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
DIRECT
"READ DISCRETE INPUT REGISTER INTO TEMP"
"READ DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM INPUT INTO VDSOI"




















DCSMODE (64) CU~STANT -
END
IF NOT TEMP LAND M9KDCSMD
,,
I 'PROCESS DCS MODE COMMAND
, ,




1)509. IF (VDSOI LSH 7 LXOR VDS01) LAND MSKDCSCM NQ MSKDCSCM
THEN VDSER = DCSERI0
GO TO DS220
END
IF VOSOI LAND MSKDCSSB
THEN VDSlR • DCSER24
GOTO D3220
END
IF VDSOI LAND M5KDCSMC EQ MSKDCSTR
IF NOT FDSEN
THEN VDSER • DCSE~20





IF DFDTL OR FDSPG








DCSINOX = OCSMODE(VDSOl RSH 20)
IF NOT DCSMSTAT(DCSINDX)




"TELEMETER STATUS CODE TWICE"
.uTR24 "nI:LAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMfTER DCS STATUS CODE, DCSSTCOD(DCSINDX)"
END
.UTR24 "DI:LAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETE~ DCS STATUS CODE, DCSSTCOO(DCSINDX)"
END
UNLOCK "RELfASE INTERRUPTS DISAALEO BY TELEMF,TRY DELAY ROUT"
.DS200 "ISSUE CRP"
DCSDTCNT, VDSSR = 0
GOlD 05100
,, ' ,
"PROCESS DCS DATA wORD "
" ' ,
IP FDSEN
THEN VDSER = DCSER04
GOTu D5220
Er~D
IF (VDSOl LSH 7 LXUR VDSOl) LAND MSKDCSCM NQ MSKDCSCM
THEN VDSER = DCSER44
GOTO D5220
END
IF VOSOl LAND MSKDCS5B NQ VOSSB
THEN VDSER • DCSER60
GOTO DS220
END
rSllP.' 'TELf~ETER DATA ~ORD TWICE"
.UTR24 "DtLAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
I'Tf~EMfTER DCS DATA WORD, VDSOl"
ENO
'UTR24 "DtLAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER OCS DATA WORD, VDSOl"
END
UNLOCK' rRELEASE I~TERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMET~Y DELAY ROUT"
.05200 "ISSUE CRP"
VDSBLCDC&DTCNT) = VDSOl LAND MSKDCSMC
VDSSB • VD$SH LXOR MSKDCSSB
DeSDTeNT = DCSDTCNT + 1
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.05260 "TIME BASE UPDATE (NOT
.OS330(=DS235.>. "NAVIGATION UPDATE (NOT
.D5380(=D5220.) "GENERALIZED 55 (NOT
.D5430 "SECTOR DUMP (NOT
.D5470 "5INGLE MEM LOC TEL(NOT
.D5510 "TERMINATE (NOT
.[)5540 "MANEUVER UPDATE (NOT
.D55~0 "MANEUVER INHIBIT (NOT
.DS670(=nS235.) "TARGET UPDATE (NOT
.D5700 "ANTENNA TO OMNI (NOT
.05720 "ANTENNA TO LOW (NOT
.05740 "ANTENNA TO HIGH (NOT
.D5770 "INHIBIT WATER CONT(NOT
.D5790 "TIME BASE g ENABLE(NOT
.D5810 "EXECUTE MANEUVER ACNOT
.D5840 "TO AND E ENABLE (NOT
.05860 "EXECUTE MANEUVER B(NOT
.D5900 "S4B/IU LUNAR IMPCT(NOT
.05960 "ENABLE TB60 ALT 5Q(NOT
, ,
, ,





















flS:?20. VDSRC II VnSRC + 1
IF VD5RC LS DC5ERLIM
THEN FDSRE • FALSE
ELSE FDSRE • TRUE
END
VDSER = VDSE~ + VDSRC + (VOSOl RSH 12 LAND MSKDC5ER)
~S2~5."TELEMETER E~ROR CODE TWICE"
.UTR24 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER DCS ERROR CODE, VD5ER"
END
.UTR24 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT




UNLOCK' 'RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUT"








"SET COMMAND RESET ~IT IN DISCRETE OUTPUT REGISTER"
"DELAY 4.13 MS"
"RESET COMMAND RESET BIT XN DISCRETE OUTPUT REGISTER"
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DVMC4 LAND MSKRTCRS
"RELEASE INTERRUPT INHIBITS"
"DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"













DIRECT "ENTER DIRECT MODE TO PERFO~M 1/0"
"READ X ACCELEROMETER INTO DVACeO)"
"READ Y ACCELEROMETER INTO DVAC(l)"
"READ Z ACCELERUMETER INTO DVAC(2)"
'IREAD REAL TIME CLOCK INTO DVACT"
END
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER START TIME OF CURRENT TIME BASE. DVTI"
END
TEMP • DVTAS
. VOAXT • DVTMM + eDVACT - DVRTC - OVERT LAND MSKRTC)
DVTAS •• 24609375E-3 * VOACT
DVT8 • DVTAS - DVTI
DVDT • DVTAS - TEMP
.UTRQO "DELAY FOP TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT






"TELEMETER X Ar.CELEROMETER READING, DVACeO)"
END
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER Y ACCELEROMETER READING, DVAC(1)"
END
UNLOCK "RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE"
IF "TIME BASE 1" DKTl EQ O. "NOT SET"
THEN DVFMC = - DVG(O)
ELSE DVMAS = DVMAS - DVEOF*OVFMR*DVDT
DVFMC • DVEOF*DVFOR/DVMAS
END
AR41.DVCA(2) • (OVCC(2) RSH 1) + (VCCIA RSH 1)
VCCIA • DVCC(2)
DVCA(1) • (DVCC(1) RSH 1) + eVeCYA RSH 1)
IF ARS(DVCC(l) - VCCYA) GQ .5 "COMPARE TO 90 DEG IN PIRADS"
THEN DVCAel) • DVCA(l) - 1. "ADJUST BY 180 DEA IN PIRADS' 'END
VCCYA • DVeC(1)
.UTROO "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS RE@UIRED"
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DIRECT
"TELEMETER Z ACCELEROMETER READING, DVAC(2)"
END
UNLOCK "RELEASE I~TERRlJPTS DISABLED 8Y TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE"
AR100. DVDA(*) = (DVAC(*) LAND MSKACCA) - (VUAC(*) LAND MSKACCA)RSH 7
DVDRC*) = «DVAC(*) LAND MSKACCB) - (VOAC(*) LAND MSKACC~) X
LSI-4 14) RSH 7
VOAC(*) = DVAC(*)
.UTROn "DELAY foUR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRFD"
DIRI:.CT
"TELEMETFR REAL TIME CLOCK AT ACCEL HEAD, DVACT"
END
UNLOCK' 'RELEASE I~TFRRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE"
AR71 •• USCOO (DVTH(~) s SINTHZ,COSTHZ) "OBTAIN SIN/COS (NOT CODED)"
.UTROn "DF:I.AY fOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRFD"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER MISSION ELAPSED TIME, DVTAS"
END
UNLOCK "RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED ~Y TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE"
.USCOO (DVTH(1) = SINTHY,COSTHY) "OBTAIN SIN/COS (NOT CODED)"
DVD{O) = 20.*DVDT*COSTHY*COSTHZ
PVD(1) • 20.*OVDT*SINTHZ
DVD(2) = - 20.*DVDT*SINTHV*COSTHZ
DVF(*) = DVFOM*DVD(*)
EXIT "MAROO"
PROC .HAPOQ "ACCFLEROMETER PROCESSING ROUTINE"
DECLARE FIXED. X
DELTA 7. X
KSN2D 25 CONSTANT •• 034R9Q4Q67. "SINE 2 DEGREES" X
VACZR 7, X
VPOV (3) 7
DECLARE INTEGER (3) CONSTANT, X
MSKAPDG = (o'u4noooooo'. X
0'010000000', X
0'200000000'). X







DV VsrJ II O.
VACZR II 20.*DVFOM*OVDT*KSN2D
FOR I • 0 TO 2
AP400. IF ABS(DVDA(I) - DVDB(I» LQ 2. THEN GOTO AP450
IF ABSCDVDA{!) - DVF(I» LS ABS(DVDH(I) - DVFCI»
THEN GOTO AP440
nVMC4 = ~VMC4 LGR MSKAPDG(I) LSH 1
DELTA = PVDB(I)
GOTO AP460
DVMC4 = DVHC4 LOR MSKAPDG(I)
DEll A II DVDA (I)
IF ABSCDELTA) GR 1. THEN GOTO AP500
IF DFZER EQ FALSE THEN GOTO AP500
IF ABS(DVF(I) LS VACZR THEN GOTD AP500
DVMC4 = DVMC4 LOR MSKAPOF(I)

















IF DVF(I) LS lJ.
THEN IF DELTA LS 1.S*DVFCI) - DVRCCI)*DVDT
OR DELTA GR .5*OVFCI) + DVRCCI)*DVDT
THEN GOTO AP530
ELSE IF DELTA GR 1.5*OVFCI) + DVRCCI)*OVDT
OR DELTA LS .5*OVFCI) - OVRCCI)*OVDT
THEN GOTO AP530
END
DVVSQ • DVVSQ + DELTA**2
VPOVCI) • VPOVCI) + DELTA
DVDMCI) •• 05*VPOV(I)
.UTR01 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
GOTO (AP521, AP522, AP523, *) I
DIRECT












































PROC .~MLaa "FLIGHT SIM ENTRY TO MINOR LOOP"
IF DVLRC EQ 0
THEN DVCC(*) = DVCC(*) - DVDC(*)
ELSE DVLRC = DVLRC - 1
END
.MML20 "EXECUTE MINOR LOOP"
EXIT "MMLOO"





KCPRG 14 CONSTANT. 2016.,
VBUR (3) 25 ,
VCG (3) 25 ,
veGa (3) 14 ,




VCOD (3) 14 ,
VDU (3) 25
VGR (3) 0
VMLO (3) 14 ,
VML1 (3) 14 ,
VML2 (3) 14 ,
VOLD (3) 14 ,
VPGR (3) 0 ,








DVCC(*) = DVCC(*) + DVDC(*)
IF FBlJGS THEN G0TO ML500
ML001.FOR I = 2 BY -1 TO 0
GOTO (ML201, ML101, , *) I
IF VFIn(2) EQ n "NORMAL"
THEN DIRECT "READ Z GIMBAL INTO VGR(2)" END
ELSE IF VFIO(2) EQ 1 "BACKUP"
THEN DIRECT' 'READ Z BACKUP INTO VGR(2)" END






"READ ERROR MONITOR REGISTER INTO VMEMR"
END
DVLDR = DVLDR - (VMEMR LAND MSKEMRLB)
IF VFIO(1) EQ 0 "NORMAL"
THEN DIRECT "READ Y GIMBAL INTO VGR(1J"
ELSE IF VFIO(1) fQ 1 "BACKUP"
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THEN DIRECT "READ Y BACKUP INTO VAR(l)" END





DVEMR • nVEMR LOR VMEMR
IF VFIOeO) EQ 0 "NORMAL"
THEN DIR~CT "READ X GIMBAL INTO VGR CO)"
ELSE IF VFIOeO) EQ 1 "BACKUP"
THEN DIRECT "READ X BACKUP INTO VOR(O)"







IF VGReI) GQ O.
IF DVDGS LS 0




ELSE GOTO ML637 END
ML432. .MOGOO e2 J. ML434.) "PROCESS DISAGREEMENT BIT eNoT CODED)"
"DISAGREEMENT BIT PROCESSING WILL TAKE A NORMAL RETURN IF THE I'
"DISAGREEMENT BIT IS FOUND TO BE INVALID. OTHERwISE IT WILL "
"TAKE THE ERROR EXIT TO ML434 AND SET J • 0 IF THE GIMBAL IS "






GOTO eML4352. ML4351. ML4350. *) I
IF VFIO(2) EQ 0 "NORMAL"
THEN DIRECT
"RESTART Y COD COUNTER"
END
ELSE DIRECT




no TO (~L020. ML637 •• ) J
IF VFIO(l) EQ 0 "NORMAL"
THEN DIRECT
"RESTART X COO COUNTER"
END
ELSE DIRECT




GOTO eML020. ML63J. *) J
IF VFIOeO) EO 0 "NORMAL"
THEN OIRECT
"RESTART Z COD COUNTER"
END
ELSE DIRECT




OOTO (ML020. ML637 •• ) J
VCODeI) • VORe!) LAND MSKOIMA
IF VCODeI) EQ O. AND vOlO(!) EQ O. AND ABseVDELC!» GQ VOCK
THEN GOTO ML631
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IF ABSCVCODCI) - VOLDCI» LS VMLOCI)
THE~ GOTCJ t·1L040
END
IF ABSCVCODCI) - VOLD CI» + VMLOCI) GQ VML1CI)
THEN IF VCODCI) LS VOLDCI)
THEN VCGCI) • VCGCI) + VML2CI)





DVTHCI) = VSF(J)*vCOnCI) + VCGCI)
VOLDCI) • VCODCI)
VDELCI) = uVThCI) - DVCCCI)
nFDAF • TRUE
GOTD CML245. ML145. ML045. *) I
VCMNDC2.0) = DVA5*VDEL(2) - DVA4*VDEL(1)
GOTO ML730
VCMNDC1,O) • OVA1*VDEL(1) + DVA2*VDEL(2)
noTa ML730
VCMNDCO,O) = DVA6*lVDELCO) + DVA3*VDEL(1»
GOTO ML730
VMLET • I + 3
GOT a ML632
VMLET • I
VMLET = VMLET LSH 11 LOR VCODCI) RSH 14 LOR VOLOCI)
IF DVMCn LAND MSI<M6D04 EQ 0 THEN
.UT~30 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER MINOR LOOP ERROR MESSAGE, VMLET'I
END
DIRECT
"SET INTERNAL CONTROL REGISTER TO SELECT au 6IM'I
END
DVleR = DVICR LXOR MSK!CRBG
THE~ GO TO ML637
THEN GOTO ML636




nVRECI) = DVRECI) + 1
IF DVRECI) LS 0
IF DVRECI) GR (J
VMLET. VeODCI) RSH 14
VFIO(I) = 1 "BACKlIP"
VCGCI) • CVCGCI) LAND MSK180DG) - VBUACI)
VHL2 (1) • -1. "180 OEGREES IN PIRADS"
VOLDCI) • CDVTHCI) LAND MSKM180D)*KCPBG LAND
VSFCI) • 1./KCP~G







FBUGS.FBU(3C1) • 1 "PASS1"
VMLO(I) • VCG10
VMU(I) = VCG11
IF DVMC6 LAND MSKM6D04 EQ 0 THEN
.UTR30 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRleT
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DVHDB • DVHDB -
DFDBF • TRUE
DVHDA • DVHDA + 1
IF DVHDA LS ° THEN GOTO ML636 END
DIRECT
"SET INTERNAL CONTROL REGISTER TO SWITCH GIMRAL ORDER"
END
DVICR • DVICR LXOR MSKICRSG
DVMC4 • DVMC4 LOR MSKMAAMF
DVDGS .0
IF DVRE(I) GQ VIRE AND DVMC6 LAND MSKM6D04 EQ °






IF ABS(VC~ND(I.~» GR DVM06 THEN VCMND(I.O) • DVM06
IF AAS(VCMNDCl.O) - VCMND(I,1» GR DVMn5
THEN VCMND(I.o) • VCMND(I.1) + DVM05
END
VCMND(I.1) • VCMND(I.O)
IF VCMND(I.o) LS 0.
THEN VCMND(I.2) • MSKABLAD - VCMND(I.O)
ELSE VCMND(I.2) • VCMND(I.O)
END
END




IF DVLDB LS 0
,THEN DIRECT
"SET INTERNAL CONTROL REG TO SELECT CONVERTER A"
END
END













ML500. FOR I • 0 TO 2














CLASP KERNEL 10 SWITCH SELECTOR PROCESSING
THE SWITCH SELECTOR TABLE IS MADE UP OF A NUMBER OF ' I
SMALLER TABLES, ONE FOR EACH TIME BASE AND FOR EACH "
OF THE ALTERNATE 5S SEQUENCES. THE SMALLER TABLES ARE"
ORGANIZED INTO ONE LARGE TABLE BY AN OVERLAY. ONLY"


















EACH TARLE ENTRY REPRfSENTS A SINGLE 55 COM~AND AND
CONSISTS OF TWO WORDS.
1. TIME OF SS ISSUANCE.










ALTHOUGH THE REMAINING GROUPS OF SWITCH SELECTORS HAVE
NOT BEEN CODED, THEY ARE REFERENCED IN THE FOLLOWING
OVERLAY STATEMENT TO INOICATE HOW THE OVERALL SS TABLE
WOULD BE ORGANIZED.
DECLARE INTEGER, SSTABLE (2,1000)






























































































































































































DECLARf FIXED -2 CONSTANT,
KCSSK = .200*DKRTCSEC ,
KSSBl = .018*OKRTCSEC - 3. ,
KSSB2 = .025*~KRTCSEC - 2. ,
KSSB3 : .019*DKRTCSEC - 11 ••
KSSR4 = .013*OKRTCSEC - 17.,
KSSB5 = .026*DKRTCSEC - 3.
KSSB6 •• 013*DKRTCSEC - 2. ,
KSSA7 = .023*DKRTCSEC - 6. ,
KSSB8 = .013*OKRTCSEC - 9. ,
KSSRB = .n~o*nKRTCSEC - 2 ••

















IF DVASW LAND MSKSSS4C
THEN DVASW • OVASW LAND MSKSSWV
IF VASPI LAND MSKSSS4C THEN GOTO 5S0060 END





IF DVASW LAND MSK5SSPC
THEN DVASW • OVASW LAND MSKSSWV





IF DVASW LAND M5KSST6C
THEN DVA5w • DVASW LXOR MSKS5T6C
VASPI = VASPI tOR MSKS5T6
DV~C6 • OVMC6 LOR MSKM6T6C
5ST1PTR • L'55TTB6C'-L'S5TABLE'




IF OVASw LAND MSKSSCSI
THEN VSC1CO).VSC1Cl).VSC1C2) a R5T1PTR.VA5PI.VATRR
VASPI • M5KSSCLl
.SSTUPDC. VATRR) "UPDATE SSTIME"
FTADV • TRUE
IF DVASW LAND MSKSST6A
THEN DVASW • DVASW LXOR MSKSST6A
DVMC6 • OVMC~ LOR MSKM6T6A
SST1PTR • L'S5TTB6A'-L'SSTABLE'
ELSE IF DVASW LAND M5KSSS41
THEN DVASW • DVASW LXOR MSKSSS41
SST1PTR • L'SSTS4Cl'-L'SSTABLE'
ELSE DVASW • DVASW LXO~ MSKSST6B














IF SSTABLECO.5ST1PTR) NQ MSKSSEND
THEN .SSTIIPDC. VSTGO) "UPDATE SS TIME"
VSTGO • VSSRT - VSTGO
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ELSE IF DVASW THEN GOTO 5SU170 END
VSSTM • V5TGO + DVTRB - DVTGB - KCSSK
OV5ST • VSSTM + DVTMR
DGSSM • 4 "SET 55 ENTRY FOR MSS30"
IF NOT DFIL3






IF DVA5W THEN GOTO S50170
THRECT




DVSST • DVTMM + KS5500S + «TEMP - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC) R5H 2)
DG5SM • 1 "5ET 55 ENTRY INDEX FOR M5S05"
IF NOT. DFIL3 THEN .EGP08 "RESCHEDULE TI(NOT CODED)"END
GOIO SSOObO
IF NOT DVASW LAND MSKSSCS3
THEN IF DVASW LAND MSK55ACQ
THEN DVASW • DVASW LXnR MSKS5ACQ
5ST2PTR • L'S5TGAIN'-L'SSTABLE'
.S5TUPD(= VATR4) "UPDATE 55 TIME"
ELSE IF DVASW LAND MSK5ST5D
THEN DVA5W :II DVASW LXOR MSKS5T6D
SST2PTR :II L'5STTB6D'-L'SSTABLE'
.SSTUPD(a VATR4)' 'UPDATE SS TM"








.55210 "SET UP CLA5S 4 ALTERNATE SEQUENCE"
GOTO 550000
END
IF VASPI THEN GO TO $50060.
VSC3(0), VSC3(1), VSC3(2) :II SST1PTR, VASPI, VATRR
VASPI :II M5KSSCL3
.SSTUPD(= VATNRJ "UPDATE 5S TIME"
FTADV = TRlJE
FHST = TRUE
IF DVASW LA~D ~SKSSGNS




IF DVASW LAND ~SKSSSBL
THEN DVASw • DVASW LXOR MSKSS5BL
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END




IF DVASW LAND MSKSSSBH




IF DVA5w LAND MSKSSSBO




IF DVASW LAND MSKSSECV
THEN SST1PTR • L'SSTECSV'-L'SSTABLE'
GO TO SS0230
END
IF DVASW LAND MSKS5ECl
THEN SST1PTR • L'SSTECS1'-L'SSTA8LE'
ELSE SST1PTR • L'SSTTB3A'-L'SSTABLE'








UNLOCK "RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS"
.F.N·O
GOTO S5EXIT
MSS10. VASPI. VATRR. FCLS4 • 0
OVASW • DVASW LAND MSKSSWV
.EGPOe "RESCHEDULE TIMER 1
FTADV • TRUE
SST1PTR • SSTTRPTR(DTBID - 1)
551050. .SS210 '!SET UP NEXT S5"

















VSNA. VSNAl • VSNA RSH 2 LAND M5KSSSNA
IF NOT VSNA
THEN FSSAC • FALSE
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VSTG • VSNA LAND VPSTG
FSSIO • VSTG
IF NOT FHST THEN GOTO 5S4000
IF DFLT EQ 2 THEN GO TO SS4000
DIRECT
"READ SS FEEDBACK REGISTER INTO TEMP"
END












.SSTUPQCKSS84,5) "SCHEDULE STAGE AND ADDRESS ISSUANC~ MSS40"
VSSw = KSS~5
GoTa S50060





"ISSUE STAGE AND ADDRESS FROM VSNA"
ENI;l
.SSTUPQCVSS~,6) "SCHEDULE ADDRESS VERIfICATION, MSS50"




"OUTPUT SS AND DO REGISTERS VIA DOM TELEMETRY"
END
GOTO SS0060
VSCCA = V5NA LXOR MSKSSHS
VSSCA = VSCCA LAND MSKSSHS
IF VSTG
THEN DIRECT
"READ SS FEEDBACK REGISTER INTO TEMP"
END
VSSfR = TEMP LAND MSKSSHS
ELSE VSSFR. = VSSCA
~SS5!'i.
END
IF VSSFB NQ VSSCA THEN GOTO S55540
IF VASPI LAND MSKSSS4C




IF NOT VSSRT THEN GOTO MSS60
.SSTUPDCa DVTRB) "UPDATE 55 TIME"
IF VSSRT - DVTRB LQ KSSRB THEN GO TO MSS60
VSSTH = VSSRT - DVTGA - KSSR8
DVSST • VSSTM + DVTMR
DGS5M = A "SET 5S ENTRY INDEX FOR MSS60"
IF NOT DFIL3
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555540.
END











.5STUPQ(KSSB6,'10) "SCHED COMPLEMENTED STAGE, ADDRESS, MSS8n l I
TEMP • (VSSCA LXOR VSSFB) LSH 7
IF TEMP LS 0 THEN GOTO SS5580 E.ND
TEMP • TEMP LSH 1
GOTO S55570
TEMP • TEMP LSH
IF NOT TEMP THEN GOTO SSEXIT END
DVMC4 • DVMC4 LOR MSKM4SSB
IF FFBCH
THEN FFBCH • FALSE
DIRE.CT
"SET SS CHANNEL B BIT IN INTERNAL CONT REG"
END
DVICR 2 DVICR LOR MSKICRSB
END
.UTR30 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER SS FEEDBACK, VSSFB"
END
GOTD SSEXIT
TEMP • VSTG LXOR MSKSSRD
IF FSSIO
THEN DIRECT




"READ REAL TIME CLOCK INTO TEMP"
END
.SSTUPQ(KSSB2,9) "SCHEDULE READ RESET, MSS70"
TEMP • VSNA LSH 2 LOR TEMP LAND MSKRTC
.UTR30 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY A5 REQUIRED"
DIRECT
"TELEMETER STAGE/ADDRESS AND READ TIME, TEMP"
END
IF NOT DFACQ "COMPRESS DATA WHEN NOT OVER STAT. (NOT CODED)"
THEN TEMP • DVDCT + MSKSSDCT
.MPC80(TEMP) "COMPRESS TIME AND TAG,I
TEMP ~ (VSNA RSH J) + MSKSSDCS
.MPC80(TEMP) "COMPRESS STAGE AND ADDRESS"
END
IF VASPI LAND MSKS5S4C
THEN VA5PI • 0
DFILE • DFILE LOR MSKFPSCR
END
IF VSNAl EQ MSKSSHIG









IF VSNA1 EQ MSKSSLOG
THEN DVMC7 • DVMC7 LOR MSKM7LOG
GOTCJ 8SEXIT
END
IF VSNA1 EQ MSKSSOMG
THEN DVMC7 • DVMC7 LOR MSKM70MG
GOTO SSEXIT
END
IF VSNAI EQ MSKSSS4A
THEN IF FBRN!
THEN DVMC5 • DVMC5 LOR MSKM54Bl






"RESET S8 READ COMMAND"
END
END
.SSTUPA(KSSH3,1) I 'SCHEDULE HUNG STAGE TEST, MSS05"
.SS201 "ADVANCE TO NEXT 55"
VSSW = KSSB1
FHST • VHSTw LAND VSTG LXOR VSTG
IF VSNA1 EQ MSKSSWVO




IF VSNA1 EQ MSKSSWVC




IF VSNA1 EQ MSKSSSCC






"ISSUE STAGE AND COMPLEMENTED ADDRESS"
END
END
.SSTUPA(KS5B7,7) "SCHEDULE READ COMMAND. MSS55"




"OUTPUT 55 AND DO REGISTERS VIA DOM TELEMETRY"
END
GOTO 5SEXIT
.55201 "55 TABLE ADVANCE ROUTINE"
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THEN SST1PTR • SST1PTR • 1
ELSE SST2PTR • SST2PTR + 1
END
.SS210 "StT UP NEXT SWITCH SELECTOR"
"S8201"
.SS210 "S5 SELECTION AND SETUP ROUTINE"
IF FTADV THEN GOTO 5S2020
IF SSTABLE(O,S5T2PTR) GQ 0 THEN GOTO 5S2070
FCLS4 II FALSE
DVMC6 • DVMC6 LXOR M5KM6LUI
OVMC7 • DVMC7 LXOR MSKM7T6D
GOTO SS201:10
THEN VASPI • MSKSSS4C






IF VASPI LAND MSKSSCL3
THEN SST1PTR, VASPI, VATRR • VSC3(0), VSC3(1), VSC3(2)
GOTO SS2020
END
IF VASPI LAND MSKSSCL1
THEN SST1PTR, VASPI, VATRR • V5C1(0), VSC1(1), VSC1(2)
GOTO 552020
END
VASPI, VATRR :I 0
IF fT60fol
THEN S5T1PTR • LtSSTTB5A'-L'SSTABLE'
FT60P • FALSE







IF NOT FCL54 THEN GOT a S52040
IF 55TABLE(0,S5T1PTR) + VATRR - KSS500M5 GQ
SSTABLE(0,SST2PTR) + VATR4
THEN FTADV • FALSE
VSSRT • SSTABLE(O,SST2PTR) + VATR4
VSNA • SSTABLE(1,SST2PTR)
ELSE FTADV = TRUE





5S2050. VHSTw. VSNA R5H 2 LAND MSKSSSSB
EXIT lSS210"
SSEXIT. EXIT "MSSOO"
PROC .SSTUPD C. TIME) 'ISS TIME UPDATE ROUTINE"
DECLARE FIXED, TIME-2
DIRECT
"READ REAL TIME CLOCK INTO TEMP"
END
TIME, DVTRB • DVTGR + OVTRR + (TEMP - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC) RSH 2
EXIT "SSTUPDI'
PROC .SSTUPQ (BIAS, 10) "UPDATE 5S TIME AND SCHEDULE REQUESTED FUNC"
DECLARE FIXED BIAS -2
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DECLARE INTEGER, 10
DIRECT
"READ R~AL TIME CLOCK INTO TEMP"
IF VASPI LAND MSKSSSPC
552020. IF SST ABLE (0,SST1PTR) GO 0 THEN GOTD SS2030 ~ND
END
DGSSM • 10
DVTRB • DVTr,B + DVTRR + (TEMP - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC) RSH 2
VSSTM = RlAS + DVTRR + (TEMP - DVRTC LAND MSKRTC) RSH ?
DVSST • VSSTM + DVTHR
IF NOT DFIL3




CLASP KERNEL 11 ATM TASK KEYING
PROC .TASKKEY (PRIORITY,TSKPTR) "ATM TASK KEYING ROUTINE"
DECLARE INTEGER,
PRIORITY, "PRIORITY LEVEL OF TASK BEING KEYED"
TSKPTR , "LOCATION POINTER TO TASK BEING KEYED"
I , "OVERFLOW TABLE POINTER CHAIN INDEX"
J "OVERFLOW TABLE OPEN-SLOT INDEX"
, ,
"PRIORITY CONTROL TABLE CONTAINS ONE ENTRY FOR EACH SYSTEM
"PRIORITY LEVEL. FOR EACH ENTRY THERE ARE"FIYE ITEMS.
" 1. LOCATION POINTE~ TO THE NEXT EXECUTABLE INSTRUCTION
, , OF THE TASK CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO THAT PRIORITY LEVEL
" OR ZERO IF NO TASK IS CURRENTLY ASSIGNED.
" 2. )
" 3. ) TASK REGISTER CONTENTS (INITIALLY SET TO ZERO).
" 4. )
, , 5. POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF THE PRIORITY OVERFLOW
" TABLE CHAIN FOR THAT PRIORITY LEVEL. A VALUE OF ZERO



















., NOTE THE NUMAER OF REGISTERS SAVED FOR A TASK WAS ARBITRARI-"
" LY CHOSEN FOR THIS EXAMPLE AND MAY BE ADJUSTED AS I'
, , REQUIRED. ' I
DECLARE INTEGER ATMPCT (5,10)
" , I
"THE PRIORITY OVERFLOW TABLE IS USEO FOR KEYING TASKS ON A "
"PRIORITY LEVEL WHICH IS CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO ANOTHER TASK. "
"THE ENTRIES ARE NOT ALLOCATED TO A FIXED PRIORITY BUT ARE ' ,
"ASSIGNED DYNAMICALLY AS REQUIRED. ALL OVERFLOW ENTRIES FOR "
"EACH PRIORITY LEVEL ARE CHAINED TOGETHER SUCH THAT THE TASKS 'I
"CAN BE EXECUTED ON A FIRST-IN-FIRST-OUT BASIS. EACH ENTRY"
"CONSISTS OF TWO ITEMS. ."
" 1. POINTER TO NEXT ENTRY IN THE CHAIN. A VALUE OF ZERO "
" INDICATES END OF CHAIN. "
" 2.·LOCATIO~ POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF THE TASK FOR 'I
'I THAT ENTRY. A VALUE OF ZERO INDICATES THAT THE ENTRY"




"NOTE SINCE AN ENO-OF-CHAIN INDICATOR HAS A VALUE OF ZERO, "
" THE FIRST ENTRY IN THE OVERFLOW TABLE CANNOT BE USED. "
" "
,,
LOCK "INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS"
, ,
"IF THE REQUESTED PRIORITY LEYEL IS NOT CURRENTLY ASSIGNED, "
"INITIALIZE THE ENTRY FOR THIS TASK. "
" , ,
IF ATMPCTCO,PRIORITY) EQ 0





"OTHERWIsE, SEARCH FOR THE END OF THE OVERFLOW POINTER CHAIN. 'I
, , Q Q
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CUSP KERNEL 11 ATM TASK KEYING
r.HNSRCH.
ELSE I = ATMPCT(4,PRIORITY)
IF I NQ 0
THEN IF ATMPOVFTCO,I) NQ ()





"WHEN THE ENn OF THE OVERFLOW POINTER CHAIN HAS REEN FOUND, I'
"SEARCH FOR AN EMPTY SLOT IN THE OVERFLOW TABLE. ,.
, , .,
FOR J = 1 TO 25
IF ATMPOVFT(l,J) EO 0 THEN GOTO ~LTFND ~ND
END
STOP' 'HALT IF OVERFLOW TARLE IS FULL"
, , , ,
"ADn THIS ENTRY 10 THE END OF THE OVERFLOW POINTER CHAIN ANn ,.
"STORE THE TASK POINTER IN IT. "
" , ,
SLTFND. IF I NrJ 0
THEN ATMPOVFT(O,I) = J









PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT ,FILMED





































































































































































































MSK~1C 6L LJ I


























































































































































PROGRAM, I*TELE~ETRY DELAY FON MODE REG SETTING OF 70*1
. .
VT"1C = MSKT~CO;
CALL UTRu; I*PEPFORM DELAY AS REIlUIRED*1
UTRDO;
PROGRAI'1; I*TFLEMFTRY DELAY FOR MODE REn SETTING OF 71*1
•VTMC • MSKTMC1:
CALL UTRfJ; I*t-'ERFORM DELAY AS RUW I RED*I
UTRD1;
PROGRAM; I*TELEMfTRY DELAY FOR MODE RE:.G SET Tl ~IG OF 72*1
VH1C = ~1SKTMC2 ;
CALL uTRO; I*PERFORM DELAY AS REQUIRED*I
UTR02;
PROGRAM; I*TELn1ETRY DELAY FOR MnOE REG SETTING OF 73*1
•VTMC = MSI<TMC3 ;
CALL UTRO; I*PERFORM DELA Y AS REQUIRED*I
UTR03,
PROGRAM; I*TELEMETRY DELAY FOK MI1DE REG SETTPJ8 OF 74*1
VTMC • MSKTMC4;
CALL UTRD; I*PERFUPM DELAY AS REQUIRED*I
UTROA,




I*INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TCL*I;
READ {CLOCKJ VTIM;
IF BIT (VTIM - DVTD) >= OKTD THEN GO TO TR05,
14 TO 26
RELEASE PREVIUUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS
GO TO TROD;
WRIT E ( MOD REG) '1'4 SKTMCOr
OVTD • VTIH + KTELBIAS;
UTR30;




I*INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TLC*/r



















IF AIT (ViIM - DVTD)
14 TO 26









IF BIT (VTIM - DVTO) >- OKTO
14 TO 26
ENABLE TIMER 1 INTERRUPT
GO TO TR20:
WRITE (MODREG) MSKTMC4J
OVTO - VTIM + KTELBIASJ
UTR24;
... 180-
THEN GO TO TR25J






































IF DFMDI AND MSKFMDREP ~= 0
THEN DO.
SCI-lE.Dl!LE CLOCK SYNC ON TlINT;
wRI 1E (T H11) 1;





• • •DFILI. DFIL2. DFIL3 • TRUE.




DVHLT. DVMLD = DKMIR.
CALL EGP15j '*SCHEOULE FIRST TIMER 1 FUNCTION*'
f)VP • 1;
CALL GP002;,*PASS CONTROL TO PHASE ACTIVATION ROUTINE*'
SYNC. TASK; ,*RESPONSE TO TIMER 1 INTERRUPT.'
READ (CLOCK) DVACT.






•WRITECTIM2) MSKRTC.'*LOAD TIMER 2 WITH A LARGE VALUE*/
.
WRITECISR) MSKT2INT;I*RESET ANY PENDING TIMER 2 INTERRUPT*I
· .DVISI = DVIH AND NOT MSKT2INT;
• •
DFILI. DFIL2 • TRUEJ
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ENABLE TLC AND TIMER 1 INTERRUPTS
CALL GP002;I*ACTIVATE THE NEXT MISSION PHASE*I
CLOSE I'1PAOO;
PROGRAM:I*MISSION PHASE CONTROL AND ACTIVATION ROUTINE*I
DECLARE FGNC 8IT(1);
DECLARE VTO INTEGER:




















· . . . . . .
ARSTAT,APSTAT,DPSTAT,NESTAT,CC1STAT.MSSTAT.EBSTAT • TRUE;
· . . . . . . . .
SASTAT,DVSTAT.TCSTAT,PASTAT,TTSTAT,IGSTAT,HSSTAT,OGSTAT,TGSTAT,
·[ p P 5'T ATl • FALSEI
• •CTSTAT, DTSTAT • FALSE,
WLPTLl • 0;
•• ••RS5TAT,CS5TAT,TB1STAT,TB57STAT,PG5TAT m FALSE:
[flL.PTL] • 0;
· . . .
OFIL1, DFIL2, DFIL3, DFPHC • FALSE;
RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS
CALL NONINT5EQ1;I*PAS5 CONTROL TO PHASE 1/3 NON-INTERRUPT SEQ*I
(NOT CODED)*I
•£T2STA Tl I: FALSE;
•T2STA T I: TRUE.;
1
CALL MINDD;I*PERFORM PHASE 1/3 APPLIC PGM INIT












•[PP5TA Tl I: TRUE J
·[T25TAT] m BIT(0,1,1,1,0,0,1,1.1.1,1);
CALL MIN10;I*PERFORM PHASE 2/4 APPLIC PGM INIT (NOT COOEO)*I
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CALL EGP18;I*SCHEDULE NEXT TIMER 2 FUNCTJON*I
• • • •OFIL1. DFIL2. OFIL3. DFPHC • FALSE;
RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRuPTS
CALL NONINTSEQ2;I*PASS CONTROL TO PHASE 2/4 NON-INTERRUPT S~Q*/
CLOSE GP002;
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HAL KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSING
EGPll PROGRAM; I.INTERRUPT PROCESSOR.I
SCHEDULE EGPTLC ON TLCINT,
SCHEDULE EGPTl ON TlINT,
SCHEDULE EGPT2 ON T2INT,
SCHEDULE EGPEX2 ON EX2INT,
SCHEDULE EGPEX4 ON EX4INT,
SCHEDULE EGPEX5 ON EX~INTJ
SCHEDULE EGPEX60N EX6INTi
SCHEDULE EGPEX8 ON EX8INT,
RETURN: 1* EGPl *1
INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TLC
READ(CLOCK) DVTEX;
DFIL2, DFIL3 3 TRUE,
CALL MTSOO: I*PROCESS TLC INTERRUPT*I
THE TLC APPLICATION PROGRAM DOES NOT RETURN CONTROL
EGPTLC,




CALL MMLOO: I*PROCESS MINOR LOOP FOR FLIGHT SIM*/
CALL MML20, I.PROCESS NORMAL MINOR LOOP*I
CALL MSSOO. I*PROCESS SWITCH SELECTOR*I
END,
CALL EGP15, I*SCHEDULE NEXT TIMER 1 FUNCTION*I
DFIL3 • FALSE;
INHIAIT TIMER 2 INTERRUPT


























1* TLC INTERRUPT PROCESSOR *1
1* TIME~ 1 INTERRUPT PROCESSOR *1
1* TIMER 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSOR *1
DFILl • TRUE'
DO CASE DGST2i
CALL MUMOOi I*TIME UPDATE (NOT CODED)*I
CALL MLRlO, I*LADDER RAMP PROCESSOR (NOT CODED)*I
CALL MEPOO, I.E VENTS PROCESSOR .1
CALL MTT 10 i I*TIME TILT GUIDANCE (NOT CODEO)·I
CALL MNUOO, I.NAVIGATION UPDATE IMPLEMENT (NOT CODED)·I
CALL MEEOO. I*TIME BASE 8 ENABLE (NOT CODED)*I
CALL MCMOO. I*PHASE 2/4 CONTROL MODULE (NOT CODED)*I
CALL MCMlO. I.PHASE 2/4 CONTROL MODULE (NOT CODED)·I
CALL MCM20, I.PHASE 2/4 CONTROL MODULE (NOT CODED)·I
CALL MEPWM, I.WATER METHANOL ACTIVATE (NOT CODED)·I
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HAL KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSJNG
(NOT COOEO)*ICALL MEROOJ I-EXTRA ACCELEROMETER READ
ENDJ
CAll EGP18J I-SCHEDULE NEXT TIMER 2 FUNCTION*I
DFIL1 • FALSEJ
INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TLC
REAO(CLOCK) DVTEXJ
DFIl2, DFIL3 • TRUEJ
CALL MDP28; I*SC INITIATION OF S2/S48 SEPARATION (NOT CODED)*I
DFIL2, DFIL3 • FALSE;
RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERUPTS
EGPEX2;
RELEASE TIMER 2 INTERRUPT
EGPT2J
INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TlC
REAO(CLOCK) DVTEX;
DFIL2, OFIL3 • TRUE;
CALL MTB40; I-S2 PROPELLANT DEPLETION
DFIL2, DFIL3 • FALSEI
INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TlC
READ(ClOCK) DVTEX;
nFIL2, OFIL3 • TRUE;
CALL MTB30; I*S1C OUTBOARD ENGINE OUT
OFIL2, DFILJ • FALSEJ




1* EXTE~NAl 4 INTERRUPT PROCESSOR *1
1* EXTERNAL 5 INTERRUPT PROCESSOR -I
1* lXTERNAL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSOR *1





INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TLC
READ(ClOCK) OVTEX;
DFIL2, DFIL3 • TRUE;
CALL MTB50; 1*$46 ENGINE OUT
OFIl2, OFIL3 • FALSEJ







































HAL KERNEL 2 INTERRUPT PROCESSING
EGPEX8.
RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERUPTS
EGPEX6.
INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TLC .
READ(CLOCK) DVTEXI
DFIL2, DFILJ • TRUE.
CALL MDSOO. I-PROCESS DIGITAL CO~MAND SYSTEM INPUT./
DFIL2, DFILJ • FALSE.
RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERUPTS
CLOSE fGPl.
PROGRAM. I.TIMER t SCHEDULER./
DECLARE KTlBIAS INTEGER CONSTANT (2).
REAOCCLOCK) ITEMP.
ITE~P • ITEMP - OVRTC,
IF ITEMP < 0 THEN ITEMP • ITEMP + DKRTCOVF,
ITEHP - OVTMM + ITEMP/4 + KTlBIAS,
IF DVMLT <- ITEMP
THEN DO,
ITEMP - t •
GSTlM - DGML~.

















ELSE IF DVHLT <- DVSST
THEN DO.





IF DVSST c- ITEMP
THEN ITEMP • 1;




EGPt8, PROGRAM. /*TIMER 2 SCHEDULER*I
DECLARE INTEGER CONSTANT, KT2BIAS (3),
K4SEC (4063)J
THEN GO TO TS210J
THEN GO TO i8210,
•IF NOT T2STAT
I
> OV2TGIF DL TTL
I
DGST2 - I + 1.
DGST2 • 1;
OV2TG • DVTMM + K~SEC,





















DV2TG - DLTTL ,
I
END,
INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT T2 AND TLC
IF DVT2G <- DVTM~ THEN GO TO T2S20,
REAO(CLOCK) ITE~P,
ITEMP - ITEMP - DVRTC,
IF ITEMP < 0 THEN ITEMP • ITfMP + DKRTcnVF;
ITEMP II COV2TG - DVTMM + OVERT - ITEMP/4 -KT2BIAS)/2.
IF ITEMP <-0 THEN
ITEMP II 1.
WRITECTIM2) ITEMP,
REl.EASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS
CLOSE EGP18.
PROARAM; I*SYSTEM TIME UPDATE ROUTINE*I
INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPt TLC
REAQ(CLOCK) ITEMP;
ITEMPI - ITEMP - DVRTC,
DVERT II BIT CITEMP1)J
25 TO 26
IF ITEMPl < 0 THEN ITEMPI II ITEMPl + DKRTCOVFJ
OVT~M II DVTMM + ITEHPl/4.
DVRTC II ITEMP - DV~RT;




THEN I*RELEASE TIMER 1 INTERRUPT*I ,
•ELSE IF DFIL1
THEN I*RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENAB~EP
INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TIM~R 2*1
ELSE I*RELEASE PREY ENABLED INT*I;
CLOSE EGP20J
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HAL I<ERNEL 3 NON-INTERRUPT SEQUENCER
NONINTSEQ1. PROGRAM; I.NON-INTERRUPT SEQUENCER FOR PHASES 1 AND 3 *1
E •
NIS1. IF ARSTAT THEN DO;
CALL MAROa; I*ACCELEROMETER READ*I
CALL PERPROC, END;
E •IF SASTAT THEN no;
CALL MSAOOJ I*SIMULATED ACCEL
CALL PERPROC; END;
(NOT CODEO)*I
E •IF APSTAT THEN DO;
CALL MAPOQ; I*ACCELEROMETER PROCESSING*I
CALL PERPROC; END;
E •IF DVSTAT THEN DO;
CALL MDVOD; I*F/M CALCULATIONS (NOT COOED)*I
CALL PEPPROC; END;
E •IF OPSTAT THEN DO;




· .IF NESTAT THEN DO;
CALL MNEOO; I*BOOST NAVIGATION (NOT CODED).I
CALL PER~ROr-; END;
•IF TCSTAT THEN DO,
CALL MTCUO; I*RESTART CALCULATIONS (NOT CODED)*I
CALL P~RPROC; ENOJ
E •IF PASTAT THEN DO;
CALL MPAOO; I*PHASE ACTIVATOR*I
CALL PERPROC; END;
·,IF TTSTAT THEN DO;
CALL MTTOO, I*TIME TILT GUIDANCE
CALL PERPROC; END;
•IF CC1STAT THEN DO;
CALL MCC10; I*CHI COMPUTATIONS
CALL PERPROC; END;

























HAL KERNEL J NON-INTERRUPT SEQUENCER
(NOT CODED)*ICALL MTGUOJ '.TARGET UPDATE
CALL PERPROC: END:
THEN DO:












SEQUENCER fOR PHASES 2 AND 4 *1
















•IF POSTA T THEN
CALL MPGOO;
CALl. PERPROC:
•IF CTSTAl TH~N DO;















E •IF DTSTAT THEN
CALL MDTOO:'.SECTOR DUMP TELEMENTRY (NOT CODEO)*I




HAL KEkNEL 4 PERIODIC PROCESSOR
PERPROC. PROGRAM; /.PERIODIC PROCESSOR./
DECLARE VPPOT INTEGER)
REAO(CLOCK) ITEMP;
OVPTG • (ITEMP - VPPOT)/4;
VPPOT • ITEMP;
IF DVPTG < 0 T~EN DVPTG • DVPTG + ~KRTCOVF/4;







•IF NOT PPSTA T THEN GO TO PP20;
1
DLPTL = DtPTL + DVPTG;
I I
IF DLPTL < DLPRL THEN GO TO PP20;
I I
DO CASE I;
CALL MPC50; /*PERFORM 50 DATA COMPRESS(NOT CODED)·/
CALL MPC60.1 /*PERFOIH1 60 DATA COHPRESS(NOT COOED)*/







HAL KERNEL 5 FVENTS PROCESSOR
I-START OF TIME RASE 3 TABLE.I
I*START OF TIME BASE 1 TABLE*I
I*START OF TIME BASE 2 TABLE.I
ONLY A PORTION OF THE TABLE (THROUGH TIME BASE 3)
HAS BEEN CODED.
EACH ENTRY CONSISTS OF TwO WORDS,
1. AN INDEX IDENTIFYING THE APPLICATIUN MODULE TO
PERFORM PROCESSING FOR THE EVENT.












































NOTE, AN ENTRY INDEX WITH A VALUE OF ZERO IS
DYNA~ICALLY IN REAL TIME OR IS USED TO




















































































DO CASE EPTABLE :
l,EPTINDX
CALL LE285: I.SCHEDULE wATER METHANOL (NOT CODED)*I
CALL LE2f:l; I.TIME BASE 1 SETUP (NOT CODED)"'I
CALL LE30: I.COMMAND INIT OF YAW MANEUVER (NOT COOED)*I
CALL LE35: I*COMMAND TERM OF YAW MANEUVER (NOT COOEO).I
CALL LE4U: I*SET ACCEL REASON TEST CONST (NOT COOED)·I
CALL LE5U: I*START TIME BASE" 2 (NOT CODED)*I
CALL LE5b; I.DISABLE THRUST CONS1RAINT (NOT CODED)·I
CALL LE7b; I.TIME BASE 3 SETUP (NOT CODED)*I
CALL LE70; I*SET ACCEL REASON TEST CONST (NOT CODED)·I
CALL LE250: I*CHNG GIMB REASON TEST CONST (NOT CODED)"'I
CALL LE355: I*DISABLE TIME TILT (NOT COOED)*I
CALL LE3b5; I*F/M UNCERT FOR THUST MISALlN(NOT CODEO)"'I
CALL LE82; I*ENABLE DIN 22 AND INT 2 (NOT CODED)*I
CALL LEI00; I*SET ACCEL AACKUP PROFILE (NOT CODED)·I
CALL LE95J I*SET ACCEL REASON TEST CONST (NOT COOED)"'I
CALL LE90; I*ENABLE DIN 1Q (NOT CODED)*I
CALL LE96; I.EN~UEUE FIH CALC, SMOOTHING (NOT CODED)*I
CALL lElu5; I*ENQUEUE IGM (NOT CODED)*I
CALL LE115.: I*SET MINOR LOOP PARAMETERS (NOT CODED)*I
CALL LE111: I*SET SMe FLAG (NOT CODEI))*I
CALL LE 11 0: I*ENQUEUE SMC (NOT CODED)*I
END;
INHIBIT 'LL INTERHUPTS EXCEPT TlC
•IF DFTBCEP THEN GO TO EP04A:
EPTINDX c EPTINDX + 1:
DQST2 = 4; I*SET INDEX FOR EP ENTRY IN T2 SCHED CONTROL TABLE*I
IF EPTABLE ~. 0
1,Ef'TINDX
THEN DO:
IF EPTABLE • VTOLD
2, EPTINDX
THEN 001
RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS
GO TO EPOO:
END:
VTOLD • EPTABLE ;
2,EPTINDX


























PPOARAM; I.E VENTS PROCESSOR (TIME BASE CHANGE ENTRY).I
DECLARE ARRAYlI0) ~PTTBINoX INTEGER CONSTANT
(1.6.14.19.39.56.72.94.108.111);




PROGRAM; I.EVENTS PROCESSOR (RESCHEDULE ENTRV).I
EPTINDX • EPTINDX + 1;




VTOLD • EPTABLE ;
2.EPTINDX








ELSE T2$TAT • FALSE;
DQST2




HAL KERNEL 6 ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE
- . -
R4 • MS4 RS;
CALL UTROO J I.DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED.'
DUE TO THE SIZE OF 113M, ONLY A SECTION OF IT HAS BEEN CODED.
PART OF THE AUIDANCE COMPUTATIONS HAVE BEEN SELECTED TO DEMON-
STRATE MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS. THE PHASING PO~TION OF 113M
HAS NOT BEEN CODED SINCE SIMILAR CAPA~ILITIES ARE ILLUSTRATED
BY OTHER KERNELS.
113251 - IGM GUIDANCE PARAMETERS COMPUTATIONS































































































































WRITE (TElX4) R4 ;1*TElEMETER X POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM*I
1
CALL UTROO ; I*DElAY rO~ TELF.METRY AS REQUIRED*I
WRITE (TElY4) R4 ;I*TELEMETER Y POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM.I
2
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE
*- -V4 • MS4,VS;
CALL UTROO'; I*DElAY FOR TELEMETRY AS RE~UIRED*I
WRITE (TElZ4) Rd ;I*TELEMETER Z POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM*I
:3
CALL UTR02 ; I*DElAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIREn*1
WRITE (TElY04)V4 ;I*TELEMETER Y VELOCITY IN 4 SYSTEM*I
2
RELEA 5E I NT ERk UPTS [11 SABLED BY TF. LEMF:T RY DEL AY to< au TI NE
CALCULATE RANGE ANGLE MEASURED IN ORBIT PLANE





IF Ttl • 0
THEN DO;
ll, Jl, 51, Ql, Pl, U1 • 0;
GO TO 18258;
END;
II • VEXl LOG(TAUI/(TAUI - T1I»;
Jl • Ll TAUl - VEXl T1I;
Sl • Ll T1I - J1;
2
Ql • 51 TAUl - .5 VEXl Tl1 ;
:2
Pl • Jl TAUl - .5 VEX1 T11 :
:3
Ul • Q1 TAUl - VEXI Tl1 16.;
L2 • VEX2 LOG(TAU2/CTAU2 - T2I»:
J2 • L2 TAU2 - VEX2 T2I;
52 • L2 T2I - J2;
2
Q2 • S2 TAU2 - .5 VEX2 T2I .,
2
P2 • J2 TAU2 - .5 VEX2 T2I
3
U2 • (;12 TAU2 - VEX2 T21 16. ;
112 II L1 + L2:
J12 • Jl + J2 +, L2 Ttl:
812 • SI - J2 + L12(T21 + TCI):Q12 • Ql + Q2 + S2 Tt I + Jl T2I:
P12 • PI + P2 + Ttl (2 J2 + L2 T1Il;
lJ12 • Ul + U2 + Til (2 Q2 + 52 Ttl) + T21 Pl.:
L3P • VEX3 LOG(TAU3/CTAU:3 -T3I»:
LYP • L12 + L:3PJ
J3P • L3P TAU3 - VEX3 T3I;
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HAL KERNEL 6 ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE
DETER"1INE PHASE
TIC • TII + T2I + Tel)
TSTAR • TIC + T31)















THEN I*CALCULATE TEHMINAL CONDITIONS*I
SINTHETA • R~.V8/(R*V):
2
COSTHETA • SQRT(l • SINTHETA );
DPHII a (VIR) eOSTHETA;
DPHIT a (VT/RT) CO~(THETAT)I
PHI IT D .5 TSTAR (OPHII + nPHIT);
PHIT • PHIl + PHIIT)
CALL UTR02J I*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*I
WRITE (TELPHIT) PHITJ/*TELEMETER TERMINAL RANGE ANGLE*/
RELEASE INTERRUPTS LOCKED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE
IF TSTAR CD EPSILON3 THEN GO TO IG269:
CALL ~IG30;I.CALC TERM RAD,VEL,FLT ANGLE(NOT CODED)*/
2
GT D - KMU/RT )
CALL UTROOI I*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*I
wRITE (Tf.LGT) GT) I*TELEMETER TERMINAL GRAVITY VECTOR./
RELEASE INTERRUPTS LOCKED BY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE
c
GVT • VECTORCGT eOS(THETAT), 0, GT SIN(THETAT»;
RVT D VECTORCRT'COS(THETAT), 0, a);
PHIT = PHIT - THETAT;
END:
ELSE DO; /*CALCULATE INTERMEDIATE PARAMETERS./
DfLTA2 D V TSTAR • J3P + LYP T31 - ROVEX3(CTAU1 -
T1I) Ll + CTAU2 - T2I) L2 + (TAU3 - T3I) L3P)
CL YP + V - Vl);
PHIIT- KT (812 + DELTA2): I*KT a COSCTHETAT)/RT*/
PHIT • PHIl + PHI IT)
CALL UTR02: I*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*I
wRITE CTELPHIT) PHITJ/.TELEMETER TERMINAL RANGE ANGLE.I
RELEASE INTERRUPTS LOCKED 8Y TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE
ENOl






















* *GV • M4V MS4 GS;









- -GVSTAR = 15(GVT + BV);
-DELTAVVP = VVT - vv - TSTAR GVSTAR;







LYP = LYP + DELTAL3;
GO TO IG250;
E.ND;
·ELSE REI1ERArE • TRUE;
(NOT CODED)
r
r; 1(1324 - crmPIJTE CORRECTE.D VELOCITIES TO BE fiAINfD (NOT CODEO)
C




IF CHI BAR STEERING
IF TSTiR >; E~SILON2
•IF S4BURN
THEN DO;
THEN GO TO IG350;
THEN GO TO IG3501
CALL UTROO 1 I*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*I
WRITE (TELT3I) T3I; I*TELEMETER T31*1














DVMC5 = DVMC5 OR MSKMC5C~S;




•DVMC6 = DVMC6 O~ MSKMC6CBS;
DVMLR a 25 Kr.CT8;
DV1MR •• 04/KCCT8;
END;
•CHI ~AR STEERING. TRUE:
Kl,-K2,-K3, K4 = 0;
GO TO IG440;
;1*IG351 - COMPUTE INTERMEDIATE PARAMETERS










IF SMC FLAG THEN CALL MSMOOJ/*COMPUTE SMC TERMS (NOT CODED).I
CALL M~COO; I*PERFORM CHI COMPUTATIONS (NOT CODED)*I
• •IF DFILE AND MSKFPSINT2 ~. 0
•THEN CALL EGp32CMSKSCCO)J/*ENABLE INTERRUPT 2(NOT CODED)*I
CLOSE MIGOO;
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HAL KERNE~ 7 DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
























DCSEP60 CONSTANT (OCT'600000000 l ),
DCSER64 CONSTANT (OCT'64000000U'),
DCSER74 CONSTANT (OCT'740000000 l ),
DCSSTCOD ARRAY(20) CONSTANT
(OCT'OOOOOOOOO', OCT'100000000', OCT 1 110000000',
OCT'120000000', OCT'130000000', OCT'140000000',
OCT'200000000', OCT'220000000', OCT'050000000',
OCT'310000000', OCT'770000000', OCT I 770000000'.
OCT'770000000', OCT'450000000', OCT'17UOOOOOO',
OCT'330000000', OCT'600000000', OCT'340000000',
OCl '520000000', OCT I 250000000'),
VDSER,
VDS01;
DECLARE ARRAY(35) VDSAL 8IT(6)J
c
C RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS
C
E









READ(DIR) hTEMP; I*READ DISCRETE INPUT REGISTER*I
READ(DCS) VDS01; I*READ Des INPUT REGISTER*I
•
IF STEMP AND MSKDCSMODE c 0 THEN GO TO 0560;
•IF vnsol ~a NOT VDSOl
1 TO 7 8 TO 14
THEN DO;
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• •IF VDSOl AND MSKDCSSB ~. 0
THEN DO,
• •VDSER • DCSER24,
GO TO 08220,
ENDJ
• • •IF VDSOl AND ~SKDCSMC • MSKOCSTERM THEN GO TO DS25,
•IF NOT FDSEN
THEN DO,
• •VDSER • DCSER20J
GO TO OS220,
END,
• •IF DFDTL OR FDSPG
THEN DO,




ITEMP • INTEGEReVOSOl ),
1 TO 6







• •VDSER • DCSER74.
00 TO DS220J
ENOJ
TELEMETER STATUS CODE TWICE
CALL UTR24 J I*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*I
WRITE (TELDCSSC) DCSSTCOD •
DCSINDX
CALL UTR24 J /*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*I
WRITE (TELDCSSC) DCSSTCOO •
DCSINDX
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED 8Y TELE~ETRY DELAY ROUTINE
























IF VOSOl "'. NOT VnS01








·IF VOS01 "'. VDSSH
7
THE~I DO;







I*TELEMETER DATA WORD T~ICE*'
CALL UTR24 ; I*DELAY FOR TElF"METRY AS REQlJIRf:::rI*1
.
WRITE (TElDCSDW) VDSOl;
CALL UTR~4 : I*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*I
WRITE (TELDCSD~) VDS01;
REltASE INTER~UPTS DISABLED RY TELEMETRY DELAY ~OUTINE




VOSSA • NOT VDSSA;
DCSDATACOUNT = DCSDATACOUNT + 1;

















CALL 05330 ASSIGN(EXIT):!*NAV UPDATE




I*TIME BASE UPDATE (NOT COOEO)*I
(NOT COD~D)*I
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ENDJ
DOJ
CALL DS380 ASSIGN(EXIT),I.GENERAL 5S



















CALL DS670 ASSIGN(EXIT),I.TARGET UPDATE(NOT CODED).,

























I.TIME BASE B ENABLE
I.EXECUTE MANEUVER A
I.TO AND E ENAHLE
!.EXECUTE MANEUVER B
!.S4A/IU LUNAR IMPACT

























C PROCfSS DCS ERROR CONDITION
C
DS220, VDSRC. VDSRC + 1:
IF VDSRC < DCSERLIM
E
•
THEN FDSRE • FALSE:
•ELSE FDSRE = TRUE;
•~RITE (TELDCS~C) VDSERI
CALL UTR24 J I.DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED.,
•WRITE (TELDCStC) VOSER;
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELfM~TRY DELAY ROUTINE
• •VDSER • VQSER OR BITCVDSRC) OR V0501
1 T014
I.TELEMETER ERROR CODE TWICE.!
CALL UTR24 ; I.DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED.,
!."10S00·,















PROCEDURE: I.ISSUE Des COMMAND RESET PULSE*I
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INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TLC
•WRITE(DOS) MS~DCSDO;I*SET COMMAND RESET BIT IN DOR*I
WAIT 1* 4.13 MILLI-SEC*/J
•WRITE(OOR) MSKDCSOOJ/*RESET COMMAND RESET BIT IN OOR*I



















MAROOI PROGRAMJ I*ACCELEROMETER READ ROUTINE*/












CALL UTROQ 1 /*OELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIREn*/
WRITE (TELTI) DVTI; I*TELEMETER TIME OF CURRENT TIME BASE./
STEMP • DVTASJ
ITEMP • DVACT - DVRTC - DVERTI
IF ITEMP <0 ThEN ITEMP • ITEMP + DKRTCOVF;
DVTAS • DVTMM DKRTCSEC + (OKRTCSEC/4) ITEMP;
OVTB • DVTAS - PVTI,
DVDT • DVTAS - STEMP;
CALL UTROO J /*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*/
WRITE (TELTA) DVTB; /*TELEMETER TIME IN CURRENT TIME BASE*/
• • •
nVMC4 • DVMC4 AND MSKRTCRESET;
RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS
CALL UTROO ; /*DELAY FOR ~ELEMETRY AS REQUIRED./
WRITE (TELXAC) DVAC J I*TELEMETER X ACCELEROMET~R READING./
1
CALL UTROa I /*DELAY FOR TELEMFTRY AS REQUIRED./
WRITE (TELYAC) DVAC J I*TELEMETER Y ACCELEROMETER READING./
2
RELEASE INTERkUPTS DISABLED BY TELEMETRY DELAY HOUTINE
IF DKTl • O. THEN DVFMC • - DVA J
1
ELSE DO;
DVMAS • DVMAS - DVEOF DVMFR DVDT;

























CALL UTROO ; /*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED./
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COMPUTE CHANGES AETWEEN CURRENT AND PREVIOUS ACCELEROMETER READINGS
COMPUTE EXPECTED vELOCITY CHANGES





KSN2D CONSTANT (.0348994967), I*SIN 2 DEGREES./
VACZR,
VPOV ARRAY(3):




YACZR = 20 DVFO~ DVDT KSN2D;
DO FOR 1 = 1 10 3;
IF ABS(D~DA - DVOS ) <= 2 THEN GO TO AP450;
I I
IF ARS(OVDA - DVF ) < ABS(OVOB - DVF ) THEN GO TO AP440;





























WRITE (TELZAC) DVAC ; I.TELEMETER Z ACCELEROMETER READING.I
3
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED AY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE
- .DVDA • VECTOR( [DVAC ]) - VECTOR( [VOAC ])J
1 TO 12 1 TO 12
•DVOI:1 :;: VECTOR( [DVAC ]) - VECTOR( [VOAC 1);
15 TO 26 15 TO 26
•[VOACl II roVAC1;
CALL UTROO ; I*DElAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIREn*1
WRITE (TElRTC) DVACT; I.TELEMETER ReAL TI~E CLOCK AT ACC~L
RELEASE INTF.R~UPTS DISABLED AY TElEMFTRY DELAY ROuTINE
DVO = 20 DVOT COS(DVTH ) COS(DVTH )~
1 2 3
DVO = 20 OVDT STN(DVTH );
2 3
DVO II - 20 DVDT SIN(DVTH ) COS(DVTH );
32
CALL UTROO ; I*DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIREn*1
WRITE (TEL TAS) DVTASt I*TELEMETER MISSIO~! ELAPSt.D TIME*I
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED AY TELEMETRY DELAY ROUTINE
.























DVMC4 • DVMC4 OR MSKAPDG ;
I
DEL TA I: DVDA ;
I
•IF ABS(DELTA) > 1 OR NOT OFZER OR ABS(DVF ) < VACZR
I
THEN GO TO AP500.
• •DVMC4 • DVMC4 DR MSKAPOF I
I
• •OVMC4 I: DVMC4 OR MSKAPDG OR MSKAPDG CAT BI~" 0 ' I
I 1.2 TO 26
•
DFS'"'C = fALSE;







IF DVf < 0
I
THEN 001
IF DELTA < 1.5 DVF - oveT
I
DELTA> .5 DVF + DVDT
I































• DYVSQ + DELTA;
• YPOV + DEL TAJ
I
• .05 VPOV ;
I










































PROGRAM; I*FLIGHT SIMULATION MINOR LOOP*I
IF DVLRC • a
- - -THEN DVCC • DVCC - DVDC;
ELSE DVLRC • DVLRC - 1 :

































- - -DVCC = DVCC + DVOC;
IF FBUGS ~= 0 THEN GO TO ML500:
DO FOR I = 3 TO 1 RY -1;
DO CASE I;
DO:
DVEMR = DVE~R OR VMEMR:
,DO CASE VFIO + 1:
1
•VGR • VPGR ;I*USE INTERNAL x GIMBAL VALUE*'
1 1
READ(XGIM) VGR ;I.READ x GIMBAL*I
1
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• • • •DVLCB.• DVLDB - eVMEMR AND MSKEM~LADB);
DO CASE VFIO + 1.
2
•VOR • VPGR :I*USE INTERNAL Y GIMBAL VALUE*I
2 2
•READ(VnIM) VGR ;I*READ Y GIMBAL*I
2




DO CASE VFIO + 1;
3




•READeXGIM) BTEMP;I*RESTART Z COD COUNTER*I
•READ(ZGIM) VGR ; I*READ Z GIMBAL*I
3
•READeZBGIMi VGH I I*READ Z BACKUP GIMBAL*I
3





IF DVDGS < 0 THEN GO TO ML432J
IF DVDGS • 0 THEN GO TO ML020;
GO TO MLb37;
CALL MDGUO ASSIGNCJ);I*PROCESS DISAGREEMENT
BIT PROCESSING WILL RETURN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
J • 0 FOR INVALID DISAGREEMENT BIT
J • 1 FOR VALID GIMBAL. VALID DISAGREEMENT BIT
J • 2 INVALID GIMBAL. VALID DISAGREEMENT BIT
IF J • 0 THEN GO TO ML020;
00 CASE II


























READ(XBGIM) BTEMPJ/*RfSTART Z COD COUNTER*I
END ML4352J
DO CASE VFIO ;
2
.





•READ(YBGIM) BTEMP;I*RESTART X CO~ COUNTER*I
E::ND ML4351;
DO CASE VFIO ;
3
•RF.AD(ZGIM) BTEMP;I*RESTAkT Y COO COUNTER. I
E •RE~n(ZBGIM) BTEMP;I*RfSTART Y cnu COUNTER*I
tND ML4350:
END ML434:
IF J = 2 THEN GO TO ML637;
THF.N GO TO ML6JO:< VMLl
I
THEN AD Tn ML040J






































VCOD :I VGR ;
I 1t2 TO 12

















































+ DVA3 VDEl );
2
+ DVA2 VDEL )J
:3


















VMLET • 1 - 1,
•VMLET • VMLET CAT AIN(11)'O'OR BIT(VCOO )
12 TO 26 I
OR AIT (VOLO) CAT IHN(15l'U';
HI TO 26 I
• •IF OVMC6 A~D MSKMC6D04 • 0
THEt-I DO;
CALL UTR30;/*OELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED./
E. .
WRITE (TELMLER) VMLET=/.TELEMETE~ ERROR MESSAGE*/
END;
•
oVICR • DVICR O~ MSKICRAG;
.
WRITE(ICR) MSKICRBG;/*SET ICR TO SELECT BACKUP*/
•
IF NOT nFD~F THEN GO TO ML635:
DVRE • uVRE + 1:
I I
IF DVRE < 0 THEN GO TO ML637;
I
IF DVRE > 0 THEN GO TO ML636;
J
= HIT(VCOD ) OR BIT (VOLO ) CAT OCT'34000';
I 16 TO 26 I
= 2,/*SET I/O FLAG FOR BACKUP GIMBAL*/
VBUB ;
I














































•IF DVMC6 AND MSKMC6D04 = 0
THEN DO:
CALL UTR30,/*OELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED*/
END; ,


































WRITE (TELMLER) VMLET:I*TELEMETE~ ERROR MESSAGE*I
END:
GO TO MLb37;
DVHDB = DVHDR - 1J
•
DFDBF = TRUEJ
DVHDA • OVHDA + 1:
IF DVHDA < 0 THEN GO TO ML636;
.
WRITE(ICR) MSKICRSWG;I*SET ICR TO SWITCH GIMBAL ORDER*I
•DVIeR = DVICR OR MSKICRSWGJ
•DVHC4 = DVMC4 DR MSKMC4AMFJ
DVDGS = 0:
IF DVRE >= VIRE AND (DVMCb AND M5KMC6D04) ~ a
I
.








VCMND ) > DVM05
1.1 1.2
THEN veMND = VCMND + DVH05;
I.t 1.2
VCMND • VC'MND J
1.2 1.1
IF VCMNO < 0
1.1
THEN vCr~ND = KMAXLAD - VCMND
1.3 1.1




READ(DBG) ITEMP;I*START SPECIAL OOM BACKUP GIMBAL*I
WRITE(ZLAD) VCMND ;I*ISSUE YAW COMMAND*I
3.3
WRITE(XLAD) VCMND :I*ISSUE ROLL COMMAND*I
1.3
I:::ND ML260:
wRITE (YLAO) VCMND ;1*lSSUE PITCH COMMAND*'
2,3
DO:
WRITE(ZLAD) VCMND ;I*ISSUE YAWCOMMANO*I
3.3
IF DVLDA < 0 THEN wRITE(ICR) MS~ICRCA;
ITEMP = DVTT1 - DVRTC:
IF ITEMP < 0 THEN ITEMP • ITEMP + OKRTCOVF:
DVMLT • DVTMM + DVMLD + ITEMP/4:
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00 FOR I • 1 TO 3:








































































PRUGRAM; l*swITCH SELECTOR PROCESSING*I
SWITCH SELECTOR TABLE
THE SWITCH SELECTOR TABLE IS MADE UP OF A NU~BER OF
SMALLER TABLES, ONE FOR EACH TIME ~ASE AND FOR EACH
OF THE ALTERNATE SS SEQUENCES. THE 5MALLE~ TA8LE5 ARE
ORGANIZED INTO ONE LARGE TABLE. HOWEVER, ONLY THE
TIME RASE 1 TABLE HAS BEEN CODED.
EACH TA~LE ENTRY REPRESENTS A SINGLE 55 COMMAND AND
CONSISTS OF TWO WORDS.
1. rIME OF SS ISSUANCE (IN TENTHS OF A SECOND).
2. S8 STAGE AND ADDRESS.









































HAL KERNEL 10 SWITCH SELECTOR PROCESSING
KCSSK (203) ,
KSSBl ( 18) ,
KSSB2 ( 26) ,
KSSB3 ( 17) ,
KSSB4 (9) ,
KSSB5 ( 26) ,
KSSA6 ( 13) ,
KSSA7 ( 22) ,
KSSR8 t 11) ,















































HAL KERNEL 10 SWITCH SELECTOR P~OCESSING

































· .IF DVASW AND MSK55S4CO ~.O
THEN DO;
• • •DVASW = DVASW AND MSKSSWV;
. .
IF VASPI AND MSKSS54CO ~= 0 THEN Gn TO 5S0060;
CALL'EA~08J /*RE5CHEDULE TIMER 1 (NOT CODED)*/




• •IF DVASW AND MSK~SSPEC ~. 0
THEN PO;
•
DVASW • DVAS~ AND MSKSSWV~





•IF nVASW AND MSKSSTB6C ~. 0
THEN DO;
· .DVASw • DVASW AND NOT MSKSSTB6C;
• •VASPI • VASPI OR MSKSST6C;
•DVMC6 • DVMC6 O~ MSKMC6TB6C;
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CALL SSTUPO ASSIGN (VATRR)I I.UPDATE 5S TIME.I
GO TO 5S10501
END;
•IF DVASW AND MSKSSCLS1 ~. 0
THEfJ D('l;
VSC10,- SST1PTRI
• •VSC11 • VASPII
VSC12 • VATRR I
· .VASPI • ~SKSSCL1;
CALL SSTUPO ASSIGN (VATRR); I.UPDATE 5S TIME.I
·FUD'! • TRUE 1
IF DVASW AND MSKSST~6A ~. 0
THEN DO;
• •
nVASW • DVASW AND NUT MSKSSTA6AI
. .
nVMC6 • DV~C6 OR MSKMC6THfiA;
SST1PTR • KSSINDXTB6A;
END;
• •ELSE IF DVASW AND MSKSSS4C1 ~= fl
THEN DO;





DVASW • DVASW AND NOT MSKSSTR6B;
•





•If FSSAC THEN GO TO SS00601
ELSf:: GO TO 5S0000J
FSSAC • FALSE;
•IF SST ABLE ~. MSKSSNSEND THEN
1.SST1PTR
DO;
CALL SSTUPD ASSIGN (VSTGO); I.UPDATE SS TIME.I
VSTGO • VSSRT - VSTGO;
IF VSTGO < KSS500MS THEN GO TO MSS30;
IF OFT UP
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F
THEN DO;





IF DVA~W ~. 0 THEN Gn TO 5S0170;
VSSTM = vSTGO + DVT~B - DVTGB - KCSSK:
OVSST • V5STM + nVTMRJ
DG5SM • 5; I*SET 55 ENTRY INDEX FOR M5S30*1







•IF DVASW ~= 0 THEN GO TO 850170;
READ(CLOCK) ITEMP;
IF ITEMP - DVRTC < 0
THEN ITEMP = ITEMP - DVRTC + DK~TCOVF;
ELSE ITEMP = ITEMP - nVRTC;
nVSST • DVTMM + KSS500SEC + ITEMP/4;
DGSSM = 2; 1*5ET 5S ENTRY INDEX FOR MSS05*1
IF NOT DFIL3 THEN CALL EGP08; I*RESCHO T1
GO TO SS0060.;
•IF DVASw AND MSKSSCLS3 • 0
THEN DO;








• •DVA5W = DVASW AND NOT ~5KSSACQU:
SST2PTR = KS5INDXGAIN:




IF DVASW AND MSKS5TB60 ~= 0
THEt.l DO;
































CALL S5210; /.SET UP CLASS 4 ALTERNATE SEQUENCE./
GO TO 5S0060;
END;




• •VASPI • MSKSSCL3;
CAI.L S5TUP[) ASSyr,N (VAHHO: I*UPDATE 55 TIME"'I
•FHDV • TRUE;
•FHST • TRUE:
•IF DVASW AND MSKSSGNSS ~. 0
THEN 0(1;
.. .




•IF DVA5w AND MSK~SSBlO ~. 0
TIolEN DO;
.. .




•IF DVASW AND MSKS55BHI ~. 0
THEN DO;
.. .




IF DVASW AND M5KSSSAOM ~. 0
THE"'! DO;




·IF ~VASW AND MSK5SECSV ~. 0
THEN DO;
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DVASW = DVASW AND NOT MSKSST3A;
END;







C RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENAALED INTERRUPTS
C
END;














DVASW • DVASw AND MSKSSWV;




CALL 55210; '*SET UP NEXT 55*'








• •IF FSSIO THEN WRITE(S5) MSKSSRE5ET;
•FH5T II FALSE:





VSNA • VSNAI = (VSNA AND MSKSSSNA) ;
1 TO 26 1 TO 26 1 TO 24
•IF VSNA • 0
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THEN DO;
E •F'SSAC • FALSE:
CALL 55201: I*ADVANCE TO NEXT S5*1
GO TO SSOOOO:
END:
E • • •VSTG • V5NA A~D VPSTG:
F.
· .FSSIO • VSTG ~= 0;
•IF NOT FHST THEN GO TO SS4000:
IF DFLT • 2 THEN GO TO S54000:
E •READ (SSFR) BTEMP: I*READ 55 FEEDHACK REGISTER*I
• •
IF BTEMP AND MSK55HS • 0 THEN GO TO 5S4000;
• •
IF FSSIO THEN ~RITE(SS) VSNA:I*ISSUE STAGE AND ADDRESS*I
CALL SSTUPQ(VSSW,7);I*SCHEDULE ADDRESS VERIFICATION, MSS50 *1
WAIT : I*DELAY FOR DOM TELEMETRY*I
WRITE(DOM); /*UUTPUT S5 AND DU REGISTERS VIA nOM TELEMETRY*/
GO HI SS0060;
• •IF FSSIO THEN ~RITE(SS) M5K5SRE5FT; 1* ISSUE 5S RESET.I
CALL SSTUPQ(KS5B4,6):I*SCHEDULE STAGE/ADORESS ISSUANCE M5S4U*1
VSS,,", = KSSB5:
GO TO ssn06o:
WAIT I*DELAY REFORE ISSUING STAGE AND ADDRESS*I
•IF VSTG ~. 0
CAT BIN(l1l'O'J•CAT NOT VSNA
8 TO 15
• •VSCCA • VSNA
1 TO 7


















ELSE BTEMP • VSCCA;
· . .VSSFB • BTEMP AND MSKSSHS;
• •
IF VSSFB ~. VSSCA THEN GO TO S55540:
•IF VASPI A~D M~KSSS4CO ~= 0
THEN DO:
• •




IF VSSRT • 0 THEN GO TO MSS60:
CALL SSTUPD ASSIGN(DVTRB): I*UPDATE 5S TIME*'
IF VSSRT - DVTRB <= KSS~B THEN GO TO MSS&O:
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VSSTM s VSSRT - DVTGB - KSSRA;
DVSST • VSSTM + DVTMRJ
DGSSM = 9; I*SET 55 ENTRV INDEX FOR MSS60*1






· ..IF VSSF8 = 0 AND VSSCA ~I: HSKSSZFSF THEN GO TO MSS55;
· .IF FSSIO THEN WRTTf(SS) MSKSSRESET; I*ISSUE RE~ET*I
CALL SSTUPQ(KSSBn.l1); I*SCHEDULE CaMP STAGE/ADDRESS. HSS80*1
!TEMP = 0;
DO FOR I = 8 TO 15;


































WRITE(ICR) M~KICRSSCB; I*SWITCH SS TO CHANNEL 8*1
•OVleR = OVIcR ON MSKICRSSCA;
EN[);
CALL UTR30 ; I*DELAY FOR TELEMETRV AS REQUIRED*I
.
WRITE CTELSSFH) VSSFR; I*TELFMETF.'R 55 FEEDBACK*'
RETURN: I*MSSbO*1
· . .RTEHP I: VSTG OR MSKSSREAD;
• •IF FSSIO THEN WRITEC5S) HTEMP; I*IS5UE READ CUMMAND*I
REA~CCLOr.K) ITEMP; I*GET TIME FOR SS TELeMETRV WORD-I
CALL SSTUPQ(K5SB2.10);I*SCHEDULE READ RESET. 1'15570*1
·ATEMP • VSN~ CAT BIN'OO' OR BITCITEMP) AND MSKRTC;
:3 TO 26
CALL UTR:30 ; I*DELAY FnR TELEMETRV AS REQUIRED*I
•WRITE CTELSSSA) PTEMP; I*TELEM~TER STAGE/AI)DRESS AND REAp TIME*I
.
IF NOT DFACQ
THEN DO; I*COMPRESS DATA WHEN NOT OVER A STATION*I
· .STEMP = DVDCT OR MSKSSOCT;
•CALL MPC80CBTEMP»)/*COMPRESS TIME AND TAG*I
.. .
BTEMP • VSNA OR MSKSSDCS;
1 TO 23
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•CALL MPC80CBTEHP).I*COMPRESS STAGE AND ADDRESS*I
ENOl




DFILF. D DFILE OR MSKFPSCORD;
HJD;
•• •IF VSNAI ~ MSKSSHIG THEN DVMC7 = DVMC7 OR MSKMC7HIGI
• •
ELSE IF VSNAI a MSKSSLOG THEN DVMC7 = DV~1C7 OR MSKMC7LOGz
.. ...
ELSE IF V5NAI • MSK550MG THEN DVMC7 = DVMC7 OR MSKMC70MO;
•




THFN DVMC5 = DVMC5 OR MSKMC54BIIl
• • •
ELSE OVMC6 = DVMCb DR MSKMr,68BRI;
END;
RETURN; I*MSSbO*1
•IF FSSIO THEN WRITE(SS) O. I*RESET READ COMMANO*I
CALL SSTLJPQ(KSSA3.2);I*SCHEDULE HUNG STAGE TEST; MS505*1
CALL S5201; I*ADVANCE TO NEXT 5S*1
VSSw • KSSA1;
. ,. . .
FHST a (VHSTw AND VSTG) ~= VSTG;
•
IF V5NAl = MSKSSWVO
THEN DO;
.. .




• •ELSE IF VSNAI • MSKSSWVC
THEN DO;
•• •DVASW • DVASW AND NOT MSKSSECSV;
•OFWV • TRUE.
END;
• •ELSE IF VSNAI • MSKSSSCC
•THEN DVDPM • DVDPM OR MSKDIN9.
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· .VSNA = V~CCA;
· .IF F5SIO THEN w~ITfCSS) VSNA;I*ISSUE STAGE/COMPLEMENTED ADDR*I
CALL SSTUPQCKS5R7,8),I*SCHF.OULE READ COMMAND, MSS55*1
WAIT ; I*DELAY FOR DOM TELEMET~Y*I
wRITECOOM) ;1*OIJTPlJT 55 AND DO RElnSTERS VIA DOM TELEMETRY*I
RETURN; I*MSSBO*I
PROCEDURE; I*S5 TARLE ADVANCE ROUTINE*I
·IF FTADV
THEN S511PTR a S5T1PTR + t;
ELSE SST2PTP II S5T2PTR + 1;
CALL S5210; 1*5ET UP NEXT SWITCH SELECTOR*I
CLOSE 55201:
PROCEDURE: 1*55 SELECTI ON ANn SUUP ROIIT! NE*I
IF FTADV THE~ ~o TO S52020;
IF SST ABLE >= 0 THEN GO Tn S52070;
1,S5T2PTR
·FCL54 = fALSE;
DVMC6 • DVMC6 AND NOT M5KMC6lUI;
· .DVMC7 II nVMC7 ANI) NOT MSKt'IC7T6rl;
GO TO 5S2090:
J~ SST ABLE >= 0 THEN GO TO 552030;
I,SST1PTR
























































ELSE SST1PTR • KSSINuXTB5B;
M TO SS::?020;
.
IF NOT FCLS4 THEN GO TO 552040;
IF SSTABLE DKRTCSEC/40 + IJAT~R - KSS50UMS>-
1,SSTlPTR





VSS~T - S5TARLE DKRTCS~C/40 + VATR4;
1.SST2PTR






VSSRT II SST ABLE DKRTCSEC/40 + IJATRR;
1.SST1PTR
•
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IF ITEMP < U THE~ ITEMP • ITEMP + DKRTCovFJ
DVTRB • DVTG8 + DVTRR + ITEMP/4J
VSSTM • BIAS + DVTRR + ITEMP/4J
DV55T • VSSTM + DVTMRJ





HAL KERNEL 11 ATM TASK KEYING
TASKKEYI PROGRAM(PRIORITY.TSKID), I*ATM TASK K~YING ROUTINE*I
DECLARE INTEGER.
PRIORITY. I*PRIORITY LEVEL OF TASK BEING KEYED*I
TSKID. I*IDENTIFICATION INDEX FOR TASK ~EING KEYED*I
I. I*OVERFLOW TABLE POINTER CHAIN INDEX*I
J, I-OVERFLOW TABLE OPEN-SLOT INDEX*I
c
C PRIORITY CONTROL TABLE CONTAINS ONE ENTRY FOR EACH PRIORITY LEVEL.
C EACH ENTRY CONSISTS OF FIVE ITEMS.
~ 1. EITHER THE TASK ID OR THE LOCATION OF THE NEXT
C EXECUTA~LE INSTRUCTION OF THE TASK CURRENTLY ASSIGN~O
C TO A 6IVEN PRIORITY LEVEL. IN ORDER TO DISTINGUISH
C BETWEEN THE TWn THE IU WILL 8E STORED AS A NEGATIVE
C VALUE. A VALUE OF ZERO WILL SIGNIFY THAT NO TASK IS
C CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO THAT PRIORITY LEVEL.
C 2. TASK REGISTER CONTENTS (INITIALLY SET TO ZERO).
~ 3. TASK ~E8ISTER CONTENTS (INITIALLY SET TO ZERO).
C 4. TASK REGISTER CONTENTS (INITIALLY SET TO ZERO).
C 5. INDEX POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF THE PRIORITY OVERFLOW
C TABLE CHAIN FOR THAT PRIORITY LEVEL. A VALUE OF ZERO
C INDICATfS END OF CHAIN.
e
DtCLARE ARRAY(S,10) ATMPCT INTEGER:
C
C THE PRIORITY OVERFLOW TARLE IS USED FOR KEYING TASKS ON A
C PRIORITY LEVEL WHICH IS CURRENTLY ASSIGNED TO ANOTHER TASK.
~ THE ENTRIES ARE NOT ALLOCATED TO A FIXED PRIORITY BUT ARE
C ASSIGNED DYNA~ICALLY AS REQUIRED. ALL OVERFLOW ENTRIES FOR
e EACH PRIORITY LEVEL ARE CHAINED TOGETHE~ SUCH THAT THE TASKS
C CAN BE EXECUTED ON A FIRST-IN-FIRST-OUT AASI~. EACH ENTRY
C CONSISTS OF TWO ITEMS.
e 1. INDEX POINTER TO THE NEXT ENTRY IN THE CHAIN. A VALUE OF
C ZERO INDICATES END OF CHAIN.
e 2. TASK ID I~OEX. A VALUE UF ZERO SIGNIFIES AN UNASSIGNED
C ENTRY.
r
DECLARE ARRAY(2,25) ATMPOVFT INTEGER;
c
e INHIBIT ALL JNTERRUPTS.
C
C IF THE REQUESTED PRIORITY LEVEL IS NOT CURRENTLY ASSIGNED.





ATMPCT D - TSKID:
5 1.PRIORITY
(ATMPCTl • 0:
5 2 TO 4.PRIORITY
END:
C









I • ATMPCT J
5,PRIORITY
IF I .. = 0 THEN
IF ATMPOVFT ... 0
1, I
THEN 001





C ~HEN THE END OF THE OVERFLOW POINTER CHAIN HAS BEEN FOUND, SEARCH
C FOR AN EMPTY SLOT IN THE OVERFLOW TARLE.
C
s
DO FOP J = 1 TO 251




C FALLING THROUGH TH~ LOOP INDICATES A FULL OVERFLOW TABLE AND SHOULD




C ADD THIS ENTRY TO THE END OF THE OVERFLOw POINTER CHAIN AND STO~E







IF I ..= 0
THEN ATMPOVFT .JJ
1,1













CMS-2 COMMON DATA DECLARATIONS
COMPOOL 8Y8-DO I' COMMON DATA OE.CURATION8'1 S
VRf\L OVMLR F' S
VRBL DV1MR F $
VRR.L DKMIR A 260 S o P 1630 $
VRBL DKRTCOVF A 260 S 0 P 8192D $
VRBL DKRTCSEC A 260 S 10D P 4063.4920 S
VRBL OVAl A 260 S 4 $
VRRL DVA2 A 260 S 4 S
VRBL DVA3 A 260 S 4 $
VRHL OVA4 A 26D S 4 $
VRAL DVA5 A 260 S 4 $
VRflL DVA6 A 2tiO S 4 $
VRBL DVMLD A 260 S 0 $
VRAL nVMLT A 260 S -2 $
VRRL DVM05 A 260 S 0 $
VRBL I)VM06 A 26D S 0 S
VRHL OVRTC A 26D 5 0 $
VRBL DVSST A 260 5 -2 $
VRBL DVTGB A 260 5 -2 $
VRBL DVTMM A 260 5 -2 $
VRRL nVTMR A 260 5 -2 $
VRAL DVTRR A 260 5 -2 $
VRHL OVTRR A 260 5 -2 $
VRBL DVTTl A 260 5 0 $
TABLE OVCC V NONE 3 $
FIELD Fl A 260 S 25D $
LIKI:-TABLE OVOC $
LIKE-TABLE DVTH $
END TA~LE nvcc $
VRBL OTBID I 260 S $
VRBL DVDG8 I 26D S $
VRBL DVEMR I 260 U $
VRHL DVHOA I 260 5 $
VRBL DVHDB I 26D S $
VRBL OVLOR I 260 S $
VRBL OVLRC I 26D S $
VRBL TEMP I 260 S S
TABLE DVRE V NONE 3 $
FIELD F'2 I ?60 ~ $
~ND-TARLE DVRE $
VRBL MSKABSLAD I 215D U P IE3 $
VRBL MSKS8CL3 I 26D U P lElO S
VRBL MSKSSDC8 I 26D U P 5ElO S
VRBL MSKSSOCT I 260 U P 40504E5 S
VRBl- MSKSSHIG I 260 U P lOO72E4 $
V~BL MSKSSLOG I 26D U P 10052E4 S
VRHL MSKSSNSEND I 260 U P 377777776 $
VRBL' MSKSSOMG I 260 U P lOOO7E4 S
VRBL MSKSSSCC I 26D U P lOO31E4 $
VRBL MSKSSSIVB I 26D U P 02023E4 $
VRAL MSKSSSPEC I 26D U P 4ElO $
VR8L MSKSSS4CO I 26D U P 2ElO $
VRBL MSKSSWVC I 2M U P lO105E4 $
VRBL MSKSSWVO I 260 U P lO145E4 $
VRBL DFACQ S 'LOSS', 'GAIN' $
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VRBL DFDBF 8 'GOOD' , 'FAILED' S
VRBL OFDTL S 'INPHOG', 'NOTINPROG' S
VRBL DFLT S 'FLIGHT' , '51M' , 'REP' ~
VRBL OFTUP S 'NO', IYES' S
VRBL DFSMC 5 'ENABLE', 'DISABLE' S
VRBL DFWV S 'CLOSE', 'OPEN' S
VHBL DGS5M 8 '5500','5805','5510','5820','5530'
'5540','8550','5555','5560','5870','5580'$
VR~L DFILl B S
VRBL DFIL2 A $
VR8L DFIL3 B S
TABLE DVA8W V 1 1 S
FIELD 54CO B 0 250 $
FIELD 8PEC B 0 240 S
FIELD TB6C 8 0 23D $
FIELD GNSa B 0 22D $
FIELD 5BLO B 0 21D $
FIELD SBHI B 0 200 $
FIELD 5ROM B 0 190 $
FIELD ECSV B 0 180 $
FIELD EeSl B 0 170 $
FIELD T3A R 0 160 $
FIELD TA60 A 0 150 $
FIELD TB6A B 0 90 $
FIELD TB68 B 0 80 $
FIELD 54Cl B 0 70 $
FIELD Ar.QU 8 0 lD $
FIELD LI 8 0 00 $
END-TAHLE:: DVASW $
TARLE rWDPM V t 1 $
FIELD I'IN24 B 0 250 $
FIELD DIN23 B 0 240 $
FIELD DIN22· B 0 230 $
FIELD DIN21 8 0 220 $
FIELD OIN20 B 0 210 $
FIELD DIN19 B 0 200 $
FIELD OIN18 B 0 190 S
FIELD DIN17 B 0 lRD S
FIELD DIN16 B 0 170 $
FIELD DIN15 B 0 160 $
FIELD DIN14 B 0 15D $
FIELD DIN13 B 0 14D $
FIELD DIN12 B 0 130 $
FIELD DIN11 8 0 120 $
FIELD DIN10 B 0 110 $
FIELD DIN9 B 0 100 $
FIELD DINa B 0 90 $
FIELD DIN7 B 0 80 S
FIELD DIN6 B 0 7 S
FIELD DIN5 B 0 6 $
FIELD OIN4 8 0 5 $
FIELD DIN3 B 0 4 $
FIELD DIN2 B 0 3 $
FIELD DINt B 0 2 S
END-TABLE DVDPM S
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TABLE nFILE V 1 1 S
FIELD COSS B a 240 $
FIELD CORD B a 230 $
FIELD S4CK B a 220 $
FIELD SCGC B 0 210 $
FIELD T6S0 B a 200 $
FIELD S2EO B a 190 $
FIELD T68I B a 180 $
FIELD ISSA B a 170 $
FIELD NU B 0 160 $
FIELD EMTL B a 150 $
FIELD TU B a 140 $
FIELD INT2 B a 130 $
FIELD LIOG B 0 120 $
FIELD FPAT B 0 110 $
END-TABU: DF ILE S
TABLE OVICR V 1 1 $
FIELD CA B a 130 s
FIELD SSCB 8 0 110 $
FIELD SWG B 0 90 $
FIELD BG 8 0 3 $
ENO-TARLE DVICR S
TABLE DVMC4 V 1 1 $
FIELD ZACl B a 250 $
FIELD ZAC2 I:l 0 240 $
FIELD XAC1 B 0 230 $
FIELD XAC2 8 0 220 $
F"IELD YACl B 0 210 $
FIELD YAC2 B 0 200 $
FIELD ZGAl B 0 190 $
FIELD ZGA2 B a 180 $
FIELD XGAl B 0 170 $
FIELD XGA2 B 0 160 $
FIELD YGAl B 0 150 $
FIELD YGA2 B 0 140 $
FIELD DGI B 0 130 $
FIELD DG2 B 0 120 $
FIELD ACDG B 0 110 $
FIELD ACDG B 0 100 $
FIELD MLLB B 0 90 $
FIELD SSCB B 0 80 $
FIELD EAZT B a 7 $
FIELD YAOF B 0 6 $
FIELD AMF 8 0 5 $
FIELD BMF B 0 4 $
FIELD HOF B 0 3 $
FIELD XAOF B 0 2 $
END-TABLE DVMC4 $
TABLE DVMC5 V 1 1 $
FIELD TOMC B a 250 $
FIELD TlMC B 0 240 $
FIELD ICGM 8 0 230 $
FIELD RCMC B 0 220 $
FIELD ICTA B 0 200 $
FIELD T2MC B 0 190 $
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FIELD T3MC B 0 180 !Ii
FIELD ICIO B 0 170 !
FIELD ICOO B 0 160 $
FIELD IISS B 0 140 !Ii
FIELD IIlG B 0 130 $
FIELD IIRC B 0 12D !Ii
FIELD T4MC B 0 11D S
FIELD 1100 B 0 100 !Ii
FIELD IlEa B 0 90 !Ii
FIELD 0110 B 0 8D $
FIELD ESTG B 0 7 $
FIELD S4BIG B 0 6 :Ii
FIELD S4Bl1 B 0 5 $
FIELD S4B3G R 0 4 $
FIELD S4RTG B 0 3 !Ii
FIELD S4BCC B 0 2 !Ii
FIELD T5MC 8 0 1 $
FIELD T6MC B 0 0 $
END-TABLE nVMC5 s
TABLE DVMC6 V 1 1 $
FIELD SBRRI 8 0 250 !Ii
FIELD S8BTG B 0 220 $
FIELD S8BCC 8 0 21D $
FIELD T7MC B 0 1QD $
FIELD sccc B 0 180 !Ii
FIELD SD04 B 0 17D !Ii
FIELD SC4A A 0 16D !Ii
FIELD LUI fl 0 I1D $
FIELD SMe B 0 100 $
FIELD RMFA B 0 9D :Ii
FIELD TLC B 0 8D $
FIELD D04 B 0 7 $
FIELD TLI2 8 0 6 $
FIELD TLI 1 k 0 5 $
FIELD T6C B 0 4 !
FIELD SCTG B 0 3 !Ii
FIELD BMFB B 0 2 $
FIELD PABT 8 0 0 !Ii
END-TA~LE DVMC6 !Ii
TABLE DVfo1C7 V 1 1 !Ii
FIELD DCSI B 0 250 $
FIELD TBEN B 0 24D S
FIELD COMM B 0 21D !Ii
FIELD LOG B 0 200 $
FIELD HIG B 0 190 $
FIELD OM B 0 lAD $
FIELD NUMC B 0 170 S
FIELD TBU 8 0 16D !Ii
FIELD MTLR '8 q 150 $
FIELD MIH B 0 140 5
FIELD MSC B 0 130 !Ii
FIELD TOE B 0 120 !Ii
FIELD TARU B 0 110 !Ii
FIELD TBAS B 0 100 !Ii
FIELD SCLR B 0 90 !Ii
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FIELD SCAH B 0 80 S
FIELD WCVI,. B 0 7 S
FIELD 1'111 B 0 6 $
FIELD M2I B 0 5 S
FIELD MJI B 0 4 S
FIELD 1'141 B 0 3 $
FIELD 1'151 B 0 2 $
FIELD 1'161 B 0 1 $
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MIGOO SYS-PROC "ITERATIVE GUIDANCE MODE" S
LOC-DO S
VRBL CHIBARSTEER S 'INPROB', 'NOTINPROG' S
VR8L PHASE S 'BURN l' , 'BURN2' S
VRBL ~EITERATE S 'YES', 'NO' S
VRBL SMCFLAG S 'NOCALC', 'CALCULATE' S
VRBL S4BURN S 'BURN l' , 'BURN2' S

















VEX2, VEX3, VT) F S
VRBL KCCT4 F P 1.530 S
VRBL KCCT8 F P 1.55D $
V~BL KMU F P -.39860320E15D S
VRAL I(T F P .48497964E-7D S
TABLE DELTAVVP V NONE 3 S
FIELD Fl F S














TABLE MS4 A 1 3,3 S
FIELD F2 F $
LIKE-TABLE M4V S
END-TARLE MS4 S
CEXTREF) FUNCTION ATANCARG) S
CEXTREF) FUNCTION CaSCARG) S
CEXTREF) FUNCTION LOGCARG) S
CEXTREF) FUNCTION SINCARG) S
(EXTREF) FUNCTION SQRT(ARG) S
(EXTREF) PROCEDURE EGP32 INPUT MASK S
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L2*T1 I S
L12*(T2I + TCI) $
52*T11 + Jl*T2I S
T1I*C2*J2 + L2*T11) S
PROCEDURE MATMPY INPUT MATRIX,VEC1 OUTPUT VEC2 S
PROCEDURE MCMOO S
PROCEDURE MSMOO $
ROTATE POSITION AND VELOCITY INTO TARGET PLANE
$
DUE TO THE SIZE OF IBM, ONLY A SECTION OF IT HAS $
BEEN CODED. PART OF THE GUIDANCE COMPUTATIONS HAVE$
REEN SELECTED TO DEMONSTRATE MATHEMATICAL OPERA- $
TIONS. THE PHASING PORTION OF IGM HAS NOT BEEN $
CODED SINCE SIMILAR CAPABILITIES ARE ILLUSTRATED $






MATMPY INPUT CORADCMS4), CORAD(RS) OUTPUT CORADCR4)$
UTROO $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER X POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM, R4CO) S
UTRUO $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELtMETER Y POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM. R4(1) S
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM D~LAY ~OUTINE $
MATMPY INPUT CORADCMS4), CORAD(VS) OUTPUT CORAOCV4)S
UTRoa $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TEL~METER Z POSITION IN 4 SYSTEM, R4(2) S
UT~02 $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER Y VELOCITY IN 4 SYSTEM. V4(1) S




CALCULATE RANGE ANGLE MEASURED IN ORBIT PLANE
IF T21 EQ 0
THEN SET L12,J12,S12,Q12,P12,Ul2 TO 0
THEN GOTO IG259 S
IF T1 I EQ 0
THEN SET Ll,Jl,S1.Ql.Pl.~1 TO a
THEN GOTO IG258 S
L1 TO VEX1*LOGCTAU1/CTAUl .. T11» $
J1 TO L1*TAU1 .. VEX1*TlI S
S1 TO .L1*T1I~ J1 S
Ql TO S1*TAUl •• 5D*VEX1*T1I**2 S
P1 TO J1*TAU1 ... 5D*VEX1*T1I**2 $
U1 TO Q1*TAU1 .. VEX1*T1I**3/6 S
L2 TO VEX2*LOGCTAU2/CTAU2 - T2I» $
J2 TO L2*TAU2 - VEX2*T21 S
~2 TO L2*T21 • J2 S
Q2 TO S2*TAU2 50*VEX2*T2I**2 S
P2 TO J2*TAU2 5D*VtX2*T2I**2 $
U2 TO Q2*TAU2 - VEX2*T2I**3/6 S
L12 TO Ll + L2 S
J12 TO Jl + J2 +
S12 TO 51 .. J2 +
Q12 TO Ql + Q2 +
P12 TO Pl + P2 +
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S
ROTATE POSITION, VELOCITY, GRAVITY TO INJECTION SYSTEM"S
S
SET M4V(O), M4V(A) TO CoS(PHIT) S
SET M4V(2) TO SIN(PHIT) S
SET M4V(6) TO - SIN(PHIT) S
SET M4V(1), M4V(3), M4V(5), M4V(7) TO 0 S
SET M4V(4) TO 1 S
MATMPY INPUT CORADCH4V), CORADCR4) OUTPUT CORAOCRV) S
MATMPy INPUT CORAOCM4V), CORAD(V4) OUTPuT CORAO(VV) $
MATMPY INPUT CORADCMS4), CORAD(GS) OUTPUT CORAD(Gl) $
MATMPY INPUT CORADCM4V). CORADCG1) OUTPUT CORAD(GV) S
VARY I FROM 0 THRU 2 S
IF PHASE EQ 'BURN2' THEN GOTO 18262 $
SET DELTA2 TO V*TSTAR- J3P + LYP*T3I - ROVEX3*«TAUl
- Tll)*Ll + (TAU2 - T2I)*L2 + (TAU3 - T3I)
*L3P)*(LYP + V - VT) S
SET P~IIT TO KT*(S12 + OELTA2) $
SET PHIT TO PHIl + PHIIT $
UTR02 $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER TERMINAL RANGE ANGLE, PHIT $
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED RY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE $
GoTO IG291 S
SET SINTHETA TO (RS(O)*VSCO) + RS(1).VS(1) + RS(2)*VS(2»
I(R*V) $
SET COSTHETA TO SQRT(l - SINTHETA**2) $
SET DPHII TO V/R!COSTHETA $
SET OPHIT TO VT/RT*COS(THETAT) $
SET PHIIT TO .5D*(OPHII + DPHIT)*TSlAR S
SET PHIT TO PHIl + PHIIT $
UTR02 $ "OELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS RE~UIREDI'
TELEMETER TERMINAL RANAE ANGLE, PHIl $
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE S
IF TSTAR LTEQ EPSILON3 THEN GOTO IG269 S
MIG30 S "CALC TERM RAD, VEL, FLT ANGLE(NOT CODED)"
SET GT TO - KMU/RT**2 S
UTROO $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIREDll
TELEMETER TERMINAL GRAVITY VECTOR, GT S
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAy ROUTINE $
SET 8VT(O) TO GT*COSCTHETAT) S
SET GVT(1) TO a S
SET GVT(2) TO GT*SIN(THETAT) $
SET RVT(O) TO RT*COSCTHETAT) S
SET RVT(l), RVT(2)· TO 0 S



















SET U12 TO Ul + U2 + T1I*(2*Q2 + S2*T1I) + T2I*Pl S
SET L3P TO VEX3*LOG(TAU3/(TAU3 - T3I» S
SET LYP TO L12 + L3P S
SET J3P TO L3P*TAU3 - VEX3*T3I $
SET T1C TO T1I + T2I + TCI S
SET TSTAR TO T1C + T3I S















IG324 - COMPUTE CORRECTED VEL TO BE GAINED(NOT
SET GVSTAR(I) TO .5-(GVT(I) + GV(I» S
SET DELTAVVP(I) TO VVT(I) - VV(I) - TSTAR-GVSTARCI)S
END 16293 S
IG326 - CALCULATE DESIRED PITCH AND YAW (NOT
IF REITERATE EQ 'VES'
THEN SET REITERATE TO 'NO'
T~EN SET L3P TO L3
THEN SET J3P TO J3
THEN SET LVP TO LYP + DfLTAL3
THEN GO TO 10260 S
SET REITERATE TO 'YES'S
IF CHIBARSTEER EQ 'INPROG' THEN GOTO IG350 S
IF TSTAR GTEQ EPSILUN2 . THEN GOTO IG360 S
IF S4RURN EQ 'BURN1'
THEN SET DVMC5(O,CBS) TO 1
THEN SET DVMLR TO 25D*KCCT4
THEN SET DV1MR TO .04D/KCCT4
THEN GOTO IG340 S
SET DVMC6(0,CBS) TO 1 S
SET DVMLR TO 25D*KCCTB S
SET DVIMR TO .04D/KCCTR $
SET CHIBARSTEER TO 'INPROG' S
SET K1, K2. K3. K4 TO 0 S
GOTO IA440 S










1 'IG361 - COMPUTE INTERMEDIATE PARAMETERS(NOT CODED)' 1$
S
UTR00 $ 'IDELAY FOR TELEMETRY A8 REQUIRED'I
TELEMETER T3I $
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAV ROUTINE $
S
IG446 - COMPUTE PITCH AND VAW IN 4-SYSTEM(NOT COD~D)$
S
IF SMCFLAA EQ 'CALCULATE'
THEN MSMOO S "COMPUTE SMC TERMS (NOT CODED)"
MCMOO $ "PERFORM CHI COMPUTATIONS (NOT COPED)"
IF DFILECO,INT2)
















































































"ANTENNAE TO OMNI (NOT
"ANTENNAE TO LOW (NOT
"ANTENNAE TO HIGH (NOT
"INHIBIT WATER CONTROL(NOT
"TIME HASE 8 ENABLE (NOT
"EXECUTE MANEUVER A (NOT
;'TD AND E ENABLE (NOT
"EXECUTE MANEUVER B (NOT
, 'S4B/IU LUNAR IMPACT (NOT
"ENABLE T86D ALT SEQ (NOT
MOSOO SYS-PROC "DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM" $
LOC-DO S



















































TABLE DCSMODE V 1 64D $
FIELD F2 I 260 S S
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Of'
END-TABLE OCSMOOE $
TABLE DCSMSTA T V 1 200 $
FIELD FJ S 'ACTIVE'. 'INACTIVE' $
END-TARLE DCSMSTAT $
TABLE VOSBl V 1 350 $
FIELD F4 I 260 U $
END-TABLE VDSBl S

















































































I)A TA 0 $
DATA 0 $
DATA 0 .$
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DATA 0 S
COM EQUALS 0 S
LEN EQUALS 6 S
MESij EQUALS 120 S
MLEN EQUALS 140 S
SEQ EQUALS 6 S
TERM EQUALS 200000000 $
END-LOC-DO $
PROCEDURE MOSOO $
COMMENT RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENABLED INTERRUPTS $
CO~MENT REAU DISCRETE INPUT REG INTO TEMP $
C~MMENT READ DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTE~ INPUT INTO VDSOl $
IF BIT(220)CTEMP) EQ 0 THEN GOTO OS60 S
. IF FDSEN EQ 'MODE'
THEN SET VDSER TO DCSER04
THEN GOTO D8220 $
VARY I FROM COM THRU LEN S







PROCESS DCS MODE COMMAND
VARY I FROM CO~ THRU LEN $
IF RITCI)CVD501) EQ BITCI+7)CVDS01)
THEN SET VDSER TO DC5ER10
THEN GOTO DS220 S
END 0509 $
IF bITC5EQ)(VDS01) EQ 1
THEN SET VD5ER TO OCSER24
THEN GOTO 05220 S
IF bITCCOM.LEN)CVDS01) EQ TERM THEN GOTO DS25 S
IF FDSEN EQ 'DATA'
THEN 8ET VDSER TO DCSER20
THEN GOTO 05220 $
IF DFOTL EQ 'INPROG' OR FDSPG EQ 'INP~OG'
THEN SET Va5ER TO DCSER64
THEN GOTO DS220 $
SET FDSPG TO 'INPROG' S
SET DCSINDX TO DCSMODECBITCCOM.LEN)(VDS01») S
IF DC5MSTATCDCSINDX) EQ 'INACTIVE'
THEN SET FDSPG TO 'NOTINPROG'
THEN SET VDSER TO DCSER74
THEN GOTO DS220 $
TELEMETER STATUS CODE T~ICE S
UTR24 $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER DCSSTCODCDCSINDX) S
UTR24 $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER DCSSTCODCDCSINDX) S
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE S
08200 S "ISSUE CRP"
SET DCSDATACOUNT TO 0 S
SET vasss TO 0 $






























RELEASE PREVIOUSLY ENARLED INTERRUPTS
INHIBIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TLC
RESET THE COMMAND RESET PULSE
DELAY 4.13 MS














THEN SET VDSER TO DCSER44
THEN GOTO DS220 !
END DS61 $
IF BITCSEQ)CVDS01) NOT VDSSB
THEN SET VDSER TO DCSER60
THEN BOTO DS220 S
"TELEMETER DATA WORD TWICE"
UTR24 S "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER VDSOI S
UTR24 S ,iDELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER VDSOI S
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TEL EM DELAY ROUTINE S
05200 ~ "ISSUE CRP"
SET VDSBLCDCSDATACOUNT) TO BIT(COM,LEN)(VDS01) S
SET VDSSB TO COMP VDSSB $
SET DCSDATACOUNT TO DCSDATACOUNT + 1 $
IF DCSDATACOUNT LT DCSDATCT(DCSINDX) THEN RETURN 5
SET DCSRETURN TO 'NORMAL'S
DCS USING DCSINDX INVALID DSI05 $
GOTO DCSRET DCSRETURN S
SET FDSPG TO 'NOTINPROG' $
SET VDSER TO DCSER14 ~
S
PROCESS Des ERRqR CONDITION S
S
SET VDSRC TO VDSRC + 1 $
SET FDSRE TO 'TERM'S
IF VDSRC LT DCSERLIM THEN SET VDSRC TO 'NOTERM' S
SET VDSER TO VDSER + VDSRC $
SET BIT(MESG,MLEN)(VDSER) TO BIT(COM,MLEN)(VDS01) S
"TELEMETER ERROR CODE TWICE"
U~R24 $ ~ 'DELAy'FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER VDSER S
UTR24 S "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
TELEMETER VDSER $
RELEASE INTERRUPTS DISABLED BY TELEM DELAY ROUTINE S
IF FDSRE EQ 'NOTERM' THEN RETURN S "1'40500"
SET VDSRC TO 0 S
SET FDSEN TO 'MODE' !
SET FDSPG TO 'NOTINPROGI $
RETURN S "MDSOQ"
END-PROC MDSOO S







































TO DVCC - OVOC
S
- 1 S
MMLOO SYS-PROr. "MINOR LOOP" S
lOC-DO S
CEXTREF) PROCEDURE MDGOO OUTPUT J EXIT ERR ~
5wI1CH ~LSWl ML201, ML10l, ML001A $
swITCH MLSW2 ML4352,ML4351,ML4350 $
SWITCH ~LSW3 ML245, ML145, ML045 $
SWITCH MLSW4 ML260, ML16Q, ML060 $
VRBl,. FBUGS I 260 S S
V~BL, KCP~A A 260 S 14D p 2016D $
VRBL, VCG10 I 120 S ,
VRAL, VCG11 I 120 S $
VRBL, VIRE I 260 S $
VRBL, VMEMR I 26D U $
VRBl, VOCK A 26D S 250 $
TABLE FAUG V NONE 3 $
FIELD F1 I 2~0 S $
LIKt-TABLE VGR 3 $
LIKE-TABLE VPGR 3 $
END-TABLE FBUG S
TABLE VCDD V NONE 3
FIELD F2 I 120
LIKt-TABLE VOLD 3 $
LI~E-TABLE VCGO 3 $
LIK~-TABLE VCG1. 3 $
LIKE-TABLE VMLO 3 $
LIKl-TABLE VMl1 3 $
Et-ID-TABLE VeOD $
TAHLE VCG V NONE 3 $
FIELD F3 A 26D S 25D $
LIKE-TABLE VDEl 3 S
lIKE-TABLE VBUB 3 $
LIKE-TABLE VML2 3 $
EN[)-T~f.lLE:: VCG $
TARLE VSF V NONE 3 $
FIELD F4 A 26n S 350 $
END-TABLE VSF $
TABLE VFIO V NONE 3 $
FIELD F5 S 'NORMAL', 'BACKUP', 'DUMMY' $
END-TABLE VFIO S





TABLE VCMNn A 1 3,3
FIELD F6 I 260 S
END-T~BLE VMLET $
ERTAG EQUALS 7 $
PI EQUALS 400000000 S.
END-LOC-OO S
PROCEOU~E MMLOO $ "FLIGHT SIMULATION MINOR LOOP"
IF [)VLRC EQ 0
THEN SET Dvec
THEN GOTO toILO
SET OVLRC TO DVLRC
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.THEN GOTO ML020 $
THEN GOTO ML432 $



















MML20 $ "EXECUTE NORMAL MINOR LOOP"
RETURN $ "MMLOO"
"'MLOU $
PROCEDURE M"'L20 $ "NORMAL !'lINOR LOOP"
SET DVCC TO DVCC + DVDC $
IF FAUGS NOT 0 THEN GOTO ML500 $
VARY I FROM 2 THRU 0 BY -1 $
GOTO MLSWI I $
IF VFIO(2) EQ 'NORMAL'
THEN' 'READ Z GIMBAL INTO VGR(2)"
THEN GOTO ML004 $
IF VFIO(2) EQ 'BACKUP'
THEN' 'READ Z BACKUP GIMBAL INTO VGR(2)"
THEN GOTO ML004 $
SET VGR(2) TO VPGR(2) $
GOTO ML004 $
"RfAD ERROR MONITOR REGISTER INTO VMEMR' '$
SfT DVLDB TO DVLDB - BITC17D)CVMEMR) $
IF VFIO(1) EQ 'NORMAL'
THEN' 'READ Y GIMBAL INTO VGR(1)"
THEN GOTO MLn04 $
IF VFIO(1) EQ 'RACKUP'
THE~ "READ Y BACKUP GIMBAL INTO VGR(1)"
THEN GOTO "'L004 $
SET Vr.R(1) TO VPGR(1) $
GOTO ML004 $
VARY J FROM 0 THRU 25D $
IF VMEMRCO.J) EQ 1 THEN SET DVEMRCO,J) TO 1$
END ML201 $
IF VFIOCO) EQ 'NORMAL'
THEN "READ X GIMBAL INTO VORCO)"
THEN GOTO ML004 $
IF VFIOCO) EQ 'BACKUP'
THEN' 'READ X BACKUP GI"'RAL INTO VGR(O)"
THEN GOTO ML004 $
SET VORCO) TO VPGRCO) $
IF BIT(O)CVGRCI)) EQ 0
IF DVOGS Ll 0
ID DVOGS HI 0
GOTO ML637 $
!'lOGOO OUTPUT J EXIT ML434 $' 'PROCESS
DISAGREEMENT BIT (NOT CODED)"
S
DISAGREEMENT BIT PROCESSING wILL TAKE A NORMAL$
RETURN IF THE DISAGREEMENT BIT IS FOUND TO BE S
INVALID. OTHERwISE, IT WILL TAKE THE ERROR S
EXIT TO ML434 AND SET J=O IF THE GIMBAL IS S
'VALID OR J-1 IF THE GIMBAL IS NOT VALID. S
$
GOTO ML020 S
GOTO "1LSW2 I $
IF VFIO(2) EQ 'NORMAL'
THEN' 'READ Z GIMBAL, RESTART Y COD COUNTER"
THEN GOTO ML450 $
"READ Z BACKUP GIMBAL, RESTART Y COO COUNTER"$
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IF VFIO(l) EQ 'NORMAL'
THEN "READ Y GIMBAL. RESTART X COD COUNTER' I
THEN GOTo ML450 $
"READ Y BACKUP GIMBAL. RESTART X,COD COUNTE~' 1$
GOTO ML450 S
IF VFIO(O) EQ 'NORMAL'
THEN "READ X GIMBAL. RESTART Z COD COUNTER"
THEN GOTO ML45n $
"RE~D X BACKUP GIMBAL. RESTART Z COD COUNTER' '$
IF J EO 1 THEN GOTO ML637 $
SET VCOD(I) TO BIT(l.llD)(VGR(I») $
IF VCOD(I) EQ 0 AND VOLD(I) EOO AND ABS(VDEL(I»
GTEO VOCK THEN GOTO MLb31 S
IF ABS(VCOD(I) - VOlD(I» LT VMLO(I)
THEN GOTo ML040 $
IF ABS(VCOO(I) - VOLD(I» + VMLOCI) LT VML1(I)
THEN GOTO ML630 $
IF VCOD(I) LT VOLD(!)
THEN SET VCG(I) TO VCG(I) + VML2(1)
THEN GOTO ML040 $
SET VCG(I) TO VCG(I) - VML2CI) $
SET DVTH(I) TO VSFCI)*VCODCI) + VCG(I) $
SET VOLD(I~ TO VCODCI) $
SET VDELCI) TO DVTHCI) - OVCC(I) $
SET DFDAF TO 'GOOD' $
GO TO MLSW3 I $
SET VCMNOC2.0) TO DVA5*VDEL(2) - DVA4*VDEL(1) $
GOTO ML730 $
SET VCMND(l,O) TO DVA1*VDEL(1) + DVA2*VDEL(2) $
GO TO ML730 S
SET VCMND(O.O) TO DVA6*(VDELCO) + OVA3*VDEL(1»$
GOTO ML730 $
SET VMLETCO,TAG) TO I + 3 $
aOTO ML632 $
SET VMLET(O.TAG) TO I $
SET VMLET(O,COO) TO VeOD(I) $
SET VMLET(O,OLD) TO VOLO(I) $
IF CaMP OVMC6(O.D04)
THEN UTR30 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS R£QUIRED"
THEN "TELEMETER ER~OR MESSAGE" $
IF DFDBF EQ 'FAILED' THEN GOTO ML635 S
SET OVRE(I) TO DVRE(I) + 1 S
IF OVRE(I) LT 0 THEN GOTO ML637 S
IF DVRE~I) GT 0 THEN GOTO ML636 ~
SET VMLETCO,TAG) TO ERTAG $
SET VMLET(O.COO) TO VeOD(I) $
SET VMLET(O,OLO) TO VOLO(I) $
SET VFIOC!) TO 'BACKUP' $
IF VCA(I) GTEC PI
THEN SET VeG(I) TO PI - VBUB(I)
THEN GOTO ML~33 $
SET VCG(I) TO - VAUAC!) $
SET VML2(I) TO PI $
IF DVTH(I) OTEQ PI









THEN SET VOLD(I) TO (DVTH(I) - PI)*KCPB6
THEN GOTO ML634 $
SET VOLD(I) TO nVTH(I)*KCP8G $
SET VRF(I) TO l/KCPBG $
IF I • 2
THEN' '8ET ICR TO SELECT BACKUP GIMBAL"
THEN SET DVICR(O,BG) TO 1 $
SET FBUGS, FBUG{I) TO 2 $
SET VMLO(I) TO VCGlO $
SET VML1(I) TO VCGll $
IF COMP DVMC6{O,D04)
THEN UTR30 "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED"
THEN "TELEMETER ERROR MESSAGE" $
DO Tn ML637 $
SET DVHOB TO DVHDB - 1 $
SET DVHDA TO DVHDA + 1 $
SET DFDAF TO 'GOOD' $
IF nVHDA LT 0 THEN GOTO ML636 $
SET ICR TO SWITCH GIMBAL ORDER $
SfT DVICR{O,SWG) TO 1 $
SET DVMC4eO,AMF) TO 1 $
SET DVDGS TO 0 $
IF OVRE(I) GTEQ VIRE AND COMP DVMC6eO,n04)
THEN UDOOO INPUT MSKGRF $,iSET GUIDANCE
REFERENCE FAILURE DISC(NOT CODED)"
SET DFSMC TO 'DISABLE' $
GO TO ML760 $
IF AAS(VCMNDeI,O» GR DVM06
THEN SET VCMND{I,O) TO DVMOb $
IF ABseVCMNOeI,O) - VCMND(I,l» GR DVM05
THEN SET VCMND{I,O) TO VCMND{I,l) + DVM05 $
SET VCMND(I,l) TO VCMNDeI,O) $
IF VCMNDeI,O) LT 0
THEN SET VCM~D(I,2~ TO MSKABSLAD - VCMND(I,U)
THEN GOTO ML760 $
SET VCHND(I,2) TO VCMND(I,O) $
GOTO MLSW4 I $
"ISSUE YAw COMMAND FROM VCMNDe2,2)' 1$
IF DVLDR LT 0 THEN' 'SET ICR TO SELECT CON V A' '.
SET DVTTl TO DVTT1 - DVRTe $
IF nVTTI LT ° THEN SET DVTTl TO DVTTl + DKRTCOVF$
SET DVMLT TO DVTMM + DVMLD + DVTTI $
GOTO ML900 $
"ISSUE PITCH COMMAND FROM VCMNDtl,2)"$
GOTO ML900 $
"START SPECIAL DOM BACKUP GIMBAL' '$
"ISSUE YA~ COMMAND FROM VCMND(2,2)' '$
"'ISSUE ROLL COMMAND FROM VCMND(O,2)" $
END MLOO $
RETUR~ $ "MML20"
VARY I FROM ° THRU 2 $
IF FBUGeI) EQ 0 THEN GOTO ML530 $
IF FBUG(I) EQ 1
THEN SET FBUG{I) TO 0
THEN SET VHLOCI) TO VCGO(I)
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THEN SET VML1(!) TO VeGl(I)
THEN aOTO ML530 $
SET FBUGCI) TO 1 $
M~~30. END ML500 S

































26D A -2 P 812.69840D
26D A -2 P 70.142856D
260 A -2 P 103.5~730D
26~ A -2 P 66.2063480
26D A -2 P 35.82~3960
26D A -2 P 102.60079D
260 A -2 P 50.820396D
260 A -2 P A7.4603160
2611 A -2 P. 43. 82~396D
26" A -2P 201.174600
26D A -2 P 203\.7460D
260 A -2 P 2031746.0D
I
MSSOO SYS-PROC "SWITCH SELECTOR PROCESSOR' '$
l,OC-O[)S
(EXTREF) PROCEUURE EGP08 $
SWITC~ 55 (DGSSM)$
'5500', SSOO $ "55
'5505', MSS05 S "55
'5510', MSS10 $ "55
'5520', M5S20 S "SS
'S530', MSSJO $ "55
'5540', MSS40 $ 'ISS
'5550', MSS50 $ "55
'5555', M5S55 $ "55
'5560', MSS60 $ "55
'SS70', MSS70 $ "55
'5580', M5S80 $ "SS
F.Nl)-SW ITCH 55 $
VR~L ~IAS A 26D 5 -2 $
VRRL ID I 260 U $
Vk~L TIME A 260 S -2 $
VRRL FASE 5 'NORMAL', 'ALTERNATE' $
VRHL FBRN! 5 'FIRST', 'SECOND' $
VRRL FCLS4 S 'NOTINPROR'.'INPROG' $
VRRL FFACH 5 'CHANA', 'CHANA' $
VR~L FH5T S 'NOTEST', 'TEST' $
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SwITCH SELECTOR TABLE
EACH TABLE ENTRY REPRESENTS A
CONSISTS OF TWO WORDS.
1. TIME OF ISSUANCE.





















. VSTGO) A 260 S -2 S
TABLE VASf)I V 1 1 S
FIELD S4CO B 0 25D S
FIELD SPEC B 0 240 S
FIELD CL3 B 0 230 S
FIELD CLl B 0 220 S
FIELD T6C A 0 191) S
ENO-UBLE VMIPI S
TAbLE SSTTAPTR V 1 80 $
FIELDFt I 260 U $
ENO-URLE SSTTBPTR S
SSTTBPTR DATA CORAD (SSTTB 1) $
DATA CORAO(SSTTR2) $
DATA CORAD(SSTTBJ) $
DATA CORAD (SSTHI4) $
DATA CORAD(SSTTAb) $
DATA 0 $





THE SWITCH SELECTOR TABLE IS MADE UP OF A NUMBER OFS
SMALLER TABLES, ONE FOR EACH TIME BAS~ AND FOR EACHS
OF THE ALTERNATE SS SEQUENCES. HOWEV~R, ONLY THE S
TIME BASE 1 TABLE HAS AEEN CODEn. S
s





TARLE SSTA~LE V 2 ZERO $
FIELD' TIME A 260 S 100 0 S
FIELD STAGADO I 150 U 1 250 S
END-TARLE 5STABLE S
TABLE SSTTBt v 2 280 S
FIF.LD TIME A 26D S tOO o $
FIELD STAGADD I 150 U t 25D S
END-TABLE SSTTB 1 S
$STTBl DATA 5.0 S OATA 0 S
DATA 6.0 S DATA 10650 S
DATA 14.00 S DATA 02610 S
DATA 19.80 S flA TA .40644 S
DATA 20.00 S DATA . 40544 S
DATA 20.20 S DATA 40634 S
DATA 24.00 S DATA 02574 S
DATA 27.00 S DATA 40210 S
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DATA 29.00 S DATA
DATA 30.00 $ ~ATA
DATA 32.00 $ DATA
DATA 49.5D $ DATA
OATA 75.0D $ DATA
DATA 90.00 S DATA
DATA 95.00 5 DATA
DATA 95.305 DATA
DATA 105.00 5 DATA
DATA 115.1D $ DATA
DATA 119.80 $ DATA
DATA 120.00 $ DATA
DATA 120.10 $ DATA
DATA 130.0D $ DATA
DATA 132.40 $ DATA
DATA 133.60 $ DATA
DATA 133.80 $ DATA
DATA 134.40 $ DATA
DATA 134.60 $ DATA
DATA 77777.7774 $ DATA
END-LOC-DD $
PROCEDURE MsSOQ $
80TO RS OGSSM $
"r~HIHIT ALL INTERRUPTS EXCEPT TLC" S
SET FASE TO 'ALTERNATE' $
IF COMP DVASWCO.S4CO) THEN GOTO SSOOl $
SFT BITCO.7)COVASWCO»,BITl9D.17D)CDVASWCO» TO 0$
IF VASPIlO,S4CO) THEN GOTO SS0060 $
EGP08 $ "RESCHEDULE TIMER 1 (NOT CODED)"
SET VASPICO) TO MSKSSS4CO $





THEN EGP08 "RESCHEDULE TIMER 1 CNOT CODED)"
THEN SET VASPICO) TO M5KSSSPEC
THEN SET SST1PTR TO CORADCSSTSIVA)
THEN AOTO 881050 $
If OVASw(O,TB6C)
THEN SET DVASWCO.TB6C) TO 0
THEN SET VASPICO.T6C) TO 1
THEN SET DVMC6CO,TB6B) TO 1
THEN SET SST1PTR TO CORADCSSTTB~C)
THEN SSTUPO OUTPUT VATRR "UPDATE SS TJ~E"
THEN GOTO 5S1050 $
IF COMPCDVASWCO.TB6A) OR DVASWCO,TR6H) OR DVASWCO,S4C1»
THEN GOTO SS002 $
SET VSC10 TO SST1PTR $
SET VSCll TO VA5PICO) $
SFT VSC12 TO VATRR $
SET VASPICO) TO MSKSSCLI $
SSTUPD OUTPUT VATRR $ "UPDATE SS TIME"














THEN SET DVASWCO,TB6A) TO 0
THEN SET DVMC6CO,TB6A)TO 1
THEN 8ET SST1PTR TO CORAOCSSTTB6A)
THEN GOTO SS1050 S
IF DVASWCO,S4Cl)
THEN SET DVASWCO,S4Cl) TO 0
THEN SET S8T1PTR TO CORAOCSSTS4Cl)
THEN GO TO 8S1050 S
SET OVA5WCO,TR6R) TO 0 S
SET DVMC6CO,TB6B) TO 1 s
SET SST1PTR TO CORADCSSTTB6B) S
GOTO 581050 S
IF FSSAC EQ 'ACTIVE' THEN GO TO 8S0060 S
GO TO 550000 S
SET F85AC TO 'INACTIVE' $
IF SSTABLECO,0)5ST1PTR EQ M8KSSN5END THEN GOTO SS0015$
SSTUPO OUTPUT VSTGO S "UPDATE SS TIME"
SET VSTGO TO VSSRT • VSTGO S
IF VSTGO LT K5S500MS THEN AOTO MSSJO S
IF OFTUP EQ 'YES'
THEN SET DVTGB TO nVTGB + VGBIA
THEN SET VGBIA TO 0
THEN SET DFTUP Tn 'NOJ
THEN ~OTO 550010 S .
IF DVASWCO) NOT 0 THEN GO TO 550170 S
SET VSSTM TO VSTGO + OVTRB ~ DVTGB • KCSSK S
SET DVSST TO VSSTM + DVTMR $
8FT DGS8M TO 'S8JO' S
IF COMP DFILJ THEN EGPOR $ "RESCHED T1CUNCOOEO)"
GO TO S50060 S
IF OVA5WCO) NOT 0 THEN GOTO 8S0170 S
READ REAL TIME CLOCK INTO TEMP S
SET TEMP TO TEMP • DVRTC $
IF TEMP LT 0 THEN SET TEMP TO TEMP + DKRTCOVF S
SET OV8ST TO OVTMM + KS55005EC + TEMP •• O $
SET DGSSM TO 'SS05' S
IF COMP DFILJ THEN EGP08 $ "RESCHED T1CNOT CODED)"
GOTO SS0060 S
IF DVA5WCO,GNSS) OR DVASWCO,SBLO) OR DVASWCO,SBHI)
OR DVASWCO,SBOM) OR OVASWCO.ECSV) OR DVASWCO,ECS1)
OR DVASWCO,TJA) THEN GOTO 5S004 $
IF DVASWCO.ACQU)
THEN SET DVASWCO,ACQU) TO 0
THEN SET SST2PTR TO CORAOCSSTGAIN)
THEN SSTUPO OUTPUT VATR4 "UPDATE SS TIME"
THEN GOTO S5005 $
IF DVASWCO,TB60)
THEN SET DVASWCO,T860) TO 0
THEN SET SST2PTR TO CORADCSSTTB6D)
THEN SSTUPO OUTPUT VATR4 "UPDATE SS TIMEI'
THEN GOTO 5S005 $
SET DVASWCO,LI) TO 0 !
SET VATR4 TO 0 S
SET FCLS4 TO 'INPROG' $ SET FHST TO 'TEST'S
SET FTADV TO 'CLASS4' S







S5210 $ IISET UP CLASS 4 ALTERNATE SEQUENCE"
GOTO SSOOOO $
~F VASPI(O) NOT 0 THEN GOTO SS0060 $
SET VSC30 TO SST1PTR S
SET VSC31 TO VASPICO) ~
SET VSC32 TO VATRR S
StT VASPI(O) TO MSKSSCL3 $
SSTuPD OUTPUT VATRR $ "UPDATE 5S TYMEI'
SET FTADV TO 'NOPMALI $ SET FHSl TO 'TEST'S
IF lJVASW(O,GNSS)
THEN SET DVASW(O,GNSR) TO 0
THEN SET SST1PTR TO CORAD(SSTGSSJ
THEN GOTO 5S0230 $
IF DVASW(O,SBLO)
THEN SET DVASW(O,S8LO) TO 0
THEN SET S5T1PTR TU cnRAD(SSTSRLO)
THEN AOTO 5S0230 $
IF DVASW(O,SAHIJ
THEN SET DVASW(O,S8HI) TO 0
THEN SET SST1PTR TO CORAD(SSTSBHI)
THEN GOTO 550230 $
IF vVASW(O,SBOM)
THEN SET OVASW(O,SAOM) TO 0
THEN SET SST1PTR TO CORAD(SSTSBOM)
THEN AOTO SS0230 $
IF OVASW(O,ECSV)
THEN SET SST1PTR TO CORAD(SSTECSV)
TH~N GOTO 5S0230 $
IF DVASW(O.ECS1J
THEN 8ET 5ST1PTR TO CORAD(SSTECS1)
THEN 80TO 5S0230 $
5ET DVASW(O,T3A) TO 0 $
SET SST1PTR TO CORAD(SSTTB3A) $
3S210 $ 'ISET UP S5 TABLE"
GDTG SSOOOO $
IF fASE EQ 'ALTERNATE'
THEN SET FASE TO 'NORMAL~
H!EN "RELEASE PREVIOllSt Y ENABLED INTERRl,JPTS" $
RETURN $I'COMMON SS EXIT"
SET VASPI(O) TO 0 $
SET VATRR TO 0 $
SET FCL54 TO 'NOTINPROG' $
SET AIT(O,7)CDVASW(O», AIT(9D,17D)(OVASWCO») TO 0 $
EGP08 $ "RESCHEDULE TIMER 1 (NOT CODED)"
SET FTADV TO 'NORMAL' $
SET S5T1PTR TO SSTTBPTR(OTRID - 1) $
SS210 $ "SET UP 5S TABLE' I
IF F5~AC EQ 'ACTIVE' THEN GOTD MSS20 S
SET VSSW TO KSSB1 $
SET FHST TO ITEST' S
GOTO 550000 $
IF FSSIO THEN "ISSUE fORC~D RESET" $
SET FHST TO INOTEST' $
SSTUPQ INPUT KSSBB, 'SS05' $ "SCHEDULE SS CHECK"
SET VSSw TO KSSB5 $
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GOTO 9S0060 S
MSS30. SET FSSAC TO 'ACTIVE'S
SET RIT(2)CVSNA1) TO BIT CO) VSNA $
SET BITC4,3)CVSNA1) TO 8IT(2,3) VSNA $
SET RIT(8,7)CVSNA1) TO 8IT(6,7) VSNA $
SET VSNA TO V9NAl S
IF VSNA EQ 0
THEN 9ET FSSAC TO 'INACTIVE
THEN 5S201 S "ADVANCE 5S TABLE"
THEN GOTO SSOOOO S
SET BIT(2)CVSTG) TO AIT(2)(VSNA) AND ~IT(2)(VPSTG) $
SET BIT(4)CVSTG) TO BIT(4)(VSNA) AND ~IT(4)(VPSTG) $
SET BIT(5)CVSTG) TO BIT(5)(VSNA) AND 8IT(5)(VPSTG) $
SET BIT(6)CVSTG) TO RIT(6)CVSNA) AND BIT(6)CVPSTG) $
SET FSSIO TO VSTG NOT 0 $
IF FHST EQ 'NOTEST' THEN GOTO SS4000 $
IF DFLT EQ 'REP' THEN GOT a 5S4000$
COMMENT READ S5 FEEDBACK REGISTER INTO TEMP $
IF ~ITC7,8)(TEMP) EQO THEN GO TO SS4000 S
IF FSSIO THEN' 'ISSUE SS RESET'IS
SSTUPQ INPUT KSS84, 'SS40' $ "SCHEDULE STAGE/ADDRESS"
SET VS5W TO K5SB5 S
AOTO 550060 S
MSS40. "DELAY BEFORE I~SUING STAGE AND ADnRE5S"S
5S4000. IF FSSIO THEN' 'ISSUE STAGE AND ADD~ES5 FROM VSNA' '$
SSTUPQ INPUT VSSW, '5S50' $ "SCHEDULt ADDRESS VEHIF"
COMMENT DELAY FOR DOM TELEMETRY $
COMMENT OUTPUT 5S AND DO REGISTERS VIA DOM TELEMETRY $
GOTO S50060 S
MSS50. SET VSCCA TO VSNA S
SET VS5CA TO 0 S
SS006. VARY I FROM 7 THRU 140 $
SET BITCI)(VSCCA), BIT(I)(VSSCA) TO
COMP(BITCI)CVSNA» $
t"ND 5S006 $.
IF VSTG NOT 0 THEN "READ 55 FEEDBACK REG INTO TEMP"
THEN SET VSSFR TO 0
THEN SET BIT C7,8D)CVSSFB) TO BITC7,8D)CTEMP)
GOTO 55007 $
SET VSSF~ TO V5SCA S
SS007. IF VS5FB NOT VSSCA THEN GOTO S55540 ~
MSSS5. IF VASPICO,S4CO)
THEN SET DFILE(O,ISSA) TO 1
THEN SET DVSST TO tEl0D
THEN RETURN S "MSS50, MSS55' I
IF VSSRT EQO THEN GOTD MSS60 $
SSTUPD OUTPUT DVTRB $ "UPDATE SS TIH~"
IF VSSRT • DvTRB LTEQ KSSRB THEN GOTO M8S60 S
SET VSSTM TO VSSRT - DVTGB - KSSRB $
SET DVSST TO VSSTM + DVTMR $
SET nGSSM TO 'SS60' S
IF COMP DFIL3 THEN EGP08$' '~ESCHED TIMEH lCNOT COUED)"
RETuRN S "MSS50,MSS55 1 '
S85540. IF VSSFB EQ 0 AND BIT(7)CVSSCA) THEN GOTO MSS55 S
IF F8SIO THEN "ISSUE 5S PE5ET" S
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SSTuPQ INPUT KSSB6, 'SS80' $"SCHED COMP STAGE/ADD"
SET TEMP TO 0 S
VARY I FROM 7 THRU 140 S
IF BIT(I)(VSSCA) NOT RIT(I)(VSSFB)
THEN SET TEMP TO TEMP + 1 $
EN£) 5S008 $
IF TEMP LT 2 THEN RETURN $ "MSS50, MSS55"
SET DVMC4(O,SSCB) TO 1 S
IF FFHCH EQ ICHANA'
THEN SET FFBCH TO 'CHANB'
TH~N "SET SS CHAN B PIT IN INTERNAL CONTROL REAl'
THEN SET DVICR(O,SSCB) TO 1 $
UTR30 ~ I'DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIREUI'
TELEMETER SS FEED BACK, VSSFA $
RETUR~ $ "MSS50, MSS55'J
SET TEMP TO VSTG $
SET HIT(O)(TEMP) TO 1 $
IF FSSIO THEN "ISSUE READ COMMAND FROM TEMP' 1$
~EAD CLOCK INTO TEMP $
SSTUPQ INPUT KSSB2, 'SS70 I $ "SCHEDIJLE READ RESET I'
S~T TEMP TO ° + RIT(13D,13D)(TEMP) $
SET KIT(O,13D)(TEMP) TO AIT(2,13)(VSNA) $
lJTRJO $ "DELAY FOR TELEMETRY AS REQUIRED'I
TELEMETER STAGE/ADDRESS AND READ TIME, TEMP $
IF DFACQ NOT 'GAIN' "COMPRESS DATA BETwEEN STATIONS"
THEN MPCBO INPUT DVOCT + MSKSSDCl "COMP TIME/TAG"
THEN MPCAO INPUT MSKSSDCS + BIT(O,23)(VSNA) $
"COMPRESS STAGE AND AODR~5S WITH TAG"
IF II ASPIC 0, S4CO)
THEN SET VASPI(O) TO 0
THEN SET DFILE(O,CORD) TO 1 $
IF V5NA1 EQ MSKSSHIG
THEN SET DVMC7(O,HIG) TO
THEN RETURN $ '11'15560"
IF IISNA1 EQ MSKSSLOG
THEN SET DVMC7(O.LOG) TO 1
THEN RETURN $ "HSS60" .
IF VSNAl EQ MSKSSOHG
THEN SET DVMC7(O.OMG) TO
THEN RETURN $ 'IM5S60"
IF VSNA1 NOT MSKSSSIVB THEN R~TURN $ "M5S60"
IF fBRNI E~ 'FIRST'
THEN DVMC5(O.S4R1I) TO 1
THEN RETURN $ "MSS60"
SET DV~C6(O,SBARI) TO 1 $
RETURN $ "1'15560"
IF FSStD THEN "RESET READ COMMAND' '$
S5TU~Q INPUT KS5B3. 'SS05' $"SCHEDULE HUNG STAGE TEST"
SS2Ul $ "ADVANCE 55 TARLE"
SET VSSW TO KSSBI $
SET ~HST TO 'TEST' $
IF BIT(2,5)(VHSTW) EQ BIT(2,5)(V5TG)
THEN SET FHST TO 'NOTEST' $
IF VSNA1 EQ MSKSSWVO
THEN. SET DVASW(O.ECS1) TO 0
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THEN SET DFWV TO 10PENI
THEN RETURN S IIM88701 I
IF VSNAl EQ MSKSSWVC
THEN 8ET DVASWCO,ECSV) TO 0
THEN SET DFWV TO 'CLOSEI
THEN RETURN S IIMSS70 11
IF ¥SNAl EQ MSKSS8CC
THEN SET DVDPMCO,DIN9) TO 1 5
RETURN S IIM8S70 1, .
MSSeO, SET VSNA TO VSCCA 5
IF F8SIO THEN I IISSUE STAAE AND COMPLEMENTED ADDRESSII$
88TUPQ INPUT ~S9B7. 'SS55'5 IISC~EDULE READ COMMANDI I
COMMENT DELAY FOR DOM TELEMETRY S
COMMENT OUTPUT S8 AND 00 REGS VIA DOM TELEMETRY S
RETURN sllM88aO ll
END-PROC M8S00 S
PROCEDURESS201 S IISS TABLE ADVANCE ROUTINEI I
IF FTADY EQ INORMAL'
THEN 8ET 85T1PTR TO S5T1PTR + 1
THEN GOTO 5S009 5
SET SST2PTR TO SST2PTR + 1 $
5S009, S8210 $ IISET UP NEXT SWITCH SELECTOR"
RETURN $ IISS201 11
END-PROC 8S201 S
PROCEDURE 88210 $ IISS SELECTION AND SETUP ROUTINE"
IF FTADY EQ INORMALI THEN GO TO 992020 S
8S2160. IF SSTABLECO.O)SST2PTR GTEQ 0 THEN GOTO S820705
8ET FCLS4 TO INOTINPROG' 5
8ET DVMC6(0.LUI) TO 0 S
SET DVMC7(0.T60) TO ° S
GOTO 8S2090 5 .
882020. IF S8TABLECO.O)SST1PTR GTEQ 0 THEN GOTO 8S2030 S
IF YA8PI(0.SPEC)
THEN SET VA8PICO) TO MSKSSS4CO
THEN SET BITCO.7)CDVASWCO».BITC9D.17D)CDVASWCO»
TO 0
THEN SET SST1PTR TO CORADC8STSIVB)
THEN GOTO S82020 S
IF VASPICO.CLJ)
THEN SET 8ST1PTR TO VSCJO
THEN SET VASPICO) TO VSCJl
THEN SET VATRR TO VSCJ2
THEN GOTO SS2020 S
IF VASPICO.CL1)
THEN SET S8T1PTR TO VSC10
THEN SET VASPICO) TO VSCll
THEN SET VATRR TO VSC12 .
THEN GOTO S92020 S
SET VASPICO). VATRR TO 0 S
IF FT60P EQ IPASS1'
THEN SET FT60P TO 'PASS2'
THEN SET SST1PTR TO CORADCS8TTB5A)
THEN GOT a S82020 S
9ET SST1PTR TO CORAO(SSTTB5B) S
GOTO 9S2020 S
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S52030. IF FCL54 EQ 'NOTINPROG' THEN GOTO 8S2040 $
SS2070. IF SSTABLE(O,OlSSTIPTR • DKRTCSEC + VATRR - KSS500MS
GTEQ SSTABLECO,Ol5ST2PTR • DKRTCSEC + VATR4
THEN SET FTADV TO 'CLASS4 t
THEN SET VSSRT TO SSTABLE(O,OlSST2PTR • DKRTCSEC
+ VATR4
THEN SET VSNA TO SSTA~LECO,ll5ST2PTR
THeN GOTO SS2050 $
552090. SET FTADV TO 'NORMAL' $
552040. SET VSSRT TO SSTABLECO,OlSSTIPTR • nK~TCSEC + VATHR $
SET VSNA T~ SSTABLE(O,llSSTIPTR $
S52050. SET HIT(2,5lCVHSTWl TO BIT(0,5l(VSNA) $
RETURN $ "8S210"
END-PROC SS210 $
PROCEDURE SSTUPO OUTPUT TIME $ "SS TIME UPDATE ROUTINE"
COMMENT ~EAD CLOCK INTO TEMP $
SET TEMP TO TEMP - DVRTC $
IF TF.MP LT 0 THEN SET TEMP TO TEMP + DKRTCOVF $
SET TIME, DVTRB TO DVTGB + DVTRR + TEMP •• O $
RET~RN $ "SSTUPDt'.
ENO-PROC SSTUPD $ .
PROCEDll~E SSTUPQ INPUT BIAS, 10 $ "55 SCHEDULER"
COMMENT REAU CLOCK INTO TEMP $
SET DGSSM TO '10' $
SET TEMP TO TEMP - DVRTC $
IF TFMP LT 0 THEN SET TEMP TO TEMP + DKRTCOVF $
SET DVTRB TO DVTGB + DVTRR + TEMP •• O $
SET VSSTM TO BIAS + nVTRR + TEMP •• O $
SET DVSST TO VSSTM + DVTMR





CMS-2 KERNEL 11 AT'" TASK KEYING
TASKKEY SYS-PROC " ATM TASK KEYING ROUTINE" S
LOC-DD S
VRBl PRIORITY I 100 S S "TASK PRIORITY LEVEL"
VRBL TSt<PTR I 161) U $ "TASK POINTER (ADDRESS)"
VRBL I I 100 S S "OVERFLOW TABLE CHAIN INDEX' ,










LOCATION POINTER TO THE NEXT EXECUTABLE $
INSTRUCTION OF THE TASK CURRENTLY AS·SIGNED S
TO THAT PRIORITY LEVEL OR ZERO IF NO TASK $
IS CURRENTLY ASSIGN~D. $
2. TASK REGISTER CONTENTS (INITIALLY ZERO). $
3. TASK REGISTER CONTENTS (INITIALLY ZERO). $
4. TASK REGISTER CONTENTS (INITIALLY ZERO). $
5. INDEX POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF THE $
PRIORITY OVERFLOW TABLE CHAIN FOR THAT $
PRIORITY LEVEL. A VALUE OF ZERO INDICATES $
END OF CHAIN. $
TABLE ATMPCT V NONE 100 S
FIELD ATMTSKPTR I 16D U $
FIELD ATMT~KREGI I 260 U $
FIELD ATMTSKREG2 I 260 U $
FIELD ATMTSKREGJ I 260 U S
FIELD ATMOVFPTR I 160 U I
END-TABLE ATMPCT $
IF THE REQUESTED PRIORITY LEVEL IS NOT CURRENTLY
ASSIGNED, INITIALIZE THE ENTRY FOR THIS TASK.
THE PRIORITY CONTROL TABLE CONTAINS ONE ENTRY FOR


































THE PRIORITY OVERfLOW TABLE IS USED FOR KEYING S
TASKS ON A PRIORITY LEVEL WHICH IS CURRENTLY $
ASSIGNED TO ANOtHER TASK. THE ENTRIES ARE NOT S
ALLOCATED TO A FIXED PRIORITY BUT ARE ASSIGNED S
DYNA~ICALLY AS REQUIRED. ALL OVERFLOW ENTRIES FOR S
EACH PRIORITY LEVEL ARE CHAINED TOGETHER SUCH THAT S
THE TASKS CAN BE EXECUTED ON A FIRST-IN/FIRST-OUT S
BASIS. EACH ENTRY CONSISTS OF TWO ITEMS. S
1. INDEX POINTER TO THE NEXT ENTRY IN THE S
CHAIN. A VALUE OF ZERO INDICATES END OF S
CHAIN. S
2. POINTER TO THE BEGINNING OF THE TASK FOR S
THAT ENTRY. A VALUE OF ZERO INDICATES THATI
THE ENTRY IS NOT ASSIGNED TO ANY TASK. I
TABLE ATMPOVFT V NONE 260 S
FIELD ATMOVFPTR I 160 U I
FIELD ATMTSKPTR I 160 U I
END-TABLE ATMPOVFT S
END-LOC-DD S
PROCEDURE TASKKEY INPUT PRIORITY, TSKPTR I
COMMENT











IF ATMPCTCPRIORITY.ATMTSKPT~) EQ 0




THEN GOTO FINI $
SET I TO ATMPCTlPRIORITY.ATMOVFPTR) $
IF I EQ 0 THEN GOTO SLTSRCH $
IF ATMPOVFTCI,ATMOVFPTR) NOT 0
THEN SET I TO ATMPOVFTCI,ATMOVFPTR)
THEN GOTO CHNSRCH $









wHE~ THE END OF THE OVERFLOW POINTER CHAIN HAS BE~N$
FOUND. SEARCH FOR AN E~PTY SLOT IN THE OVERFLOW $
TABLE. $
$
VARY J FRO~ 1 THRU 25D $
IF ATMPOVFTCJ.ATMTSKPT~) EQ 0 THEN GOTO SLTFND$
END SLTSRCH $ .
STOP $ "HALT IF OVERFLOW TABLE IS FULL"
$
ADD THE NEW ENTRY TO THE END OF THE OVERFLOW CHAIN $
AND STORE THE TA~K POINTER IN IT. $
$
IF I E(~ n
THEN SET ATMPCTCPRIORITY.ATMOVFPTR) TO J
THEN GO TO AROUND $
SET ATMPOVTCI.ATMOVFPTR) TO J $
SET ATMPUVTlJ.ATMOVFPTR) TO 0 $
SET ATMPOVTlJ.ATMTSKPTR) TO TSKPTR $
"Rt:.LE"ASE INTERRUPTS AS REQUIRED' '$
RETURN $
ENO-PROC TASKKEY $
ENO-SYS-PROC TASKKEY $
CHNSRCH.
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMf'lENT
CO~MEtH
SL TFND.
COt-lMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
COMMENT
SLTS~CH.
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